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RULES AND REGULATIONS

Passed at Seven Special General Meetings, held on February 7

and April 3, 1876, on jfanuary 6, 1879, on December 6,

1S86, on 2, 1890, on jfanuary jt 1895, and oh October

15, igot.

OBJECTS AND CONSTITUTION.

1. This Association ia called the "Musical Association"

and is formed for tKe investigation and discussion of subjects

connected with the Art, Science, and History of Music ; and is

intended to be similar in its organisation to existing Learned

Societies.

It is not intended that the Association shall give concerts,

or undertake an; pablications other than those of their own
Proceedings, or the Papers read at their Meetings.

MEMBERS.

2. The Association shall consist of practical and theoretical

musiraans, as well as those whose researches have been

directed to the science of aconstics, the history of the art, or

other Icindred subjects.

Any person desirous of being admitted into the Association

must be proposed by two members. Foreigners resident

abroad and distinguished in the Art, Science, or Literature of

Music may be nominated by the Council for election as

Honorary Members of the Association.

Elections will take place by ballot of the members present

at any of the ordinary meetings, and one adverse vote in four

shall exclude.

No newly elected member shell be entitled to attend the

meetings until the annual subscription be paid.
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KDLBS AND REOULATIOKS.

SUBSCRIPTION.

3. The annual Bubacription to the Association is one guinea,

which shall become due on the ist of November in each year.

Any member may, upon or at any time after election,

become a life member of the Association by payment of a

compoaition ot £10 too. in lieu of future annual snbscriptions,

but in addition to any annual subscription previously paid or

doe from such member. Such sums shall from time to time

be invested tn legal security in the names of Trustees, to be

appointed by the Council.

Tha same Trusteee shall have power to hold other Capital

accnmulated by, or accruing to Qie Aasociation.

Any member intending to resign his membership shall

signi^ his wish by notice in writing to die Secretary on or

before the 31st of October, otherwise he shall be liable for his

subscription for the ensuing year.

MEETINGS.

4. An ordinary meeting shall be held on the second Tuesday

iri every month, from November to June inclusive, at 5 p.m.,

when, after the despatch of ordinary business. Papers will

be read and discussed, the reading to commence not before

5.20 P.M.

5. An annual general meeting of members only shall be

held at the end of the financial year, to receive and deliberate

on -Ae Report of the Council, and to elect the Council and

officers for the ensuing year.

6. Special general meetings may be summoned whenever

the Coundl may consider it necessary ; and they shall be at all

times bound to do so on receiving a requisition in writing

from five members, specifying the nature of the business to be

transacted. At least one week's notice of such special

meeting shall be given by circular to every member, and ten

members present at any general meeting shall constitute

7. Every member shall have the privilege of introducing one

visitor at the ordinary meetings, on writing the name in a

book provided for that purpose, or sending a written order.
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RDLES AND REGUIATIONS.

COMMUNICATIONS.
8. Papers proposed to be read at the meetings may treat of

any subject connected with the Art, Science, or History of

Music, Acoustics, and other kindred aubjeets.

Papers will be received from or through any member of the

Association.

Experiments and performances may be introduced, when
limited to the illustration of the Paper read.

9. All communications read will become thenceforth the pro-

perty of the Association (unless there shall have been some

previous arrangements to the contrary), and the Council may
publish the same in any way and at any time they may think

proper.

REPORTS.

10. A Report of the Proceedings of the Association, includ-

ing the Papers read or abstracts of the same, and abstracts of

the Discussions, sh^dl be printed and distributed to the

members as soon as passible after the end of each Bession.

This Report will be arranged and edited hy the Secretaiy,

under the direction of the Council.

COUNCIL AND OFFICERS.

11. The management of the a^rs of the Aasociation ehaU

be vested in a Council, consisting of a President, Vice-

Presidents, and ten ordinary members of the Association,

with the assistance of the following Honorary Officers, viz.,

a Treasurer, Auditors, and Solicitor.

The election to the above offices shall be hy ballot at the

annual general meeting of members.

The President, Vice-Presidents, Honorary Officers, and live

ordinary members of the Council shall retire every year, but

shall be ehgible for re-election.

There shall be a Secretary to the Association, and the

Council shall have power to create such other offices as may
appear necessary for conducting routine business. They
shall have power to assign emoluments to the offices specified

in this clause, and to make appoiotmenta to the- same.



provided that all steps taken under the several heads of this

clause be reported for information of members at the next

ensuing monthly meeting, as well as in the annual Report.

13, At the annual general meeting, the Council shall

present a balloting list, showing the names of the persons

whom they propose for the offices of President, Vice-Pre-

sidents, Honorary Officers, and ordinoiy members of Council

for the ensuing year. A copy of this list shall be given to

each member present.

In voting', each member may erase any name or names
from the balloting list, and may substitute the name or names
of any other person or persons whom he considers eligible for

each respective office ; but the number of names on the list,

afler such erasure or substitution, must not eitceed the number
to be elected to the respective ofSces as above enumerated.

Those lists which do not accord with these directions shall

be rejected.

The Chairman of the meeting shall cause the balloting

papers to be collected, and after they have been examined by

himself and two scrutineers, to be appointed by the members,

he shall report to the meeting the result of such examination,

and shall then destroy the balloting papers. Auditors shall

be appointed at the annual general meeting by the members,

and the statement of accounts shall be sent by the Treasurer

to the Auditors, and be remitted by them to die Secretary in

time to enable the Council to judge of the prospects of the

Association, and to prepare their report in accordance

therewith.

13. The Council and officers shtUl meet as often as the

hnsinessof the Association'may require, and at eveiy meeting

three members of Council shall constitute a quorum.

ENACTMENT OR ALTERATION OF RULES
AND REGULATIONS.

14. No rules and regulations can be enacted, altered, or

rescinded, except at a special meeting of members summoned
for the express purpose, the summons stating distinctly and

fully the matter to be brought under consideration.
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THE MUSICAL ASSOCIATION.
TWENTY-SEVENTH SESSION, igoo-igol.

REPORT.
The Annuai. General Mbetihg was held on TdsscAr,

I2TK November, igoi, at the Royal Collbob of

Organists ;

Dr. W. H. CuMMiNGS in the Chair.

Thi foUowijtg Rbpoht of thi Council vas rrad by the Srcrclary :—

The Council beg leave to present their Report of the

a7th Session.

Papers have been read by Sir John Stainer, Dr. Sawyer,
Mr. Algernon Rose, Mr. W. W. Cobbett, Dr. Joseph C.

Bridge, Sir Frederick Bridge, Mr. H. Heathcote Statham,

MiSB Miriam Ellis, and Mr. Herbert Westerby, lo all of

whom the Council desire to accord their thanks. These
papers, with their respective discussions, have been printed

in the annual volume of Proceedings, which has been duly

distributed to the members.
The Council regret to have to record the decease of severaj

distinguished members : Sir John Stainer, Sir Arthur Sullivan,

Dr. William Pole, and Mr. Charles Salaraan.

Our late President, Sir John Stainer, virtually founder ol

the Association, will be remembered for his Kympathetic and
unselfish labours on behalf of our Society. Only a short time
since, having resolved to decline all invitations to lecture or

read papers, he made a special exception in favour of the

Musical Association, and it is gratifying to refer to the fact

that the last volume of Proceedings contains a valuable paper

from his pen.
The Association was reprcBCnted at his liineral by the

Secretaiy and several other members.
Sir Arthur Sullivan was one of the original members of the

Association,

Dr. William Pole was also an original member; his funeral

was attended by our late President, Sir John Stainer, and
other members.

Mr. Charles Salaman, an original member and one of the
founders of the Association, was for some years its energetic

and enthusiastic Secretaiy.

The Council are happy in being able to report a considerable

accession of new members, forty-seven of whom have been



REPORT.

elected since lat November, 1900, thus bringing the roll of
membership to a higher total than at any previous time.

This is a very satisfactoiy result of the efforts put forth by
the Council to make the Association more widely known.
Nevertheless, it would not be wise to relax such efforts, aa the

usefulness and influence of the Association will be augmented
by a still further increase in the membership. The Council
would therefore invite members to work with this end in view.
103 members of the Musical Association belong also to the
International Musical Society.

The attendance at the Monthly Meetings shows an improve-
ment on the previous year, and the Council trust that the
improvement will continue.

Although the expenses of the past season have been
exceptionally heavy, and the balance in hand somewhat
reduced in consequence, the finances are in a thoroughly
sound and satisfactory condition. The invested fund is ^^500,
Government Stock.

The Dinner on 13th November, igoo, proved a great
Bucceas, Sir Frederick Bridge presiding over a very satis-

factory gathering of members and guests.
In accordance with the rules the Vice-Presidents and live

ordinary members of Council—Dr. C. W. Pearce, Mr. C. A.
Bariy. Mr. Clifford B. Edgar, Mr. Prendergast, and Mr. T. L.
Southgate—retire from office. Ur. Myles Foster also has
resigned his seat on the Council.

The Council submit the following nominatioiM :

—

As President J Sir C. Hubert H. Parry, Mus. Doc.
As Vice-Presidents : Mr. W. G. Adams, Mr. C. A. Barry,

Mr. R. H. M. Bosanquet, Sir Frederick Bridge,

Mr. Gerard F. Cobb, Dr. W. H. Cummings, Mr. Manuel
Garcia, Mr. Otto Goldschmidt, Dr. J. Higga, Mr. W.
Macfarren, Dr. Maclean, Prof. Prout, Lord Rayleigh,
and Prof. Stanford.

As Ordinary Members of Council : Mr. Clifford Edgar,
Mr, F. G. Edwards, Dr. Charles W. Pearce, Mr. A. H. D.
Prendergast, Mr.T. L. Southgate, and Mr. J. F. R. Stainer.

The Hon. Officers as before.

On the motion of Sir Bmeet Clarite, seconded by Ur.
W. Harding Bonner, the Report W8B adopted.
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The Hon. Treasurer's Statement of Accounts was laid

before the Meeting, and passed on the motion of Mr. W.
Harrison, seconded by Mr. Oliver D. Belsham.

Mr. A. H. D. Prendergast intimated that he wished to

resign the office of Hon. Treasurer, owing to lack of time to

attend to the duties. Mr. Prendergast's resignation was

accepted with regret, coupled with a cordial vote of thajika for

his past services. Mr, Clifford B. Edgar was then nominated

to succeed Mr. Prendergast. With this alteration, all the

nominations in the Report were carried unanimously.

A vote of thanks to the Council and Officers for their

ervices during the past year wss then passed, and the

Meeting closed with a similar compliment to Dr. Cummings
for his conduct in the chair.
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NOTICE.

Papers or short communications for the Monthly Meetings

are received from or through Members ; these and suggestions

as to suitable sntjects and capable writers will be gladly

considered hy the Council.

Members are desired to make the Asaociation and its objects

as widely known as possible. The Secretary will forward

Prospectuses and Nomination Forms on application.

Members preferring to do so can pay their subscriptions

through their Bankers. A form for this purpose may be

obtained of the Secretary.

Any change of address should be promptly notified to the

Secretary, as occasional complaints of the non-receipt of books

and notices are usually traceable to either old or insufficient

addreases.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

• At a Special General Meeting held on Februaiy 13, igoo,

the following Resolution was passed : " That the Council be

and is hereby authorised to add to the title of the Musical

Association on its publications and prospectuses till further

notice , the words < In connection with the Internationale

MusifcgesellBchaft'

"

The English Committee of the latter Sodety (International

Musical Society) consists of: Sir Hubert Parry, Bart.

(President), Mr. Otto Goldschmidt (Vice-President), Sir

Frederick Bridge, Dr. Cummings, Mr. W. H. Hadow, Sir

Alexander Mackenzie, Dr. Maclean, Mr. Fuller Maitland, Dr.

McNai^ht, Professor Niecks, Professor Prout, Mr. Barclay

Squire, Profesaor Sir C. Villins Stanford, Mr. Sedley Taylor.

The Socie^ publishes a monthly Journal and qnarteriy

Magazine, employing four languages, with the object oi

promoting interchange between different countries of informa-

tion and opinions concerning the history, art, and acience of

Owing to the long-standing position of the Musical

Association, members thereof are admitted as members of

the International Musical Society on very special terms,

which can be ascertained from the Secretary of the Musical

Association.
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TvEUMiy, NOVBUBSB II, igoi.

W. H. CUMMINGS, Esq., Mds.D. Dub., F.S.A.,

Vice-Prbsidbnt,

In the Chaib.

ORCHESTRAL AND CHORAL BALANCE.
By Johs' E. Borland, Mus. B. Okon.

The subject of Orchestral and Choral Balance has by no
means received the attention due to it from concert-givers,

conductors, writers on music, or the public. It has occa-
sionally called forth a casus! lemark from Press critics when
something beyond the ordinary has been noticeable in a
performance; writers on orchestration havi; i(>iirht;([ upon
-it to some extent, and an occasional lecture has ln'i.'ii devoted
to it ; but in nearly every case there has btf^n a incru nilibiixjg

at the frinee of a great subject. Even wlieie a general
survey has been attempted, it has often taken the form of a
sermon preached upon £ome definite text, such asi for

example, the otherwise valuable paper read by Pro^ssor
Prout before the last Conference of the Incorporated Sodety
of Musicians. In that paper, Dr. Prout showed that his

choice of the subject mas due to his having noticed a few bad
examples of ill-considered balance between choir and band,
where the choir was numerically much too strong for the
orchestra, such as at the Handel Festivals, to a smaller
extent in the Albert Hall, and to a still smaller extent at the
Festivals of Birmingham and Leeds. But this is only one
aspect of the subject. And though one must admit that the
indictment against these performances was justified, I fail

to see any justification for a general attack in the same
direction upon the relative proportions of bands and choirs

in this country. It is sufficient to point out that though the
band may be frequently overpowered by the choir at the
Crystal Palace and at the Albert Hall, the complaint of man^
musicians who really know what they are talking about is

that many choral societies are painfully overweighted by their

The fact is, this subject cannot be studied from a general
standpoint

;
every aspect of it must be considered on its

own merits. Ruughly speaking, performances in which
choirs and bands take p<irt may be divided into two grades ;

the one includes those in which the proportions of the band
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Orchestral and Choral Balance.

are only limited by the taste of the conductor and the funds
at disposal, while tiie choir possesses such a prestige that it

can practically command the services of a sufficient number
of good singers in each part to make it unnecessary to put up
with faulty internal balance in the vocal force. The other
class of performance includes all those cases where neither

taste nor mon^ suffice to correct faulty balance, and where
the conductor is glad to accept any help available. In these
cases, perfbnnanceB have to be given with Such proportions
between band and choir, and between the individual parts
in each, as local circumstances dictate. Inone ndghbourhood,
for example, soprano voices may be plentiful and good

;

contralto scarce and bad; tenors may be at a premium,
while basses may be numerous and powerful. In theaverage
society there is no attempt made to counteract these local

peculiarities by refusing candidates for the parts ivhich are

too strong, or by making special efforts to fill the weaker
parts, the social basis of such choirs being of more weight
than the musical. The same remark applies to the band, in

which some extraordinary proportions of parts arc sometimes
to be found. In one case there may be a perfect army of

violins with but two or three violas ; in another case the
middle string parts may be well represented. Similar for-

tuitous specimens of balance may be found in the wind
department also. Some conductors think little of leaving
out certain instruments when it is inconvenient to obtain
them, and thus we may find a chord which was carefully

calculated by the composer to be well balanced, with bass
tuba and contra fagotto as the foundation, appear in per-

formance as a top-heavy structure, the bass, perhaps, provided
only by the second bassoon, or by a tenor trombone doing
duty for the bass instrument of the same class ; the quartet
of horns frequently lacks two of its members, and so forth.

But it is useless to discuss performances carried on on these
lines. Most listeners will agree that it is better that audiences
in the suburbs or in the provinces should be able to hear
oratorios or sjimphonies performed even in this less perfect

manner than not to hear such music at all. And we must
charitably assume that the concert-givers are doing their best

under adverse circumstances, and refrain from " shooting "

at them. Moreover, the other class of performaoces, where
professional orchestras and choirs of good reputation, under
first-rate conductors, are concerned, gives scope for plenty
of remark.
We turn now to a brief survey of the history of the subject

as far as records are available. It will be unnecf.;ssary and
useless to go back to the earliest orchestras of which we have
any description, such as those of Monteverde aqd his con-
temporaries. The instruments used in the orchestra, and

J
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Orchestral and Choral Balance, 3

the proportions in. which they were employed, differed so totally

from anything which concerns us nowadays that wc cannot
learn anything by quoting the mere lists. The earliest date
to which it is useful to look back is about 200 years ago—the
Bach and Handel period. We know that performances given
under the direction of Handel employed a much smaller

number of performers than any to which we are now
accustomed. Not only was this the case, but the proportions

between the inGtrunients and the voices were dilTerenl. At a

performance in the Foundling Chapel, given under Handel's
own direction, the band contained twelve violins, three violas,

three violoncellos, four hautboys, four bassoons, two trumpets,
two haras, kettledrums, harpsichord, and organ, together
with twenty-three singers, i^., eighteen in the choir and
five principals. It wiu b« noticed that the hautboys and
bassoons exceeded the modem proportions considerably,
while the singers were much fewer than would be employed,
as a rule, nowadays.
There seems to be no record which is at all exact of the

proportions employed 1>y Handel on other occasions, but
according to Dr. Ptout there is a tradition that he had twelve
.first and twelve second violins in his orchestra for most of
his oratorio performances, and it is possible that the other
instruments were in similar proportions to those at the
Foundling Chapel.
Turning to Bach, we find in Spitta's Life of that musician

a copy of a memorial which he wrote on August 23, 1730,
addressed to the Leipsic Town Council, and called " A short
but indispensable sketch of what constitutes well-appointed
church music, with a few impartial reflections on its present
State of decay." He prescribes as a minimum for choirs " At
least three trebles, three fllti, three tenors, and as many
basses ; so that if one is unable to sing, which often happens,
and particularly at this time of the year, a motet may be sung
with at least two voices to each part." As a sort of counsel
of perfection, he adds, as an N.B. : " How much better it

would be if the choir were so, constituted that four were
available for each part, and thus the choir consisted of
sixteen persons."
The instrumental force which Bach thought was not too

powerful to accompany these voices was also described by
him:— "The instrumental music consists of the following

parts: Two or even three first violins, two or three second
violins, two first violas, two second violas, two violoncellos,

one double bass, two, or if needful three, oboes, one or two
bassoons, three trumpets, and kettledrums ; added to this,

church mu^c is often composed for flutes, of which two at
least are required." Thus he advises a total of twenty to
twenty-four players a^inst twelve to sixteen singere.
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From those days onwards the size of the band as compared
with the choir steadily dwindled. In 17S4, at the great

Handel Commemoration in Westminster Abbey, the band 1

contained 250 and the choir 275 performers. Seven years
|

later, at a similar festival, a much larger force was employed,
|

the chorus being 563, the band 504. Dr. Prout, in bis paper '

which I have already mentioned, quotes other examples,
jamong them a St. Cecilia Day Celebration at Salisbury, in
|

1 53, when the singers were eighteen and the players thirty- '

three. (At a Festival in 1768, at Birmingham, on the other
hand (not quoted by Dr. Prout). the chorus had forty boys and
men, against a band of twenty-five.) At a performance of 1

the "Messiah," given in Berlin, in 1786, in the Cathedral, |

under the direction of J. A. Hiller, the choir numbered only
^

118, and the orchestra 186. We need scarcely suffer our
taste to he guided by this example, however, for we are told

that "Hillertiid not hesitate to pander to piibHc taste and
to the vanity of the principal soloist by iiUerpolating an
Italian aria. He also attempted to modernise Handel'swork
by re-writing the parts for the wind instruments, and making 1

changes in the letter of the music. So little reverence was
'

entertained at the time for the ' Messiah ' in Germany, that

the advisability of composing new arias for the oratorio was
openly discussed."

"It was in the nature of such festivals that efforts should
have been made to increase the sonority of the orchestral

volume in keeping with that of the constantly growing vocal

body; and as this could be most readily accomplished by
the introduction of additional wind, and, particularly, brass

instruments, Handel's oratorios were subjected to all sorts

of deplorable indignities for the sake of producing noise
merely—a practice which has unfortunately survived to

the present day."— [Arthur Mees, " Choirs and Choral
Music."]

Some further e:;ample5 were given by Dr. Prout from a
collection of old programmes in the library of Dr. W. H.
Cummings, of performances given between 1790 and 1840.

The facts are very interesting, though it is impossible to

endorse Dr. Prout's deduction that they prove the

"swamping" of the orchestra by the chorus to be a thing
of quite modem growth.

At the Antient Concerts, established in 1776, and continued
until 1848, the figures were practically of Handelian propor-

,

tions. In 1790, band and choir each numbered forty-three ;
'

in lioc,, there were fifty-seven singers and forty-nine players
; .;

in 1812, fifty-five singers, forty-eight players ; in TM17, I

sixty-four against forty-nine ; in 1832, seventy against fifty-

one ; in 1840, however, the proportions fell back to sixty- '

eight singers and sixty-six players.
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At the Birmingham Festival of 1820, the baod contained
eighty-one, the choir 134; at the York Festival, 1823, the
band contained 182 and the choir 285 ; at Birmingham, in the
same year, there were ninety-two in the band, 139 in the
choir. At Liverpool, in the same year, the players were
seventy-two and the singers eighty-four in number. At
Gloucester the proportions were forty-seven and eighty-three.

Against these examples (which may possibly be held to

prove the dominance of Handelian traditions in England
Jong after they were forgotten on the Continent) I have a
striking counterbalance : " The first concert of the Berlin
Sing-Akademie to which the general public was admitted on
payment of an entrance fee, took place on October 8, 1800,

in the Garrison Church, under the direction of Zelter. The
chorus taking part numbered 115, and the orchestra
consisted of members of the royal band, thirty-three. The
work performed was Mozart's ' Reijuiein, chosen in

memory of Fasch (founder of the Society, who had died
in the previous August)." Tiiis event, be it noted, took
place during the life-time of Haydn, only nine years after the
death of Mozart, and in Berlin—not in England. HaifdO)
moreover, is reported to have said of the musical trend of

his own times, " Singing is almost one of the forgotten arts,

and that is why the instruments are allowed to overpower the

Professor Prout, from whom I am quoting largely because
his paper was the last contribution to this subject, brings the
question nearer to our own times by giving the proportionsiaid
down as desirable by Berlioz for a great festival performance.
In one case, Berlioz says that 126 singers should be employed
against an orchestra of i2t. Later he gives particulars for

a festival on a still larger scale, prescribing, for 467 players,

360 singers. For his " Requiem " he prescribes an orchestra
of 202 and a choir of 210. Professor Prout next cites the
case of Verdi's ' Requiem," performed in the Church of
St, Mark, Milan, on May 21, 1K74, where 110 players and
120 choristers rendered the music under Verdi's own direction.

So far, so good. The facis are indisputable. But it does
not seem to the present writer that Professor Front's deduc-
tions from them were in any way justifiable, and especially
is it impossible to base general rules upon isolated examples.
Moreover, he omitted to refer to the event which concerned
England most of ail (in this connection^ in the middle of the
nineteenth century, viz., the production of Mendelssohn's
" Elijah " at Birmingham—^with a band of 135 (including
doubled Kood-mnd) against a choir of 371. I will only
supplement these figures b^ remarking that Mendelssohn
wrote and spoke enthusiastically of the performance, and
that Professor Prout himself bears firequent testimony to
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6 Onhesim! and Choral Balance.

Mendelssolm's " iniorrine judgment " in orchestral matters.
The fact is, that it is not possible to compare the scoring of
" Elijah with that of Hanilel.
There jj a proper balance between players and singers, and i

between the individual parts, for every work that has ever
j

been written ; but the balance that willsuit one will not suit

another, and the main object of this present paper is to point
out where the usual arguments are weakened through the
ignoring of vita! statistics {apart from mere figures), and
finally to assert that, with the exception of a tew bi^ per-
formances, which have been already named, the band is not
swamped by the choir in England.

I have said already that every period and every style of (

mmc demands its own balance. Let us look at some of the
e^mples mentioned above, in detail. At the " Messiah "

performance, given under Handel's own direction at the

Foundling Hospital, which has been so often quoted, the
|

orchestra, to speak by figures only, contained thirty-three
\

instruments, besides organ. Also, again speaking merely by
figures, the chorus parts were entrusted lo only about eighteen

singers; but when we come to look behind the figures the

matter is very different. First of ail, the hanthoj's, trumpets,
and horns (in all eight performers) may be deducted from

,

the general mass of the orchestra, for several reasons:

—

(r.) The hautboys played no independent parts against the '

choir, but, on the contrary, played in unison with the upper
voice parts

; (2.) The trumpets were introduced only in

special numbers, and it is generally assumed that the horns
doubled them in the octave below

; (3.) The kettledrums,
also, only made two or three appearances m the whole course
of the oratorio. How is it pos?ilile to compare, by the mere
figures, such a performance with the proportions of band and
choir which are employed in modern oratorio, where the

wind instruments arc playin;^ almost throughout the choruses,

and the score, moreover, contains four horns, three trombones,
j

bass tuba, etc., in addition to what were used in Handel's
time ? But this is not all. The cases in which even the

string parts play quite independently of the voices, in the
" Messiah," are few in number. What an enormous
difference this makeswhen speaking of balance I In Handel's
music the whole instrumental force was engaged in assisting

the singers ; io many modern scores the players spend the

bulk of their time in opposii^ them. .

But we have not even yet come to the end of the subsidiary
facta which are overlooked by those who argue from figures

j

only. One of the most important of these was that the
j

chorus singers were chiefly, if not entirely, professional, I

almost to within living memory, and the performance of
Handel's " Alexander Balus," which was given at the
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Orchestral and CfKn-al BuUmce. 7

Scarborough Conference of the Ittcorpoiated Society of
Musicians two years ago, r^roduced the old conditions very
faithfully. But any organist who has the good fortune to

control a competent paid choir of about twenty-four voices,
will know that he would readily pit them against an
orchestra of similar numbers, or even larger, in a work like

the " Messiah " ; whereas if he were dealing with the
average amateur society, he would want to double the number
of his singers. A good example of the power of a properly-
trained choir of good professional voices is to be found at

St. Paul's Cathedral several times every year, where not only
in Bach's Passion Music, hut also in modern works like

Spohr's "Last Judgment" and Mendelssohn's ''St. Paul,"
the vocalists hold their own easily against, roughly, an equal
number of players. The same fact may be noted at

Westminster Abbey on special occaKions when an orchestra
is used. The difference between professional and amateur
vocalists needs to be taken into account therefore in dealing
with all the old records—of the Plandel Commemoration, the
Antient Concerts, and the earlier Provincial festivals, down
to about the beginning of the late Queen's reign.

Performances on similar lines could be organized any day
by a concert-manager who was able and willing to pay
professional vocalists, but they cannot be held to establi^
any law as to numerical proportions for votuatary chorus
singers who miss a certain number of rehearsals, and are not
sure of attack, whose reading powers are inferior, and whose
voices are less develooed than those of professional vocalists.

But even this does not exhaust the list of facts which are
entirely against arguments founded on figures. Dr. Front
made much of the Berlioz numbers. But let us take his
" Requiem" first of all. From the orchestra, for all practical

purposes of balance, we may make very considerable
deductions. Berlioz's choir of 120, also, cannot be compared
with the ordinary English choir which sings in four parts,

for he prescribes forty-six sopranos (firsts and seconds),

forty tenors (firsts and seconds), forty basses (firsts and
seconds). The division of the voices into six parts adds
considerably to their volume ; while the fact that there are
eighty male voices acrainst foriv-.six female, instead of

proportions wiiic.ii arc ;iiii}Oi.i nivciscii, as is tiic caiie 111

England, also rii.ikci:

ich the subiect demands." So much tor stereotvped

ires. Me also says, later :
* The conscanr uniformiiy of



8 Orchestral and Choral Balance.

the executive masses is one of the great obstacles to the
production of sterling and really new works. It besets

composers more firoin old custom, routine, laziness, and want
of r^ectton, than from motives of economy." Later again,

he remarks, with regard to his figures for a general festival

:

" It would be curious to try for once in a composition written

ad hoc, the simultaneous employment of all the musical forces

which might be gathered together in Paris." Observe, a
composition is to be written specially to suit this gigantic

force, not that this force is supposed to be an ideal one for

the performance of existing works of any period. More than
this, Berlioz takes the shape of thebuildinginto consideratiou

(and this is a point upon which I must touch later), and says:

—

" Supposing that a master had these at his disposal, in a
vast space adapted for the purpose byan architect who
should be well versed in acoustics and a good musician,

he ought, before writing, to determine with preciuon
the plan and arrangement of his immense orchestra,

and then to keep them always present to his mind
while writing. It is obvious that it would he of the
highest importance in the employment of so enormous
a musical mass, to take account of the distance or the

nearness of the different groups which compose it."

How, under these circumstances, is it possible to compare
Berlioz's suggested festival force with the conditions under
which the Handel Festival performances have to be carried

on ! The great transept of the Crystal Palace can hardly be
described as " a vast space adapted for the purpose by an
arcliitect who should be well versed in acoustics and a good
musician." In this case, again, Berlioz's chorus includes
220 adult males as against only r40 sopranos. Moreover,
the list of the orchestra provides some amusing reflections.

In it are four octo-basses, fourteen flutes and piccolos of
various shapes and sizes, sixcorni Inglesi, thirty harps, thirty

pianotortes, eight pairs of kettledrums with ten drummers
(reckoning as only two, or at most three instruments, not ten,

in the same way as no one would reckon a pianoforte as

eighty-eight individuals when it has eighty-eight keys).

There are also nine other drums of various kinds, four pairs

of cymbals in different keys, two very low bells, two gongs,
and four Chinese pavilions, making a total of at least loo
instruments which cannot be reckoned in the ordinary
ensemble. Berlioz also goes on to describe how he would use
such a force, showing the enormous number of special effects

he could get from various combinations. There is apparently
no intention whatever of employing them in the same way
as, e.g., Mendelssohn employs choir and band together in

such a choms aa " Thanks be to God," where the whole
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instrumental force is pitted against the whole vocal. It is

obvious, also, from many expressions used, that Berlioz was
contemplating a chorus of professionally-trained singers.

To turn to the Verdi periormance, as an actual event
instead of a dream like Berlioz's Festival, wefind facts just as
powerful against the utility of calculations based on figures.

It is bejrond dispute that, at the first performance of the
Manzom " Requiem," at Milan, on May 22, 1874, there was
an orchestra of 100 players and a choir of 120 singers, all of

whom, according to an eye-witness, were " leading per-

formers," the occasion being a notable one not merely from
a musical point of view, but from the fact that it was a

commemoration of the Rrst anniversary of the death of

Manzoni. After some difficulty, I have obtained a description

of the exact arrangement of the performers and of their

personnel. Quite a large number of inhabitants of Milan, and
others, had to be consulted before I could ascertain anything
regarding these details. Nobody seemed to remember,
except the great fact that the work was performed. One
gentleman, a well-known English composer, who undertook
to make inquiries among his Italian friends, obtained a post-

card from a leading Milanese to the effect that " No one now
remembers anything about it," and he sends it on with the

following note :
" By enclosed you will see that nullus ad

hue istic mcminit whatsoever about it.' It is more to my
credit than to that of the Milanese, for my Lalin hexameter
is good, and their memories bad." However, Signor
Biin, of the Gaszrtla Muitcale, of Milan, succeeded in dis-

covering some ancient inhabitants whose memories could
carry them back 27 years, and to him I am indebted for the
fiallovring interesting particulars. As to the performers, " the
orchestra was composed for the greatest pact of the professors

of the Scala Theatre, among whom one could see several

celebrities, such as the violinist Trombini, Pinto, Franchi,
and the famous Piatti." The chorus (and this is the im-
portant point] " were composed from the singing school of
the Scala, of the Conservatoire, and the Popular School of
Song, and in their midst were some distinguished artists

—

Galvini, de Filippi, and even the well-known Maestro Rossi,

of Parma, who sang with the basses." Such was the force at

San Marco Church, and the work was repeated three times
at the Theatre of I.a Scala with the same proportions. Here,
again, you will notice the choir was of a professional and
highly-trained type, as contrasted with the average amateur
chori society with which composers and conductors have
to deal almost entirely in England.
Up to the present, I have confined myself to the differences

of personnel, and differences in the style of using instruments,
and have not mentioned the important question of the
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relative positions of either the individual instruments in the
band, or the individual voices in tlie choir, nor the relative

'

positions of band and choir. Those present who have had
experience of conducting in various circumstances, will under-
stand liow important the relative positions of sitings and
wind are, and how an arrangement of orchestra which suits

music of one period will by no means do for music of another
class. In some cases, the string tone should be predominant
and all else subsidiary. In other cases, as in Mozart's
Symphonies, the wood-wind parts are of such importance i

that the players of those instruments ought to occupy positions

at least equal in promiDence with those of the leadiog
J

violinists. In certain kinds of music, ^ain, the homsshould \

be grouped vith the wood-wind; on other occasions they
should be [)lBced with the brass. In Weber's "Der
FreischQtz," in the hunting scene, the bass trombone, as the !

foundation for the hoin quartet, ought to be placed near the ,1

horss. The effect of the more usual arrangement, with the
;j

latter on the one side of the orchestra, and the trombone on '|

the other side, is grotesque.
In the same way it is necessary that the placing of the

||

parts in a choir should be carefully studied. In one concert j

haU, familiar to the writer, the only practicable positions for
j

two of the voice parts were in side galleries. It then became
a question as to whether the ladies' parts or those of the men

^

were naturally the stronger, or whether in certain music one i

or other of them should predominate ; the difference of effect
|

secured by exchanging positions was quite remarkable. To
a modified tstentthis may be applied to the ordinary arrange-

'

ment of a choir behind a band ; the voices which occupy
]

the extreme sides do not tell by any means so strongly as i

those vhich are in the centre of the semicircle, facing the
audience, even although they have to travel over the beads '

of the players. i

It must surely be a usual experience that the question of I

position is of absolute importance; and yet Professor Prout
|

makes no mention of it. Nevertheless, some of his examples I

were subject to vital modification by considerations of this 1

kind. I believe there is no record as to how Handel placed
|

his band at the Foundling Hospital ; but where the force was
|

so small this hardly mattered. The whole body of singers
]

and players occupied so little ^ace, and was probably so

mixed up, that the result was a homogeneous blend, and I
|

have already pointed out that both the string players and the
^

players of hautboys to a large extent only doubled the chorus
parts. The hautboys, indeed, on that occasion, might almost
be rechoned on the side of the singers, instead of against

them, as they did not play a single independent note. But,
at the Handd Commemoration in 1784, the choir was in^oni
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of the band ; of what value, therefore, is it to quote these
figures against those of modern perforroances where the
positions are reversed ? They can form no criterion

whatever for us. Roughly speaking, as orchestral music
developed in importance, it became more and more necessary
to give prominence to the band instead of to the choir, and as
about a century ago the amateur choralist (who cost nothing)
began more and more to take the place of his paid colleague,

it was easiest to increase the choir and to economise band-
tone by bringing the players in front. And when we come to

examine other cases which Dr. Front quoted as establishing

a precedent against the present balance of English choral
societies, we fmd that he has again ignored this most vital

part of the matter.

For example, it is said that sucli a numerical balance as is

common in England is unknown an the Coutment. But in

Germany the choir sits in front of the band, and so usual is

this that, in a little " Handbook of Conducting" by Professor
Carl Schroeder, of Hamburg, there is no mention whatever
made of the possibility of any other arrai^ment. He says

:

" When arrangements have to be made for a choir at a
concert, the orchestra closes up in wedge shape between the
choral masses, taking from the strings one or perhaps two
rows in the front. The remaining strings on each side follow

behind, so that the wood-wind is placed between them, the

brass and instruments of percussion bringing up the rear."

Now it is not uncommon in England for the orchestra to be
placed between the two sides of the choir, in the shape of a
wedge ; but Professor Schroeder's idea of the wedge is totally

different from that known in England. He speaks of having
the apex of the orchestral triangle towards the audience, thus
exposing only a few string players, while the rest of the band
is shaded from the listeners, as it were, by the bodies of the

singers ; whereas in England it is the broad banc of the
triangle which is brought forward in front of the chorus.

Roughly, this is the arrangement which is followed by the
Berlin Philharmonic Society :

—

Soloists. SOLOlsts.

= o
CONDDCIOIt.
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Notwithstanding this arrangement, the orchestra in a
recent season numbered seventy, while the chorus was 403

—

female voices, however, very largely predominating.
Let us now return to Berlioz. 1 have already spoken of

his remarkable list of players for a great festival, and shown
that about 100 cannot be reckoned in the general ensemble,

while the chorus figures which he gave indicated a much
greater volume of sound than would be produced by a similar

number of choralists in England, owing to the predominance
of the male voices over the female in Berlioz's list ; and that

b^ond this were two things far more important— (i) the

music for this great force was fo be specially scored for it,

and (al the choir which he contemplated was to i)e practically

a professional body. But even these important points are
quite overshadowed by his description of the relative

positions of the vocal and instrumental foices. On this

subject Beilioz says :

—

" The disposal and grouping of the players and chorus-
singers COroe also within the province of the orchestral

conductor, particularly for concerts. It is impossible

to indicate arbitrarily the best method of grouping the
performers in a theatre or concert-rooni ; the shape
and arrangement of the interior of these places

necessarily influence the course to be taken in such a
case. Let us add that it depends, moreover, upon
the number of performers requiring to be grouped,
and on some occasions upon the style of composi-
tion adopted by the author whose work is to be
performed."

After describing the general shape of the staging upon
which orchestra and choir should be placed, and recom-
mending the semicircular form with raised steps, for the
orchestra, he goes on to say ;

—

" There should be a horizontal flooring, or stage, more
or less wide, extending in front of the first rows of the
amphitheatre. On this flooring the chorus singers

should be placed, in form of a fan turned three-quarters

towards the public, so that all shall be able easily to

see the motions of the orchestral conductor. The
grouping of the chorus-singers, in consonance with
their respective order of voice, will differ accordingly

as the author has written in three, four, or six parts.

At any rate, the women-sopranos and contraltos

should be in front, seated, the tenors standing behind
the contraltos, and the basses standing behind the
sopranos."
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Berlioz mentions these details as being only approximate,
and subject to modification in various ways to fit local circum-
stances, asd then gives some particulars of the customary
arrai^emeDts at the Paris Conservatoire.
" At the Conservatoire," he says :

—

" Where the amphitheatre is composed of only four or
five rows, not circular, and cannot therefore contain
the whole orchestra, the violins and violas are on the
stage, while the basses and wind instruments alone
occupy the rows 1 the chorus is seated on the front of
the stage, facing the public, and the women-sopranos
and contraltos, turning their backs directly upon the
orchestral conductor, are utterly unable to see his
motions. The arrangement is very inconvenient for
this portion of the chorus."

Evidently there was no idea of placing the singers behind
the band, and even the bad arrangement of bringing many of
the vocalists so far forward that they could not see the con-
ductor, was considered less undesirable than it would be to
break through so established b custom, namely, that of
having the band behind the choir. Some later paragraphs
emphasize this. He says :

—

" It is everywhere of the greatest consequence that the
chorus-singers placed on the front of the stage shall

occupy a plane somewhat lower than that of the
violins ; otherwise they would considerably deaden
the sound of these instruments.

" For the same reason, if there are not other rows for the

choir in front of the orchestra, it is absolutely needful

that the women should be seated, and the men remain
standing up, in order that the voices of the tenors and
basses, proceeding from a more elevated point than
those of the sopranos and contraltos, may come forth

freely, and be neither stilled or intercepted.

"When the presence of the chorus-singers in front of
the ordiestra is a<A necessary, the conductor wll take
care to send them away; since this large nnmber o£
human bodies injures the sonority of the instruments.

A symphony performed by an orchestra thus more or

less stifled, loses much of its effect."

The paragraphs which I have just quoted from Berlioz, prove
beyond question that the relative positions of band and choir
which were then customary in France were just the reverse

of those in England ; and I understand that no radical change
has taken place to this day in France. In that country.
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indeed, asin Germany, the orchestra is the tlii>tg,aBdoccapies
the raised and permanent part of the staging, while the choir
is only put on as an extra, when required.

I have already considered the Verdi " Requiem" perform-
ance from the point of view o{personnel, and my case is still

farther strengthened by it in connection with the relative

positions of choir and band. The letter of Signer BifS,

which I have quoted, deals with this also. He says the per-
formers were thus distributed :

—

" Before the principal altar, directly without the steps of
the balustrnde, a stnll had been erected (in a circle)

with steps round, on which were disposed the
orchestra on the li'ft sido and the choral masses on the
right, these iasl comprising men and women, divided

in two groups."

The description, is not very full in detail, but the main fact is

certain, viz., that the arrangement was totally different from
anything which we have in this country, and that the choir
was not behind the band, but beside it, so that neither impeded
the effect ofthe other. Added to this is the fact that a church
can seldom be compared with an ordinary concert hall—but
this trenches on a part of our subject which must be deferred
until later. Three other facts must be mentioned here,

however, and then we may dismiss the Verdi " Reqoiem"

(i.) The Maestro himself conducted a performance of the
work in the Albert Hall, London, on May 15, 1875. The
band numbered 150, while the choir contained between
500 and 600 singers, arranged in the usual way behind the

band ; and it is not recorded that Verdi made any remark
about the balance of tone. (2.) Several reports of a per-

formance of the same work at the late Leeds Festival, where
the singers numbered 356, and the band 120, speak of the

band as being " too loud." (3.) At the Verdi Memorial
Concert in the Queen's Hall, on Juae 8, 1901, with a choir of

220 and a band of 80, the choralists were often quite covered
by the orchestral tone—judging from a good central position

in the stalls. So much for mere figures, once more.
The question of Acoustics of buildings is an important one,

but it is far too large and complicated to be approached from
a scientific standpoint on this occasion. It is necessary,
however, to mention it, with the further remark that though
neither architects, acousticians, nor musicians have as yet

formulated any reliable rules for our guidance, it is possible

by patient experiment to find out the best proportions and
the best relative positions for band and chorus in a given

biulding. It is especially unsafe to rehearse in one building
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and perform in another, as is so often done ; and even in the
same building the presence or absence of the audience
makes an enormous difference to the effect, so that experience
of perfbnnances as well as rehearsals is needful for the
securing of the best results.

Some buildings swallow up a great deal of bass-tone and
leave the upper parts too prominent ; others need little bass,
comparatively, on account of some architectural feature

which assists fundamental tone.

In two churches known to myself, a striking contrast was
lately presented in the same work (the " Messiah ') performed
by, virtually, the same individuals. In the one case, a
chancel arch retained the -String [>,iss tone to such an extent
that three capable petforniors were almost inaudible beyond
the chancel ; in the other case, two of these performers were
accidentally absent, anil the third was quite adequate for the
work single-handed ; here there was no arch and no padding
of any kind, such as cushions or hangings, and the floor ol

the wide central aisle was of smooth marble.

Some Minor Considerations.

Owing to the considerable space occn[Hed In a large body
of performers, it is obviously impossible for all of them to be
equally eflective at any given pomt of heating. In addition to

this, the effect of eacli individual performer and of the whole
mass varies according to the portion of a person in the
Auditorium.
A few illustrations will show what is meant here :

—

I. At a rehearsal of a new work in the Royal Albert Hall a
few years ago, I was followLncr the score in the centre of the
arena, and listened for the efiei:i oi a ccn.'iiii fortissimo chord
in which the bass-tuba (without trombones) took part. Its

tone was indistinguishable fnjni rnm oi cne strings and wood-
wind; but, listening at night iroin a len-nand box just over
the orchestra, when that cliora c:imc. ti)<;re seemed to be
nothing but bass-tuba and drum jn ii- ttie ivreat bell of the

tuba pointing directly towarus me. 2. ii\ the same way,
perhaps some present have noiicea a naiiit on the part of

a bass-trombone player in the late Crystal Palace orchestra,

of lifting his instrument over his music-stand, with the effect

of making its tone stand right out of the picture and cease to

blend with the other instruments. 3. At the Queen's Hall,

seated in the stalls, the tone of the band is mainly reedy and
thin, and the trombones often cut through it too prominently
(being slanted downwards right at the stall-holders). From
the front row of the first circle, the effect is much better

;

more string-tone is heard, and the wood-wind and horns are
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more individualised. In the top gallery, the eSect is best
of all ; the volume of string tone is superb, and balances well
the most strident effects of the brass instruments.

But these are drawbacks which I fear can never be over-
come. It is impossible for all hstcners to sit in one seat,

unless they have the means (and the madness) of the late

King of Bavaria to order performances for their solitary

delectation. Nor can the sounds of orchestra and choir all

proceed from one point, unless they be collected and blended
in a great funnel and thus served out to each listener direct;

but such a plan, if practicable, would destroy some of the
beauties of musical effect which are quite as valuable as

are balance or blending—viz., broad contrasts, antiphony,
and those more delicate conversational touches ivhich

characterise the music of Mozart, and of the modern com-
posers who revel in piquant effects in miniature. Blend is,

after all, not everything; any more than we should think
it an improvement upon our usual custom, if wo were to

shake together the various courses at a banquet and ladle

them out in bulk.

For the reasons hinted at above, we must abandon as
chimerical the thought of a universal balance and a perfect

blend. It may be considered that, if this is the case, it is

useless to discuss the question of orchestral and choral
balance. Not at all I Though I have attempted to show
that numerical rules for universal application are not only
useless, but positively misleading, there remains as an
ultimate guide something to which all art questions must be
referred, viz., the cultured taste of an eclectic and broad-
minded musician.
The awakening to this vital fact which came to Wa^er

is thus described by a well-known American writer,

W. J. Henderson:—
"

' In the days of my youth,' said Wagner, ' orchestral

pieces at the celebrated Leipsic Gewandhaus concerts
were not conducted at all; they were simply played
through under the leadership of Concertmeister Mathai,
like overtures and entr'actes at a theatre.' Such
Derformances annoyed and discouraged Wagner ; but
in 1839 he got a valuable lesson from hearing the
Conservatoire Orchestra of Paris rehearse a Beethoven
symphony under Habeneck. The scales fell from
my eyes,' he said ;

' I came to understand the value
of correct execution, and the secret of a good per-
formance. The orchestra had learned to look for

Beethoven's melody in every bar—that melody which
the worthy Leipsic mu^cians had failed to discover

;

and the orchestra sang that melody. This was the
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secret,' A little further on, he says :
' The French

idea of playing an instrument well is to be able to

sing well upon it. And (as already said) that superb
orchcsIra sang the symphony. The possibility of its

being well snng implies thai the true tempo had been
found ; and this was the second point which impressed
me at the time. Old Habeneck was not the medium
of any abstract sesthetical inspiration—he was devoid
of genius : but he found the right tempo while per-

sistently fixing the attention of his orchestra upon the
me/oj of the symphony. The right comprehension of

the m«/oi is tKe sole guide to the true tempo.'

"

In. another passage Mr. Henderson writes :

—

"The conductor's conception of a composition is to
be revealed through the performance by means of the
distributioDS of hght and shade, the relative import-

ance given to the outer and inner voices of the score,

by the placing of the climaxes of force and speed, and
the detid^ accentuation of every phrase. It is

at the rehearsals that the conductor imparts to the
men of his orchestra bis wishes in these matters, and
causes them to go over and over certain passages till

they are played to his satisfaction. He cannot do any
of this at a performance. There he can only beat
time, and in doing so remind his men, as I have already
said, of what he told them at the rehearsals,

"The conductor inii^t see to it that significant passages
allottud tu iiiblruiindQLi not playing the leading melody
are brought out. Many of the most beautiful effects of
orchestral compositions are contrapuntal, and they
are too often lost through the incapacity or negligence
of conductors. It requires close and sympamedc
study of a score to find these bits."

An old milita^ bandmaster whose education was evidently
more musical than literary, but who had the root of the
matter in him, recently said on this subject :

" The secret of
good hand-playing is this—when you've got the toon let 'em
'av it out. When you 'av'n't, dry up, an' listen to them that

'as." And it is the duty of the conductor to inform the

players when they have " got the toon."

Ulustrations of the swamping of one kind of tone by another
can be obtained from the organ

;
gamba tone is easily

swallowed up by full diapason tone; this, in its turn, is

practically wiped out in modem organs by heavy-pressure
reeds. So in the orchestra and chorus—a large chorus easily

maintains its own against, or even swamps, a considerable
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mass of string tone. Bat both the'cborus and the strings are
easily overpowered by horns, trumpets and trombones used
in masses.

I believe—I am open to correction here—that hollow,
wooden platforms of the modem concert-room type are of
comparatively recent introduction, and that they may be held

to act as sound-boards for the orchestral stringed instruments.
But performances of the old type, about whi^ we have been
speaking, were probably given with players and singers
placed as they conveniently might be, without any erection of
staging for them.

Moreover, we may admit the facts with r^ard to the
numbers who took part in the old performances, without
necessarily admitting that the taste of our forefathers was
better than our own. Within the recollection of the youngest
here, orchestral playing has improved enormonsly. In some
(&ecdons the standard of choral ^nfpuig has advanced also.

Older choral methods are quite out of place in the most
modem chorus parts, which are as fiill of nuances and
delicate phra^g as the most elaborate and axpresnve of solo-

parts ; and a lai^ei number of choral singen is necessary in

this more deUcate mtisic, in order to h<^ tbdr own against a
modem band.
Most of oni choral sodeties contain too many inefBcient

amateurs. In some cases these sodeties might become qmte
brilliant by dispenung with the services of these people who
only occupy seats and add to the unnecessary padding of the
surroundings.

I have spoken of the interference which one body of per-

formers may make with the tone of others placed behind
them. This is not so noticeable in smaller rooms as in

larger, because in small concert-rooms the ceilings and walls

act as reflectors, and enable the sound to travel round the
obstacles. A good example of a " sound-shadow " is to t>e

found at the north end of Kensington Gardens, where the
large trunk of a dead tree is sufficient to cut off almost
entirely the sound of a fountain behind. In a similar way, a
large pillar in a church will intc;rfi;r<! with the hearing of
people who are behind it, if tht; church is a very wide and
lofty one, but hardly interferes at all if the walls and ceiling

are nearer and of suitable shape.

The Modern Orchestra.

The modem band has acquired many instruments of

louder tone than the orchestra of Handel possessed, and,
with perhaps the solitary exception of the hautboys, the
instruments which teire used by Handel have increased in
power ; if this were not the case, it would be impossible to
understand how the old composers wrote obbligato parts so
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freely for instnunents like the trumpet, against a ungle voice.

There can be no doubt tliat the tone of the old trumpet,
playing in the hijgh register, was tliinner and more flute-like

than the tone which is usually produced to-day. In the case
of the trumpet, also, its use m modem scores is so entirely

different from its employment by Handel and Bach that it is

virtually a different instrument. Again, the old flutes, of

uncertain intonation and thin tone, have been replaced by
flutes which can be compared rather to a smooth organ
diapason than to the flutes of former times. Clarinets have
been added, horns are doubled in number, and trombones and
tuba are regular members of the modern band, besides drums
and other instruments of percussion ivhicli rarely figure

in old scores. But added to these facts is another, that these
instruments now accompany the voices in harmonic masses.

The strinfT band also is acquiring much more sonority than
of old. Instead of making the strinfis play in three or four

parts, modern scores, liy introd-.-.cing independent arpeggio
work, vigorous tremolando, and similar accompanimental
devices, have increased the tone produced by a given number
of stringed instruments, as widely as the difference between,
for example, Bach's two-part " Inventions " or Mozart's
Sonatas, and the most strenuous of modem compositions for

the pianoforte.

One of the worst features of modem scores, from the point

of view of the conductor of a moderate society of, say, 80 or
100 chorus singers, is that the orchestral effects have been
calculated for a band of about 100. It is impossible to reduce
the wind instruments without actually leaving out obbligato
parts, while, if the string vaits are reduced, they are too weak
to balance the wind. Some noisy modem works, when
performed by local societies in halls of moderate dimensions,
seem to have nothing but the brass in their scores, for all

that can be heard when the brass is playing.

Until quite recently there was an extraordinary prejudice
against thedoubling of wood-wind parts; writers on orcliestra-

tion cried "Anathema" upon it, and there were few conductors
bold enough to ignore their condemnation of it. The prejudice
comes down from the days of Mozart only, when flutes and
clarinets, recently introduced into scores, and being still of
faulty construction, could not be relied upon to play in

accurate unison. But it is quite out of date now, and in

big orchestras these instruments should always be numerous
enough to balance the much-increased string force and the
modem brass band and " batterie." It is gratifying to note
that at the big orchestral concert organised by Mr. Newman
in the Albert Hail, when the band will be 200 strong, the
wood-wind is to be trebled, and the brass doubled, and that
sectional rehearsals are being held.
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DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.—We are much indebted to Mr, Borland
for his paper on a very interesting apd peculiar subject, and
I have not the least doubt that thurc- are aimosc as many
opinions on the matter as there are persons in this room.
There must, however, be one point on which we have all

come to a conclusion, and that is, that special circumstances

will always rule in the matter of the effect of an orchestra,

such as the acoustical properties of the building and the

pladng of the strings and wind. These are the most impor-
tant &ctor5, and therefore, when we begin to lay down plans

of what should be the right thing, even for the performances
that are to be held at the Albert Hall, they must not be taken
as patterns, because the peculiar circumstances of the hall

will have to be taken into consideration. Mr. Borland spoke
of the number of oboes and bassoons used in Handel's com-
positions ; I have come to the conclusion, and I think I have
good ground for it, that the oboes and bassoons did not all

play the instrumental parts, but that they were placed
amongst the singers, and that some of the oboes played with
the sopranos and some of the bassoons with the basses. I

have some documentary evidence that they played from the
vocal parts, and I think it probable that Handel, who was a

man of great resource, was quite capable, when he could get
a large orchestra, of adopting the use of any instrument that

he could get to play. I have not the least doubt that even in

the " Messiah," on occasions, he used trombones lo supple-

ment the bass parts. Again, with regard to the chorus, I

know as a matter of fact that it was professional, not only a
hundred years ago, but even at a very much later date. I can
remember when a large proportion of the chorus of the
Sacred Harmonic Societywas engaged. There was, fifty years
^o,a professional chorus who made a good living out of chorus
singing—unfortunately there is no chance for them now.
Also, in Handel's time, the solo singers were not so important
that they refused to assist in the chorus. I do not think any
good musician would object to that, I can remember a most
distinguished soprano who not only sang her solos, but also
assisted in the chorus. As a matter of fact, in Handel's
time they were expected to do so by the terms of their
engagement. Then again, coming to those interestii^

transcriptions ot the chorus and orchestra in the series of
Antient Concerts, you will find that the major part of the
chorus, men and women, were professionals. We beard a
reference to Verdi and the stroi^ wind accompaniment.
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1 can recollect very well being engaged many years ago to

sing, in Arundel, at a performance of Rossini's " Stabat
Mater." It was accompanied chieily by a military band,
and I bftlievfi what 1 sang has not been lieard up to the
present moment. I do not think v/e should take all

Mr. Borland has said as exhausting the subject of conducting.
I have witnessed at Naples a performance of choir and
orchestra in a large theatre. There was not only the chief

conductor, but several sub-conductors ; one was placed for

each part of the chorus. These are conditions which I think
we Bhould not appiore here ; but I have witnessed ^milar
exhibitions in other places. Most interesting was what
Hr. Borland said about the attitude of the performer—that
when the trombone-jdayer lifted his bell the tone was heard
so much stronger than at other times. The fact is patent.

You may have seen the man who goes about with a set of
bells on a table ; the gradations of tone are entirely produced
by the way he turns the bells about. These are matters to

which the conductor should attend ; if his trombone'player
does not put his instrument in the best position he should
advise him. I cannot agree with the dictum of the band-
master quoted by Mr. Borland, because 1 do not think the
players are always competent to discover which part is the
tune. Sometimes there are several tunes going at once, and
we are all prone to think the part we have IS the most
important. (A vote of thanks to Mr, Borland was then
passed unanimously.)

Mr. Prendergast.—You just now asked, "What is the
principal tune of a movement ? " In reference to this, it has
occurred to me that in several of Handel's choruses there is

clear internal evidence that the orchestra was of at least equal
strength and importance with the choir ; for the real, or
recognized, tune of many of his choruses is given to the
orchestra, and not to the voices at all. For instance, in
' Fixed in His everlasting seat " (" Samson "), the tune that
would at once occur to everybody's mind is

—

which is played by the violins while the sopranos are
singing-

Fixed in Hia er - er - lait - ing Mat.
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I might make a similar assertion in regard to the opening of

"Worthy is the Lamb," in the "Messiah," and other
instances could easily be found showing that Handel often
used his chorus to sing what may be termed accompanying
chords, while the orchestra played the tune.
Mr. Statham.—Handel's idea appears to have been to

relieve and brighten passages of slow harmony for the chorus
by the introduction of a brilliant accompanying figure for the

violins. Ai= to the balance of power, our own ears can settle

that point. I have always thought ihat too much importance
was attached to the discovery of the chorus and band parts
af the Foundlicg Hospital. They do not prove that those
were the proportions of band and chorus that Handel
wanted. They only prove that on that occasion he had a
very limited chorus. He might have been glad to have had
more. At the Handel Festivals, no doubt, a serious mistake
has been made in the proportions of band and chorus.
The Handel Festival, in spite of its critics, is really one of
the finest things we do ; but it might be much better than it

is. The chorus is too powerful for the band ; in the figure

accompaniment you can see the players' arms moving, but
you hear nothing except the final "rasp" of the strings at

the close of a passage for chorus and band. On the other
hand, if, in our oratorio performance on the ordinary scale, the
chorus is reduced to the same numbers as the band, we lose

the finest effect in chorus-singing, that of a large mass of
voices. One cannot fancy the real effect of such a passage as
" Hide thee in the blackest night," in the " Envy " chorus
in " Saul," being attained by a small body ofvoices; it requires

the massive and broad effect of a numerous body of singers.

The great drawback to the Bach Festivals at the Queen's
Hall was, that there was no room for a sufficiently large

chorus, the orchestra having been so badly planned that it is

larger than necessary for a band, and not large enough for a

band and chorus. The chorus was completely overpowered
by the band ; in the first chorus, the chorale which ought to

be heard above everything was hardly audible at all, except
to those who listened carefully for it. Therefore, I think
Mr. Borland is right in maintaining that we want a larger

chorus than band. One other remark I would make: that

band and chorus are often too much mixed together
;
they

should be massed separately, in a paper read at the Institute

of Architects a good many years ago on the subject of concert
rooms, I suggested that the orchestra should be built in two
separate sections for band and chorus; the band in front,

with a curved sounding board behind them-riung to a height
of about four feet above the lowest step of the chorus seats,

which would be placed behind and above the band. The
diorus would sing over the heads of the band, and would be
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pardaUy screened from the sound of it, while the andlence
would hear both equally.

Mr. Lanclev.—With regard to the question of balance, it

occurs to me that the duty of securing the proportionate
bal&nce should fall on the conductor. At the same time, of
course, he cannot be responsible for such gross miscalculation

as that at the c]ose of the iirst movement of Schubert's

Symphony in C, where the chief theme in a tutti jf is left to

the wood and horns alone, which could not possibly assert

themselves over the brass, percussion, and strings. The
composer should mark his degrees of sound in the ordinary

general way, and it must then be left to the conductor to

adjust the parts to the correct balance in the band, just in

the same way as one has to do in playing pianoforte music,
when an inner part has to be brought out more prominently
than the rest.

The Cbaisuam.—It strikes me it resolves itself into what
I said at first. The conductor is absolutely powerless ; he is

the creature of circumstances that he cannot alter ; all that he
can do is to make the best of the conditions. What can the

conductor of festivals at the Crystal Palace do ? The effect

of the chorus is magnificent, but no matter what orchestra
you have you cannot hear it. In the performance of the
"Golden Legend," the other day, it was quite impossible to

hear it. Something may be done if you can get the directors of

the Crj'stai Palace to give us a concert-room instead of a

glass-house. I do not think any multiplying of the orchestra
would mend matters ; the room is not adapted to convey the
tones. I heard a band contest at the Crystal Palace the other
day. The bands played some Italian pieces—very much out
of place, I thought, on that occasion—and it was absolutely
ineffective. The wood-wind could not be heard ; the brass

was all right, but the wood nowhere. The conductor cannot
alter that. 1 think what Mr. Borland suggested was, that the
circumstances are the thing, and I hope we cannot expect
anyone to pretend to draw up a perfect plan.
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Mr. BOKLAND.—I was much interested in what Dr.
CummiD^ said about the performances of the " Messiah " ; I

do not thmk it was generallyknown that the oboes were mixed
with the voices. With regard to the conductor, the whole
question lies in his hands, except in places where he is the
victim of very adverse circumstances. The Crystal Palace
is hopeless. The Albert Hall is better, but it is a difficult

Elace in which to get a good balance, and there are other
alls in which it is almost impossible. On the other hand,

we have plenty of moderate hails where something like a
proper balance can be secured. No matter how the music is

scored, the conductor must use his discretion as to the com-
parative prominence of the various motifs, and that can only
be done by a multitude of rehearsals and a lot of hard work.
But it is in his hands, except for the misfortune of bad
buildings, and the fact that he has not an opportunity of

hearing his own performers from the position of the audience,
unless occasionally he has the opportunity of hearing his

own band under another conductor, when probably the^ do
not fda^ nearly so well as usual. But, as Dr. Cummii^s
said, it 18 a matter of expemnent in individual cases.
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BELLS AND BELL TONES.

Bv W. W. Starmer, A.R.A.M.

I h&ve chosen this subject for conEidcration to-night

because there is much to sa.y from the musician's point of
view, and because comparatively nothing of importance has
been written on the harmonics of bells (1 prefer to call them
bell tones) and the way they should be tuned so as to produce
the purest musical sound. I do not wish to pose as an exfiert

on the manufacture of bells, but would prefer that my remarks,
other than the statements of historic fact, should be looked
upon as observations of a musician on the various charac-
teristics and peculiarities of bells, from which 1 shall strive to

lay down certain conditions with reference to the perfecting
of^the tone of bells, rather than the consideration as to how
such results are to be obtained. This is undoubtedly the
business of the bell-founder, and for the present must be left

with him. For the sake of completeness, 1 shall give as
concisely as possible a history of church bells, with some
explanation of their construction, before dealing wth the
matter of bell tones.

First of all, as to the definition and derivation of the word
"belL" We may eafely say that it is derived from the
Saxon Mian, to bellow. Dr. Johnson, in his dictionary
published in 1755, defines a bell as " a vessel or hollow body
of cast metal, formed to make a noise by the action of a
clapper." In another work, printed about the same time,
a bell is described aa "a popular machine, ranked by
musicians among the instnunents of percussion, made of a
compound metal of copper and tin, htmg in steeples of
churches and in houses." We might more correctly define

a bell as a hollow body of metal, ranked among the muncal
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instruments of percussion, made of an all<^ of copper and
tin, and so formed as to emit a clear ringing sound when

With reference to the bells mentioned in the Bible, little

need be said, as there is oothing to show that they were
anything but ornaments.

Carl Engel, in his catalogue of musical instruments in the

South Kensington Museum, tells ua that the Jews have at

the present day in their synagogues, small bells fastened to

the rolls of the Law containing the Pentateuch, a kind
of ornamentation supposed to have been in use from time
immemorial.

It would seem that the bell orij^'inated in China, although
direct evidence is not forthcoming, which is surprising,

considering that bells have been in use there for nearly four-

thousand years.

Small bells have been found with earlymummies at Thebes,
and it was the descendants of these mummies who colonized
ancient Greece.

In Assyria, bells were extensively employed. Mr. Layaid
discovered ^hty small bronze bells, having inm tongues,' at

Nineveh in ^e palace of Nimroud, thus proving that such
things must have been common.

In the wars between Greece and Rome they were much
used.

The oldest bells yet discovered are not castings, but plates

of metal bent into shape, and riveted or brazed together where
the edges meet. Such were used by the Assyrians and
ancient Chinese.

It is curious to note that previous to 1840 there was but

little antiquarian research in connection with the origin of

the bell. However, there is not the slightest donbt that bells,

as we now know them, were invented by the Christian Church,
though not at the earliest stage of its existence, for then, in

consequence of persecution, no loud summons was possible as

a signal for assembling together. On account of this research

being comparatively recent, the information respecting the

invention is so indefinite that the conclusions arrived at are

by inference from a few recorded facts.

Paulinus, Bishop of Nola in Campania (fifth century), is

credited with the invention. There is not the slightest

evidence, however, to prove this to bt the case.

In 750, the building of churches jnd founduigof bells were
much encouraged by a decree which provided that a Thane's
rank might be obtained by a Saxon churl or franklin, if he
were rich enough to possess 500 acres of land, and had a

church with a bell tower on his estate.

St. Dunstan (tenth century) is credited with casting a bell

which for ages hung in Canterbtu? Cathedral.
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I must pass over the curious custom of baptising bells, and
also their peculiar uses in convents and monasteries, and will

here quote a passage from Dr. Stainer's well-known work on
the music of the Bible, which is a reasonable conjecture as

to the origin and development of the bel! :

—

" Plates of metal were attached to the caparisons of
horses, so as to produce a Jingling noise, and if these plates

iiad a circular indentation they would be little cymbals ; and
if the indentation should be made deeper, and the rim
gradually bent into a circular outline, a little bell is the result.

The gradual change of metal plates into bells is interesting

and important. The indentation of cymbals would be found
to add to their vibrating power and sonority, and as this

indentation became exaggerated, nothing would be more
probable than that they should eventually be formed into

half globes. This form is actually to be found in Roman
and Greek sculpture. Then again, in course of time, these

hemispherical bells would be found to be shrill and noisy in

tone. Then again would naturally follow the experiments, as
made in Europe, of moulding the rim slightly out-turned, and
thickening the metal. Here at last we have a real bell, with
the so-called sound-bow or thick lip."

The first English bell-founder was Roger de Ropeforde, of

Paignton, employed in 1284 to cast four bells for Exeter
Cathedral.

In many cases the ages of onr earliest bells caimot be
definitely determined, for they have no marks or signs as to

the date when, or the place where, they were cast. The
absence of dates on these bells is a great mystery. The oldest
dated bell in Europe, as far as I know, is that of the Cathedral
of Siena, which bears the date 1159. The oldest bell in

England appears to be that lately removed from Lauhydrock
Church, Cornwall, on which is the inscription :

" The gift of

Athelstan for his soul." The earliest dated bell in England
is at St. Chad's Church, Claughton, Lancashire, 1296.
We possess, comparatively speaking, very few old bells,

which may be accounted for thus : first, by the introduction

of change-ringing in the seventeenth century, which caused
old bells to be re-cast, so as to produce the notes of the major
scale in Iheir proper order; secondly, by tlie havoc and
destruction made upon them at the time of the Reformation.
Henry VIII., in the general confiscation of church property,

looked upon bells as so much metal that could be realized,

consequently many were sold as old metal. In the eighteenth
century, it was a common way of raising mon^ to pay for

the restoration of the church, to petition the Bishop to grant
a faculty empowering the parishioners to dispose of the bells,

which were declared to be unnecessary or cracked, and
therefore useless.
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Although the oldest bells are not dated, they have upon
them interesting marks and inscriptions, and for one moment
1 will call your attention to these :

—

Earubst Period.
Pre-Reformation

—

Dedicated to God - - - Te Deum laudamus.
„ to Saints - - - Sancta Catarina.

„ Invocation to Saints - Sancta Catarina ora
pro nobis.

Later Period.

Religious and Royal - - Fear God Honour the King.
Proverbial . - . . Music is medicine to the mind.
Egotistical - - 1 mean to make it understood

that though I'm little I am
good.

In praise of the donor of bell Ring boyes and keep awake.
For Mr. William Henchman's

Bell-founder'B glorification - Badgworth ringers they were

Because Rigbe made me bad,

But Abel Rndhall you may

Hath made me better than
Rigbe.

During the eighteenth century these inscriptions in many
instances were absurd and ridiculous. I will mention three

as specimens:

—

(i.) The King, Pitt and Quebec for ever. Frampton Cottiell.

(2.) I dance and sing for George our King,

Little and loud, short and proud.
Despise not the day of small things. Wilton.

(3.) Prosperity to the Established Church
and no enconragement to enthusiasm.

St. Mary Whittlesea.

I£ time would permit I should most certainly have some-
thing to say about bell-ringing, the curious and interesting

customs connected with bells, and particulars of the most
famous bells of the world, but as I am anxious to give the

reatest amount of attention to the part of the subject which
feel confident is of the greatest interest

must pass these over reluctantly.
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It will not be out of place at this point to consider a few
interesting facts as to how bells are made. First of all, the
metal is nothing more or less than a species of bronze. It is

an alloy—that is to say, a compound of two or more metals.

It is curious that in bronze, density and hardness are
increased by combining softer and lighter metals. Copper
becomes more sonorous by combination with another metal.

Authorities differ as to the proportions of copper and tin

to make the best bell-metal. In the reign of Henry III.,

two parts of copper to one of tin were used. At the present
day copper and tin in the proportion of 13 to 4 are used,
and there is no doubt that small quantities of other metals
found in old bell-metal are most likely impurities in the
metals used to form the alloy. The bronze used for the
English coinage consists of 95 parts of copper, 4 of tin,

I of zinc; thus you see that bell'raetal is more valuable
than tlie bronze our coins are made of; indeed, the first

bronze coins were made in France out of old bells melted
down. There is a very erroneous opinioa that silver improves
the tone of bells. This is not so, and if used to any great

extent would injure the tone. !t was the custom, when
bells were frequently cast in the churchyard, to throw a few
coins into the furnace, and it may have been on account of
this that snch an idea was created.

Bells have been made of steel, but they are very unsatis-
factory. They have also been made of glass, and successfully

with regard to tone, but, this substance being very brittle, it

is unable to withstand the. continued use of the clanner.

The quality of tone produced by a bell depends not only

upon the composition of the metal, but upon the shape,
height, width, and thickness proportions. The smaller

the bell the higher the pitch. Among German bell-founders

the rules for proportions, taking thickness of sound bow as
e r thicknt • •

>uth, 15; diameter of shoulder, y^;
Now theNow the process 01 maKing oeiis, aiiiiougii uiiucluc 01

intelligible explanation without the aid of models, is some-
thing like the following : First, the inner mould, or core, is

made, and consists of brickwork (or an equivalent) covered
with loam, and moulded to the shape of the inside of the bell

by means of what is called a sweep or crook. Next, the cope
or cover, which forms the outside of the bell, is made, and
consists of an iron case lined with loam, moulded to the

shape of the outside of the bell. Both core and cope are

baked hard in an oven specially built for the purpose. A hole

is then dug in the sand, into which the core is laid, the cope
is placed over it, and the hole is then filled in and the sand
rammed down tightly. The core and cope when thus united

are called the "mould" for the bell. Everything being
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ready, the furnace is tapped, and the molten metal as it poors
out blls into a large iron ladle lined indde with sand. This
ladle, after receiving the metal, is carried by a crane to the
mould, and the metal is then poured out from the ladle into
the hole in the top of the crown and fills the space between
core and cope. When cool, the bell is taken out and carried

into the finishing department, where it is tuned.
This used to be done by chipping away the inside of the

bell, or the edge of the lip—an exceedingly clumsy method
indeed. Now, however, with our improved machinery, it is

done much more satisfactorily by a sort of vertical lathe.

The bell is inverted, and gripped at different points by
powerful vices, to keep it perfectly firm. The centre is then
plumbed, and steel cutters revolve, paring out the metal from
the inside of the bell for flattening, and paring the edge of
the bell for sharpening. By this means, bells can be very
accurately tuned. In casting, bells are best left sharp, for

flattening injures the tone much less than sharpening. A
bell may readily be flattened one-eighth of a tone, or even
more, but it cannot be sharpened so much ; indeed, any
sharpening is to be deprecated, and if at all possible should
be avoided.
When a peal of bells is cast in tune, i.e., needing no

adjusung in the tuning machine, it is called a " maiden " peal.

Thisnsedto bea rare occurrence, and only a chance, but now,
with our improved appliances, and if care be taken, there is

no reason why bells should not be cast so that very little

tuning is required.

A less quantity of metal than is due to the calibre of the
heU, produce a thin and unmusical tone. One reason why
some old bells are superior to modem ones, is no doubt due to

the fact that a greater w^ht of metal was used for the same
note than is thought necessary now, on the ground of
economy.

I have mentioned in general terms the means adopted in

most foundries for the tuning of bells. I have had an
opportunity of seeing this done in a number of foundries, and
must say, that from a musical point of view, it has been done
up to the present in a very unsatisfactory manner. I thinic

that we, as musicians, have never taken the interest in bells

we should have. Perhaps this may be due to the fact of
their not being considered musical instruments. Unfortu-
nately, many of them are far from being musical, but there is

a remedy for this, and we have now amongst us those who
can get rid of nearly all the dissonant qualities to be found in

the majority of existing church bolls.

Some four or five years ago, one of our most eminent
musicians had to pass judgment on a peal of hells. 1 had
some conversation with him on the subject, as be knew I was
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very keen about such things. The opinion he expressed was
bvourable so fa.r as it went, but I well remember the last

Bentence, which ran thus : " They are less out of tune than
most of the bells I have examined." It was this that stirred

up my enthusiasm, and this alone which is responuble for

the folkmring results of my endeavomrs to find out why bells

should be possessed of such chaiacteristics.

Let me malce it quite plain to you that I do not vvih to
claun any raiginall^ for the views I mn about to express
with reference to bell tones. They are the same as those
of any other musician who will take the trouble to analyse
the tone of bells, and learn from them their differences and
peculiarities. As far as I know, they have never before
been treated in this collective form, or from the same stand-

point, and that is why I am anxious to bring these con-
siderations before musicians, in order to stimulate the interest

they should have in seeing the best musical possibilities

attained.

We must understand from the first that "tone" and
"tune" are very dilTerent things. Good tone does not
necessarily mean that a bell is in tune with itself or with
others, and a liell may easily be in tune in the strictest

meaning of the term, and yet of indifferent tone. Of course,

the sound of a bell is a compound tone, which presents
prominently to the ear five (and in many instances more) notes.

I take for granted that everyone present is well acquainted
with the harmonic series of a vibrating string. 1 mention
this because there is one great difference to be noted in the
case of bells, and that is the presence of the minor third,

which is not unfrequently one of the loudest tones, next to

the fundamental, in the bell. Why it should be so I cannot
say, and I have not yet found anyone who could give a
reason for this. I ^ut the question to one of the best known
professors of acoustics, and his reply was : " We know some-
thii^ of the laws which govern the vibrations of a metal
plate; bend it and we know less; out-turn the rim imd we
know still less." 1

I will now explain the terms " strike note," " tap note " or
" ^ndamental, " hum note," and " nominal," as I shall have
to use these frequently.

When a bell is properly struck, the first note which
prominently attracts the attention of the ear is what is known
as the strike note, tap note, or fundamental, this is what we
call Ihe note of the bell. The low sound heard after the
strike note has lost its intensity is called the hum note. The
octave above the strike note is called the nominal. There
are also present a minor third and perfect fifth in the first

octave, and a major third and perfect fifth in the second
octave.
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To make this quite tmderstoodi heie is a diagram of tlie

tones of tlie famous Erfiirt bell :

—

Now in order to arrive at a cleat idea of what a good bell

should be, I will take three well-known specimens, the Bell
of Erfurt, the Tenor of Lavenham, and the Tenor of Beverley
Minster, The" tenor " is, of course, thelargest bellof apeal.

Bell of Erfurt.

Date, 1497; diameter, 8 feet 5$ inches; weight, 13 tons
15 cwts. ; noto, £.

I would here point out that the notes mentioned in

Heln^oltz's treatiset and which he gives on the author^
of the organist Gleitz, are not quite ccsrect. He gives the
first third as G sliarp, whereas it should be G natural.

This is a very important point to notice.

Thh Eavenhau Bell.

Founded b^ Miles Graye
;
date, 1625 ; diameter, 4 feet

4} inches; weight, about 24 cwts.
; note, D.
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The last beU I will mention is—

The Beverley Bell.

Founded by Taylor; date, 1901; diameter, 5 feet i inch;
weight, 41^ cwts. ; note, C.

I could give you many other instances, but it would be
merely duplicating the evidence, and this is quite unnecessary,

as we should arrive at exactly the same conclusions. And
what are these conclusions? ( I.) That the hum-note should
be a perfect octave below the strike note

; {2.) That the

nominal should be a perfect octave above the strike-note

;

(3-) That the third above the strike-note is always a minor
third, and the fifth perfect

; (^..) That all these notes should
be in perfect tune with the strike-note, and, of course, with
themselves. Above the nominal, the major third and the
perfect fifth can be heard in bells of considerable size ; in
smaller bells they are so weak as not to be worthy of
consideration.

Now, turning to the greater number of our own bells, how
do they agree with these conditions ? In very few instances
is the hum-note anywhere near the note it should be.
Generally it is a sixth or seventh, and in sale instances a
ninth belowttie strike-note. Thenominal is somewhere about
an e^hth or ninth above the strike-note, and the other tones
of ibe bell generally about as much away from the notes
they should be as these. The third is in many instances
accurate, but always a minor third.

Here are a few examples of bells supposed to be good :

—

St. Saviodr's, Sodthwark.
Founded by Samuel Knight; date, 1734; diameter, 5 feet

6 inches ; weight, 52 cwts. ; note, B flat.

* The GiBt group of notes in each diRgnun tetneaBnlB Ibe actual Dotei of
the ttell ; the lecoad groap ihows the noiet at ibev ifaonld be. A t or t>

placed after a note Indlcalei that the note Is sUghlly indined in that
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Painswick Bells (Tenor).

Founded by Rudhall
;
date, 1731 ; diameter, 4 feet 5 inches

;

weight, cwts. 1 note, D.

Eleventh Beli„

Founded by Rudhall ; datei 1731 ; diameter, 4 feet

;

weight, 18 cwts. ; note, E.

TsNOR, St. Andrew's, Wells Strbxt.

Fovinded by Lewis
;
weight, 21 cwts.

; notei E flat.

I am sure you will readily admit that bells containing such
tones as these cannot be as satisfactory, musically, as if they
conformed to the conditions found to exist in the good beUs
I have mentioned. I maintain that a bell must be in tune
with itself before it can possibly be in tune with others.
The reason that these tones in English bells are SO wide of
the mark is no doubt due to several things, but principally

to the alterations of proportions that have been considered
necessary, so that bells may be hung for change-ringing.
The gradation between the large and small bells of a peai
has always been a serious difficulty to bell -founders—
the difficulty of preventing the small bells of a peal being
swamped by the larger ones. Of course, both shape and
tnicjcness enter largely mto uiis matter, it is so different on
the Continent, where most bells are hung " dead," as it ie
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termed, that is, of course, fixed so as not to be swung.
Under such conditions, when the design of one bell has been
determined, that does for all relatively. The old method of
tuning bells discards all other notes but one, and this no
doubt is due to the fact that tuners do not know how to tune
the other tones of the bell.

On the Continent, the best bells have their fundamental
and hum-notes in tune. This is one great difference between
the tuning of English and foreign bells, the Eoelish in most
instances only having their nominals in tune with each other,

and the strike notes more or less so. There is no doubt that
the first note to be tuned is the strike-note, wUcb mttst be
freed from any interference whatever from other tones.
Until this has been accomplished, nothing satisbctory with
regard to the other notes can be done.

Next in importance come the hum-note and the nominal.
When these are tuned in perfect octaves, as they should be,

on account of the reinforcement they give to the strike-note,

i.e., the note of the bell, thus more definitely asserting it,

the other tones can be easily managed.
As I said before, the higher tones are less important, and

for the simple reason that, excepting in the case of large bells,

they cannot be appreciated. The fact of the hum-notes
being in tune with the strike-notes veiy greatly improves a
peal of bells, and particularly of small beUs. It is curious that
this should be so, but they are extremely prominent, and the
effect is very pleasing to the listener. One hears a succession
of octaves instead of single notes.

I wish more had been written with reference to the
harmonics of bells, but there are two authors who deserve
mention here. Canon Simpson experimented, and wrote
respecting the results of his experiments, which had the
effect of turning the attention of Messrs. Taylor, the well-

known founders of Loughborough, to this matter. At the
present moment, as far as 1 am aware, no other founders in

this country can produce a bell fulfilling the conditions I have
laid down, in fact, I do not think that any other bell-founder

has the necessary machinery to do this.

Canon Simpson in his articles devoted his attention

principally to the nominals, and the desirability of making
them true octaves with the fundamentals. He did not
consider the hum-note much, and docs not appear to have
made any successful experiments with the tuning of this note.

For those who are interested in the subject, I would
recommend them to read his articles which appeared in the

Pall Mall Magasine, 1895-96, and which have been reprinted

hy Messrs, Skeffington.

The other writer is Mr. Thomas C. Lewis, of organ-building

&me, who, in his brochure on the " Modem Development of
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UnmusicBl Tone," devotes one chapter to bells. The inews
Mr. Lewis takes of the notes contained in a bell do not quite

agree mth those I have already expressed. 1 quote him
fiuly, as, to be quite fair, it would be difficult to do otherwise.

He says :

—

" People who are ignorant of, or are unable to recognise

what should be the proper bell ua.ture shown in tone, are

similarly circumstanced to those who are no judges of organ
tone, and who, with preconceived notions, rail against the
mixtures, and what they are pleased to call in their academic
way of training, consecutive fifths.

" These people, when they do became interested in bells,

are astonished to learn that a large bell must have two distinct

notes—its 'tap-tone' and that which is called its 'hum-
tone.' Their first supposiiion very naturally is that these

two notes should be. one to the other, in the relation of

octaves ; the hum-tone, it is noticed, is the lower note in

pitch. Now, as a fact, there is nothing poorer in lone than

a large bell having the tap or percussion note of a stated

definite pitch, and the lower, or hum-note accompanying it,

an exact octave deeper. On the contrary, and in defiance

seemingly of harmony, a fine bell with the percussion or tap-

tone, say E, should have its lower, or hum-tone, a major
seventh below, but flattened to about the extent of a quarter

of a semitone
;

liroatlly speaking, its pitch should be F
rather flat, and this tone, forming a pecuhar interval with

the E above, although it might be supposed to be discordant,

leally gives the best possible result that can be bad from a
bell, and the musical ear is always seeking that combination
of two blended tones when the true andent bell tone has been
appreciated. There are many harmonics heard, but these

we pass by, as they are quite subordinate in strength.
" It would be a mistake to regard this deep tone as in any

sense harmonic or depending upon the tap-tone, for the tap-

tone obtains its pitch from the metal and the way in which
the bulk is disposed, whilst the hum-tone is due to the

relative proportions of the shape given to the bell, and the

reason for the choice of the particular pitch it should havci
ia that these large bells, when the hum-tone is an octave,

give unsteady sounds—confused and wavering, and long
experience has led founders to perceive that this flattened

major seventh best steadies the bell sounds, and seems in

some way to absorb discordances.

"The music-master may possibly know many things in

questions of sound, yet not be practical. It is of no use

bringing his theories and logic to the bells. The bells make
their own theory, and decide the practical utilities that

should attach to their use. Thus there are still distinctions

to be observed. In a peal of church bells having eight notes,
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the treble migbt be E and the tenor E,and ihe whole of these
bells would be satis&ctory, each bell with its hum-tone
related to it as described. Now higher than this treble B
the hum-tone tntdcesitsdf as powerfully noticeable as the tap-

tone, and it is at this pcdnt quite obvious that smaller bells

should hum their octaves, and in this way content the ear.

For, supposing further that a peal is one of ten, and that the
F sharp and G sharp are introduced, completing the series,

then, these hells having tap-tone and hum-tone of equal telling

power, it would be impossible for them to sound otherwise
than out of tune, if their flattened major sevenths were
present in strength; and this is where so many difficulties

arise in this country with small hells in ringing peals,

because the distinctions which should be observed at

different parts of the scale have not been understood, or the
effects appreciated.

" Bells above the E mentioned, or if in a carillon, may be
extended to C, all with their two tones an octave apart. So
also the compass may be carried higher to the smallest bells

possible with good effect.

" As bell-founding with me is a thing of the past, I may
mention, without appearance of advertisement, that I have
cast several sets of bells in perfect tune, by which I mean
they have not been touched after casting. The largest was
a set of eight for the Church of St. Andrew, Wells Street,

London, the tenor being twenty-one hundredweight.
"In my method of setting out bells, 1 had no difficulty

whatever in governing the hum-tone in connection with the
upper note, as to whether it should be a major seventh
flattened or the octave, it being entirely determined by the
width of the upper part of the ImU in lelatian to the lower Oi

great diameter."
Now, what Mr. Lewis says abont bells making th^ own

theory surely proves my own case, as it is the bans on which
I iiave laid down the lines for the better tuning of bells. I

have made an analysis of the bells of St. Andrew's, Wells
Street. They are indeed a good peal according to the ordinary
method of tuning, but the hum-notes are by no means
regular, which seems to point to the fact that Mr. Lewis
found difficulty in regulating them. As a matter of fact, only
two of the bells satisfy his own conditions just mentioned,
the hum-notes of the remaining six being less than the major
seventh be'ow the strike note. Again, surely if it is necessary
to have the hum-note a perfect eighth below the strike-note in

the smaller bells, it is equally necessary to have them so in

all the others. I must say, that a hum-note a seventh below
the strike note does not seem to me in any way to steady the
bell sounds, or to absorb discordances, as Mr. Lewis states.

As to the hnm-note (when a perfect e^hth below the strike-
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note) causing the bell to give " unsteadjr sounds, confused
and wavering," the very opposite of this is the result of my
experience.

It is curious tliat the notes contained in a bell do not
produce beats as one would expect, they seem to vibrate in

different spheres; but, of course, in sounding bells tr^ether

the beats are distinct enough. A bell in tune with itself may
have a poor tone, on account of wrong thickness proportions.

There are many such bells on the Continent.
I have continually referred to Continental bells because so

much nonsense has been written about their superiority.

True it is that there were famous makers in the nxteenth and
sevoiteentb centuries, such as Van den Gheyn, Hemony, and
Du Mery, who tuned their bells according to the conditions I

have named, which conditions are to be found in all the best
bells. The secret of their tuning seems to have been lost for

centuries, as in all modern Continental bells (in fact those

cast during the last two centuries) there is little difference

between the tuning of theirs and ours.

Ofcourse, it is simply absurd to compare the cfTect of ringing

bells with carillons, as the sound of swinging bells is so

different from that of bells hung dead and hit with a hammer.
And now, in order that you may have an opportunity of

judging between the ordinary method and the true method of
tuning, here are two bells placed at my disposal by Messrs.
Taylor, of Loughborough.

Je)
Tuned according to the old system by a well-known

on firm of bell-founders.

Date, igoo.

Diameter, 2 flBet 3 inches.

Note, G.
g

(a) Tuned according to the conditions I have laid down.
Date, 1901.

Diameter, i foot 11 inches.

Note, G.
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These shall be sotvded in succesaon, and yon can dedde
easily for yourselves which is the better bell of the two>

In conclusion, I must tender my very gratefiil thanks to

Messrs. Taylor, of Loughborough, for much information, and
for sending these bells here for my use. They have kindly

assisted me in every way, and are just as keen as I am in

placing before musicians the results of their work and
experiments in perfecting the tuning of bells. In my own
mind there is no shadow of doubt as to which is right and

which is wrong. I have never yet heard any argument what-
ever that can in any way interfere with this better system of

tuning, and I feel confident that this system must eventually

commend itself to all who have to deal with bells, not only to

bell-founders, bell-tuners and musicians, but to the whole of

the musical public.

APPENDIX.

Since this paper was prepared, an interesting correspon-

dence has taken place respecting the well-known peal of

twelve bells at Painswick, which were recently re-hung, and
which I had the opportunity of thoroughly testing.

That they requir«l re-tuning there can be no possible doubt,
as the following diagrams will prove. Strange to say, the
Church authorities were quite satisfied as to their |>erfect tune,

and against the best of advice retained them in all thtm
discordant loveliness.

Tenor. iitb. rath. gih. Sth.
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DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.— Ladies and Gentlemen, I am sure
you will all agree in passing a hearty vote of thanks
to Mr. Starmer for the very interesting and instructive
paper which he has read, and to Messrs. Taylor for

bringing the bells. (This was passed unanimously.)
Bells are musical instruments, although some persons
perhaps do not rank them in that category. I mny remind
you that many composers have made effective use oi bells in

their music. If I retnember rightly, Meyerbeer uses one
with startling effect in the " Huguenots," it sounds the toc^
for the massacre of the Protestants. Later than this now
neglected opera, we have bad two remarkable examples,
one is in the beginning of Sir Arthur Sullivan's " Golden
Legend." There, practically the whole movement is founded
on a theme given out by the bells, and afterwards used in
the storm episode; then, when this is over, and the devib are
driven off, we hear the bells joyfully join in with the
orchestra in the finish of the movement. There is a remark-
able overture by Tschatkowsky in which the bells are used
with terrible efiect. It was played at the Crystal Palace
not very long ago, and when I heard the tolling of the bells,

mingled with the drums and the gong, 1 thought it was one
of the most fearful dins I ever listened to. The composer says
it is to represent the clanging of the bells in Moscow during
the fire that broke out in that city. I should not omit to
mention the exquisite use made of the little bell in Sterndale
Bennett's beautiful ' Paradise and the Peri" overture, the
prisonbellin"Trovatore,"and the goat bellin"Dinorah";and
I need scarcely remind you that the carillon is the convenient
representative of a scale of bells in the orchestra ; nor need
I detain you with any remarks on the fine carillons with the
important music written for the bells still to be heard in

Holland and Belgium. Under the classification of ancient
bells must be included vibrating cups or plates, as we now
find in Burmah and Java. Sir Frederick Bridge has made
a happy use of these in his charming "Cal!irho6" cantata,

founded on the old classical legend of certain golden bowls
hun^upin a tree moved by the wind, and mystically conveying
advice to those who sought the shrine of the nymph. It is

therefore - certain that bells must be regarded as musical
instruments, quite independently of their ordinary use in

calling persons to church. Possibly, now that watches and
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clocks a.re so common, bells are not quite so necessary for

reminding us that the service is about to begin
;
but, despite

occasional complaints, 1 am sure musicians would be the
last to desire to see them removed from our Churches. As
the lectttrer has said, the most important thing in theii

musical construction is the harmonics they give out. You
must all have observed how bells differ, not only in their
quality of tone, but also in the settled fundamental
sound given out. If we csn get the harmonics ri^tly to

agree with the strike-note of the bell and blend with it, then
we have a bell which is satisfactory to our ears—one of the
two you have heard this afternoon, 1 think, proves this

amply. There is one little exception I must take to

Mr. Starmer's paper. It is that in speaking of the history of

beils and their use he referred to those little ornaments
which are ia the shape of bells, and which he seemed to

regard as little more than ornaments. I daresay you know
there are many very ancient bells in existence. I have
heard, in the museum at Berlin, two old specimens. They
were taken from one of the l?abyloriir;n tnmhs ; these were
of small hemispherical shape. It is rml i-a^iy to get a German
custodian to do anything whicli is " vei bnten," but lie did open
the case for me, and it was very interesting to reflect that

I was hearing the sound of a bell which had, perhaps, been
used in tlie worship of Bel ; its age was not less than 5,000
years. It ia true that the bell is nothing more than a bent-

up plate of metal. Professor TyndalJ, in his famous lectures

on sound, at the Royal Institution, gave many illustrations

of vibrating plates. I am sure if he were alive—he was an
old and valued member of this Association—he would have
been able to tell us something more about bells. I remember
very well he showed that, by making his plate vibrate with a
vioim bow, and putting his fingers at different points, he
obtained difierent tones. What he did, of course, was, to

stop cert{dn Unes of vibrating harmonics and let the others
sound out more clear and distinct, and thus materially alter

the tone. As I understand our lecturer, this is exactly what
happens when, by altering the thickness of different portions

of the bell metal, practically we change the harmonics which
enter into and affect the quality of the tone. The improved
method of manufacture which Mr. Starmer has shown,
should be of value and interest not only to us, but to

manufacturers. Probably, years ago, bells were made
by rule of thumb, but now it is all reduced to a system,
and it is pretty evident that after making proper calculations

and arranging dimensions before the metal is poured into the
mould, they know exactly what they will get. As to bells

being out of tune with one another, I must confess this is a
very difficult thing to determine. I well remember the
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excitement when the new bells were put up in St. Paul's

Cathedral. There was a long correspondence about them in

The Times newspaper, started by the Rev. Mr. Haweis. He
niighiily approved of the foreign bells, and condenined our
EngUsh make ; he said most extraordinary things about tbeir

pitch and their notes, and people began to fear there was
something very wrong about these bells. But a much greater

authority than Mr. Haweia appeared on ihe scene— the late

Sir John Stainer contradicted his statements, and set the
whole matter right in public estimation. Poor Haweis had
nothing more to say ; he did not rightly appreciate tbe true

intonation, or know the harmonics given forth. There we
had a scientific musician who was able to tell us from his

absolute knowledge what Mr. Haweis only guessed at.

There is one thing which 1 hoped our lecturer would have
been able to tell us, but be did not—perhaps he can do so in

his reply to our dlscusson. I mean the reason why
liannonics which arise from a bell differ from the )iarmonics
which come from the agitation of a string, or on blowing a

wind instrument. Their giving out of a minor instead ol a
major third must at once strike musicians. I cannot coDceiTe
why it is. The hum-note, which we all hear when tbe beU
seems to setlle down, one would think must be a resultant
tone, but so far as 1 can work it out, it does not seem to

follow ihe law of tesullant tones. I am sure you all know
that this is merely ihe product of subtracting the vibrating
numbers from one another. I am not certain whether that
law is absolutely correct and works out quite right with
regard to the strong resultant tones formed on the harmonium.
There is another thing I should like to know, it 1 may
trespass so far, and that is why the pitch of the betl should
flatten, as happens when it is beginning to slow down. You
hear a bell which speaks, say, E, but when the sound begins
to die away it no longer sounds a true E ; perhaps sections
of it speak independently, and perhaps through varying thick-

nesses they do not agree, so we get the well-known effect of
beats. Possibly the bell divides into two hemispheres
which are not quite equal; faowerei, I do not know,
and hope we shall bear scnnetbing sadsfactoty on this
phenomenon.

Mr. BxAiKLBY.—I have no doubt Mr. Starmer would, in

replymg to Mr. Southgate, say anything I might say ; but if

he will excuse me, I would make one suggestion with regard
to one of Mr. Southgate's remarks about thehum-note. I am
not a bell-founder myself, but supposing this to be the
lowest appertaining to the bell, then the dinerence tone
between it and the d* would be g, the octave below the g',

which is the htun-note. And again, tbe difierence between
that £> and the upper g** would also give g.
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The Cbaibham.—But wbere the hnm^Dote is a seroitone

out

—

Mr. Bi^KLBY.—Thepiincipal notes tuenot toned properly.
But I should like to Mr. Starmer whether there is ever
a still lower hum-note discorerable as the resultant of other
harmonics.

Mr. Starmer.—I do not know of any such. The
coinp)one[its do not interfere with each other in the way you
would expect.

Mr. Blaikley.—It appears to me, in Hstening to bells,

that you hear the beats very strongly—we heard them this

afternoon

—

Mr. Starmeb.—Yes, when bells were struck together.

When struck singly this was not so. The semblance of beats

was due to the moving of the bell produced by the blow of

the hammer. Given a stationary bell, then the different

tones, whether in or out of tune with each other, do not
produce beats, a most extraordinary thing.

(The bells were then struck to prove this.)

Mr. Blaikley.—Is the hum-note a resultant twie ?

Mr. Starmer.—No. The hum-note is one of the tones of
a bell which can be tuned in the same manner as the
third, fifth or eighth.

Mr. Blaikley.—One point, perhaps, it may be interesting

to note, with respect to the development of a plate into a
bell. There is one very distinct difference in the vibration.

A plate vibrates io nodal lines. The opposite sectors rise

and fall alternately, but there is noTibratiou at any part of a
nodal line, even where it meets the boundary of the plate.

Assuming that we are dealit^ with a circular-plate, directly

this is dished, the circumference becomes a hoop or sound
bow, and the vibration is no longer simply up and down at

the different segments. When vibrating with four segments
the circle becomes an ellipse, with the major and minor
axes alternately in opposite directions, and, while at the
extremities of the two axes there may be a motion only
inwards and outwards, at the angle of fort^-five degrees
from each of these there is a motion tangentially. That is

the one essential difference, so far as I know, between the
vibration of the bell and that of a flat plate. As to the
question of harmonics, present or absent, I think that is

more a question of thickness than anything else.

The Chairman.—What Mr. Blaikley says is quite true. I

remember very well how Professor Tyndall sprinkled sand
on his plates, and though these were made to vibrate and
sound, the sand on the nodal lines remained perfectly still.

With regard to the resultant tone, I would venture to

mention one thing of which I have a vivid remembrance.
Sir Frederick Bridge, at one of his Gtesham Lectures, had
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two anvils brought in. One sounded a fiflii above the other.

He said, " When you hear these two struck together you will

hear the octave below the lower one." He struck them
several times, but no lower note came. But at last he got a
splendid low note.

Mr, Taylor.—I do not think I can add much to what
Mr. Starmer has already said, but can confidently state that
what we call the harmoiiic tones of bells are not what is

usually understood by that term. They are each principal

tones, dependent upon the various curves of the bell. Thus
they are not true harmonic tones like thoee of a string or
pipe, as they do not depend upon the fundamental tone,
but are to a certain extent independent of each other. It

wili require a very clever scientist to explain why wc have a
minor third in a bell. We have paid a great deal of attention

to this point, and went to hear the fine large old bell at

Erfurt, which is reported to have a major third, but upon
carefully testing it found it an exact minor third, and our
opinion is confirmed by a German priest who had previously
examined the bell, and proves that the lower third was minor
and the upper third major.
Thb Chairuan.—It IB a very hopeM thing to learn that

the bannonics are under control, for now we stand a chance
(d getting more perfect bells. The rise of the minor instead
of the major thirds as one might expect is a very curious
thing, but it would be useless for us to spend further time in

diecusdng this.

Mr. Starmbr.—In speaking of the bells of the Bible,

I referred to the evidence we had of those bells, which
certainly shows that they were small. You remember, I

daresay, the bells on the dress of the high priest
;
they must

certainly have been very small—so small as to have been
scarcely worthy of any musical consideration. And then they
were made of gold, which, unfortunately, is not a very good
metal for sound producing, ^ou have heard regarding the
hum-note that it is not a resultant note. 1 do not think there
is a man living who can tell you why the third is minor in

Church bells. My aim in this matter has been to bring before
musicians the possibilities of these things, and I am quite

sure that if anyone hears a bell with the bell-tones perfectly

in tune, they will not have the slightest doubt as to which is

the better method—to tune one note and let the others go
anyhow, or to tune the five. I am sure it rests with
musicians to see that this object is achieved. What the
Chairman said about the bells of St. Paul's was rather

interesting, as the founders of those bells are in the room at

the present time. I must thank you very much indeed for

your vote of thanks, and I am very pleased that you have
taken so much interest in the subject of this paper.
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F. CUNNINGHAM WOODS, Esq., M.A., Hus.B. Oxdm.,

Im thb Chair.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF OUR TEMPERED SYSTEM.

By Joseph Goddard.

In this paper I do not enter into the details of temperament.
I deal with it as a wliole—as the science to which belongs

that modification of the tonality of intervals, which enters

into our system—my object being to point out the principle

of its relation to music.

I have been led to attempt to do this by observing that
there is some uncertainty of thought on this subject, both on
the |)ait of mathematicians and musicians. That such un-
certainty exists the following quotations attest.

Colia Brown, whose system we shali examine, malcesthis
remark : " Music has greatly to complain of mathematicians
for carrying thdr formulae beyond their legitimate sphere
into the domain of music ; and mathematicians, on the other
hand, have to complain ofmusicians for demanding a number
of secondary keys which are not mathematically or musically
in true key relationship." Vou will observe that ColinBrown
here admits that mathematicians are not clear as to the
precise Hmits of thdr own science, yet be distinctly implies
that it belongs to mathematics to dominate the conformation
of the musical system.

This claim is also distinctly asserted by Colonel Ferronet
Thomson in the following remark r

" The temptation under
the old systematic teaching to play out of tune was, that
performers might play with perfect freedom in all keys, by
playing in none ; . .

."

On the other hand, our most lamented recent President,

the late Sir John Stainer, makes the following observatioo :

—

"When musical mathematicians shall have agreed among
themselves on the exact number of the diviaons necessary in
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the octave -, when mechanicians shall have constructed
instruments on which the new scale can be played ; when
mathematical musicians shall have framed a new notation
which shall point out to the performer the ratio of the note
that he is to sound to the generator ; when genius shall have
used all this new material to the glory of art, then it will be
time enough to found a new theory of harmony on a
mathematical basis."

You will notice that even in the last quotation the pre-

cedence of the mathematician is assumed. But this assump-
tion seems made in order to show the difficulties that hang
upon it rather than as the expresdon of a deliberate opinion
on the subject.

In pursuing then the object announced, I hope to do away
with some of this uncertainty.

As the main argument in this paper was suggested by the
thought of a general principle relating to art, I think it will

help to impress and render that argument clear if I first

explain this principle.

In both nature and art there are two kinds of truth ; the
truth of human impression, and absolute truth. Take nature.

To the eye. at the line of the horizon, sky and earth meet-
But if, having fixed upon a definite point on that line, we
were to go to that point we should find sky and earth as
far separate there as at the place we started from. Thus the
eye on the one hand and investigation on the other, dealing
with the same fact, come to two different conclusions, the one
belonging to the truth of human impression, the other to

absolute truth.

Now all esthetic truth is truth of human impression, thou^,
of course, the latter is not always esthetic truth. With
regard to the foregoing illustration, notwithstanding the
impression produced is the necessary result of the laws of
light operating in connection with the human eye, it is not
the less esthetic truth. That is to say, there is esthetic

manifestation in our ordinary visual scope. Through the
limitation of our sight, the continuity of nature is to it

arrested—the prospect is rounded and domed in, and we have
the perspective of earth and sky. But there is more than
this general transfiguration. Through being thus enclosed,

the various visible features acquire a more pronounced
individuality as well as a special inter-relation, and all fall

into a certain unity of form, character, and expression. If

the extent of our sight were unrestricted, or considerably
less restricted than it is, then in our visual scope both that
local character and that general unity to which we are

accustomed would be lost. On the one hand, in the limitless

vista of similar effects individuality would disappear ; on
the other, the embracii^ of for-removed, crudely-contrasted
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differences would destroy that unity of eKpression which
present natura.1 scenes so vividly imbue. Such effects as

tone of season and clime we should never enjoy.

Thus, although we are Bccnstomed to assodate esthetic

manifestation with human volition, as in art, it may unfold
spontaneously between outward nature and our physical

radowment ; b^g truth of human impression, it ie impres-
eioD, not special action oa our part, that is fundamental to it.

I shall now endeavour to show'that not only does esthetic

effect involve under all circumstances some kind of arrest in

the continuity of absolute truth, but that this arrest always
brings about a certain changed expression in the delimited

area. To draw another illustration from nature; When,
looking at some scene in the most ordinary way, we limit our
survey, taking in only a portion of what is spread around

—

when, in fact, we select a particular view, we do so in order
that certain features shall stand out more strongly than
Otherwise they would do, or certain relations strike the
attention which otherwise would be unobserved.
Coming to art, we break the continuity of absolute truth

still more definitely, and with the conscious purpose of

iirfluencing impression. In these circumstances esthetic effect

stands out more prominently from general truth, as in the
following illustration.

One summer evening, I observed an artist with his easel

planted near the top of a barren slope, but commanding only
the bare, hillocky ground of the slope, so that there was
nothing but the ground to paint. Yet in the picture this

ri^r^, uneven ground had an effect that it had not when
looked at tmseparated from its natural continuity. The small

C':uberances and every unevenness had acquired on the one
d a more marked individuality, on the other, a special

relationship ; whilst the sky had a far more powerfiil effect

than the sky of the natural scene—impressing something
of the largeness of the sky of mountain top—and all involved
a certain symmetry, and a unity. The artist bad added
notbin^ to what he saw, yet he presented more than nature
nnpariiiioned conv^ed. He simply delimited, yet in doing
so, created.

In ordinary vision, then, in natural observation, and in the
artist's picture, the general condition of esthetic effect is a
limiting of the continuity of nature

;
and, as a result of this

delimitation, there is a remarkable change in the impression
produced—the individuality of the various features seems
heightened; they fall into relationship; harmony, or contrast,

as the case may be, unfolds, whilst all breathes a certain

unity of spirit.

We now come to music. Fiere it is necessary to take note
of the distinction between muuc and all the other artx hut
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architecture—namely, that, whereas in these the materials of
effect exist spontaneously, in music they are produced by
man. There is thus throughout the whole course of musical
development a continual putting forth, and consequent
increasing of effect. At the same time, there is also a cor-

responding delimiting, whilst, as in organic nature, with
advance delimitation becomes more pronounced.
To illustrate this : In polyphony there was a broadening

of general form by the enweaTing of subjects ; yet this

involved the drawing together of scattered themes. Then in

the chance encounters of moving parts special harmonic
effect unfolded

\
yet its very beauty led to selection and

consequently reduction. Subsequently, modulation led to
increased variety and extension of form. Here again was
increase. But it involved greater expression in proportion
to space, which means a more succinct effect. So in musical
development this reciprocal action is seen : as effects multiply
they become organised ; and at each advance with greater
differentiation there is more pronounced delimitation. That
this general tenaency is reflected in the progress of our
musical system, a single glance will reveal. In its earlj'

development it involved many modes, which, in the progress
of more highly-organised form, coalesced into two. Then
a^ain came extension in the transposition of these into

different keys ; and then, in the linking of the resulting

scales, a closer yet more containing unity.

To pass now to the scientific point of view : While musical
art has been thus emerging, the scientist has been taking it

into his investigation. In the very dawn of musical history

be discovered that musical sound is the result of regular

pulsations, and that its pitch depends upon the number of

these which occur in a certain time. He has thus been
enabled to state the relations of the sounds of the scale in

numerical terms, and has found that such relations exist

in the arithmetical order of numbers if some are taken in and
others left out. The diagram which Colin Brown gives in

illustration of this is no doubt familiar to most of you.

14

25 28 31 33 37 41 48

My object in referring to it now is to point out that it also

illustrates the general relation of natural and esthetic truth.

There is selection and delimitation; certain natural relations
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are chosen, others rejected, and Ihe total selected becomes
a new entity—-picked out from nature, yet perfect it) itself.

I believe both musicians and mathematicians agree that

the above selection of numbers expresses the true numerical
relations of the degrees of the musical scale. You, of course,

all know that stated simply those relations appear thus :

—

Do Re Mi Fa So La Ti Do
8-9 9-10 15 16 8-9 9- 10 8-9 15-16

So that, as well as involving the difference between tone and
semitone, they involve the difference between the large and
the small whole.tone.

How far musicians feel the latter difference I am not in a
position to say, but that, both in musical composition and in

the form of our system of scales, it is ignored is certain.

Hence the complaint of the scientist, who argues that if the
relations expressed in the above diagrams are those of the
typical major scale, then the scales of our system must be
largely untrue. That he is literally correct in this contention
a moment's consideration will show. IfG Aof the scale ofC
do duty for the first and second of the scale of G, then we
have a small whole-tone doing duty for a large ; we have the
relation 9-10 doing duty for the relation 8 9.

In order to remedy this deviation in our system from true
intonation, several eminent mathematicians, or eminent
musical mathematicians, have been led to devise proposed
systems. One of these systems—that by Colin Brown, to

whom I have just referred—I propose to examine carefully, if

briefly. It is not only very ingenious, but is carried out with

such thoroughness—representing as it does a distinctly

serious attempt to supply an improved practical basis of

music— that I select it as one as likely as any to achieve the
object sought.
Probably most of you are acquainted with tiiis system.

But even to those who arc not. I shall be clearer if I touch
only upon certain salii;rt points. To understand it in detail

demands deliberate study.

The scales proceed by fifths, as in our system, but every
fifth is true. Now, at the first departure— that is, in foriiiiu^'

the scale of G—two differences are involved between this

system and ours, and these differences are at the root of the

whole difference between the two systems. The first relates

to forming the second of the new scale. As you have just

been reminded, G and A, as fifth and sixth of the scale of C,
involve the relation g-io, whilst, for first and second of the
scale of G we want, of course, the relation 8-g- In this

system, therefore, a new sound higher than the sixth of C
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by the difference required—that is, in the relation 80-81,
called a comma— is introduced to form the second of G.
The other difference consiats simply of the fact that in

forming the seventh of the new scale, the tone involyed by the
fourth and filth of the old is sdentifically divided. Supposing
again the scale of G to be the new scale, then as F sharp
(being leading note) must bear to G the relation 15-16, the
relation of P nattiral to F sharp can only be 128-135, because
these two relations exhaust the relation 8-9. CtMa Brown,
therefore, terms the relation 128-135 the chromatie semitone,
and this distinction in name denotes a distinction in use

;

the chromatic semitone in Ibis system never fulfils the
function of diatonic semitone

!

I may here state once for all that in lliis system no interval

stands for another, however slight tiie difTeience, no note for

another, however close the sounds.
You no doubt perceive already that both these points of

difference in Colin Brown's system bear against that close

relation of the scales which is a characteristic of ours. The
fact, for instance, that the sounds F natural and F sharp can
never stand to one another as diatonic semitone, is suggestive
of how the change last mentioned does so, whilst the action

in this respect of the first is as obvious. However, to

formally demonstrate the separative artioii of these changes :

Through (li'o new sounds instead of only own being introduced,

in order to form each new scale, the third ^c:iie will involve

six new sounds, and thus can have but one sound in common
with the first, whilst the fourth scale will have none.

The only other salient point of this system which I will

now refer to relates to the relative minor scale. From the

fact that the second of each new scale is a comma higher

than the sixth of the old, there results that the major scale at

the third remove stands upon a sound a comma higher than
the relative mmor of the first scale—thus A major stands

upon a sound a comma higher than A minor, and thus,

further, its leadit^ note cannot possibly be used as leading

note to A minor. Colin Brown therefore introduces in

connection with eadi major scale a special sound, available

as leading note to the sixth degree. I may just add that, as
the introduction of this leading note involves the dividing

of the small whole-tone, that is, of the relation g-io which,

as you know, comes between the fifth and sixth degrees

of the major scale, the complementary interval Jsay from

G natural to G sharp, assuming the leading note is that to

A minor) involves the relation 24-25, which Colin. Brown
terms the imperfect chromatic semitone.

By this introduction of a leading note to the minor tonic,

a chord of the dominant seventh in perfect intonation is

available in each relative minor scale.
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I have included the explanation of this part of the system
in my remarks, because the foregoing arrangement is largely

its saving clause, as we shall see later on.

I now propose to consider how this system serves as a

basis for extant musical effect.

It may be said at once that in the case of a piece confined

to one scale, each interval is represented in this system in a

simple and regular way. The same maybe said of a piece

which only involves modulation into the relative minor, as

there is no difference between tliis system and ours as regards

the general relation between a scale and its relative minor.

But music that involves modulation info the dominant or

subdominant is not represented quite so simply—that is to

say, in finding the intervals answering to a particular piece

thus modulating, we should have occasionally to choose
between sounds a comma apart, guided by the principle of

tonic relationship in mathematical strictness. Still, much of

such music— that is, music passing only into nearly related

keys—finds in completeness foot-hold in this system, which,
let it not be forgotten, gives every interval in intonation

mathematically true.

In this connection I may point out Chat what may perhaps
be termed the " fatal facility " of modulation into the sub-
dominant, goes in this system a step further. For instance,

starting from the scale of C, if we pass to the chord of the

dominant seventh in the key of G, we have not only the
F sharp not in C, but also the A, which has been raised a
comma ;

whereas, if we pass to the dominant seventh in

P, we have in this chord only the usual B-flat not in C.

Of course, this difference springs out of the simple fact that
in the remove of scale a fifth up it is the second which is

the new sound special to Colin Brown's system, whereas
in the remove of scale a fifth down it is the sixth; and
whilst the second enters into the dominant seventh of its

scale, the sixth does not.

It is extended compositions embracing removed keys that

try the resources of this system. In order to represent them
it has to be developed to a very elaborate extent. Take, for

instance, the scene from " Der Freishutz," in which the air,

" Softly Sighs,'* occurs. This scene begins and ends in the

key of E major, the tonic of which, in Colin Brown's system,
as you know, comes a comma higher then E of the scale of C.
You will remember that an important portion of the scene

—

about the middle—is in C. The key has thus descended a
major third. This portion, therefore, would not, in Colin
Brown's system, come in that part which represents the
regular scaleof C, which is a major third and a comma below
E major, but would demand the introduction of a so-to-speak
duplicate scale of C. I should mention that Colin Brown,
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in his description of his system, refers to a possible extension
of it which would probably meet such an exigency as this.

But supposing it met in this way, you would have an
elaborateness capable of representing two similar keys a
comma apart.
There is, however, a way in which we could bring the

foregoing sections of this scene into proper relation, without
introducing a second scale of C. We could begin with the
major choni fbimed oo the tonic of £ minor, and cull from
the system the notes belonging to the major scale on this

tonic as we required them. The second of the minor scale

would be available for the major ; for the third, mi: juaamg
note to A minor would be available. The fourth and fifth of

E minor and E major of course coincide. For the sixth and
seventh, the sounds introduced to form respectively leading
notes to D minor and K minor would be available. Thus we
could get in true Intonation the notes of the scale of E major
formed on the tonic of E minor ; and, in the same way, we
could get also the notes of the scale of the dominant of E.
Thus, we could probably find all the notes of those portions
of the scene which are in E, at the required pitch. But to

do so we should, as you have seen, have to select them step
by step from various scales. The fact that the regular

resources of this system do not supply foothold for the
scene referred to may be put more succinctly thus : You
probably know that Colin Brown has devised a harmonium
from which the soimds of his system can be produced.
If, then, on such a harmonium, ' extended sufficiently, we
played d)osQ sections of the scene in question which are in

E major, using that part of the key-board allotted to this

scale, we could not take the other sections on that part of
the key-board allotted to the scale of C—it would be a comma
too low; and, vice vend, if we took the latter sections on
the part allotted to C, we could not take the former on
that allotted to E—it would be a comma too high.

It is evident, then, that compositions of which organically

connected portions are in keys separated by four removes, to

be based on true intonation, demand an extremely elaborate

system of sounds in order to provide auxiliary scales. There
is, then, noquestion whatever of the great elaborateness, both
in theory and form, which this system would involve if

developed sufficiently to embrace extended compo.sitions.

Still, this is only a practical question ; if such a system is the
only true basis of musical art in perfect manifestation, we are
bound to believe in it and hope for it ; but wc must first be
convinced that it is sound in principle. To the principle of

the subject, then, 1 now come.
What the particular musical effect of true intonation used

under ordinary circumstances would be I am not in a portion
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to say, but that in some circumstances it would involve a
^reat esthetic gain, I think extremely probable. For instance,
in the Kreutzer sonata the second chord of the pianoforte
part—the chord of D minor— hns n erave minor third, that is,

a third embracing a small whole-tone and a eemitone. The
effect probably gains nothing by this short minor third,

particularly as the natural place for such a minor third
is on the second, not the first, of the scale, whilst the
pointed contrast of the foregoing minor chord with the
second chord of the previous phrase (played by the violin)

is evidently a touch of the master hand. It would seem,
therefore, that a Jail minor tnirtl in ine secoiia ciiora oi
the pianoforte part would be more effective. Now, in true
intonation the minor third coming here would be a full one.
The preceding chord would be based on A a comma higher,

which would, of course, necessitate the F natural of the
chord in question being also a comma higher, and thus the
third would become a full minor third. 1 do not pretend to
hear what the effect of this change would be, but, as 1 have
said, that it would be an improvement the esthetic intention
of the passage seems to suggest.
The question is, then, not whether true intonation does

not in certain circumstances involve an esthetic gain,

but whether departure from it does not also sometimes
do so.

You will have gathered that it is upon strict observance in

eveiT scale of the difference between the large and the small
wh^e-tone, and between the chromatic and the diatonic
semitone, that Colin Brown's system is built ; so what ire

. have to decide is, whether the relations involved in such a
systcgn are really those out of which the vital lineaments of
musical effect are conformed.
Two examples of inspired efiect) vrtitch I wUl now refer to,

are, I think, suRgesdve in this connection.
You know that towards the end of the chorus, "The

Heavens are Telling," there is a passage of which the soprano
part consists throng many bars of the repetition of the note
E, whilst the harmony involves several changes; in this
passage the following prc^ression occurs :

—
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You observe that the root of the first chord in the above
example is of the same absolute pitch as the sixth degree of

the scale of C.and that the C sharp figures as leading note to D
of the dainc pitch r^i the second of C. Now, in true intonation
tliere is no chord ivh:ch comhinos thcbo tivo relations

—

which, based on a sound ansivc'rin;; to tlic tixth of a scale,

contains the leading note to a sound answering to the second
of that scale. In Cohn Brown's system, the root of the

dominant seventh in the key of D major falls upon A, a
comma higher than the sixth of the scale of C, whilst the
third of the dominant seventh based upon the sixth of C
is leading note to D, the sixth of F, which is a comma
lower than the second of C. Of course, the use of the
first of these two chords for this part of Haydo's passage
is quite precluded by the fact that it contains E, a.

comma higher than the third of C. But the use of the
second is not quite so obviously shut out. It would
involve the E passing to the D lowered a comma, and
consequently through a large lone, and so far as this is the.

place for the large tone in the passing modulation, we should
have melody as well as harmony in true intonation. But in the

next chord the D is repeated, and at the same time forms the

fifth of the dominant seventh on G. It is obvious, therefore,

that if we took the D lowered a comma we should, in order to

finish the passage in true intonation, require an accessory
scale of C, a comma lower.

For the melody and harmony of these four bars to be then
in true intonation, among other modifications of the intona-

tion, the melody would have to descend through a ma^'or

third and a comma ; and the question is: Is the compression
of effect involved in its descending only through a major
third a source of esthetic power ?

•

You will notice that the chord which begins this example
involves in the alto and bass parts the inversion of a major
third consisting of two large whole-tones, these being the

intervals A-B, B-C sharp. This, as I have remarked,
involves a distinct breach of the law in true intonation,

that no two precisely similar intervals should succeed one
another in melody or harmony, but it enables the coiii-

poser to take in the leading note to the second of C, and
thus treat the two sounds answering to the second and third

of that scale as the first and second of D minor. Thus a
feeling of this key at this p<nnt is caused to, as it were, float

upon OUT sense of the key of C in a way vldtii could not
otherwise be brought about.
Here is the second example :—You know the passage in the-

chorus " Thanks be to God" in "Elijah," where, after the
words " mighty theii fury," the harmony works from C into

D flat, forming a passing cadence in that key, thence into
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D natural, and thence Into E flat, forming similai cadences
in these two keys. Now each of these cadences is an
important if a secondary climax, and there is no doubt that
in the case of each we realise the regular resolution of the
chord of the dominant seventli, so that we take to occur where
the leading notes and their resolutions proceed three ascending
progressions of a diatonic semitone. But in this passage, as
expressed in our system, the Icey moves up throngli a minor
third, wliich, in true intonation, cannot be more than two
diatonic semitoaes ami one chromatic semitone. Here, then,

the effect isconveyed of a rise through three diatonic semitones,

by changes involving actually a less compass, by the difference

between a diatonic and a chromatic semitone, and we ask, is

the compres^on in this instance a source of esthetic

power ? That it is in itself such a source may not seem so

clear as in the Haydn example ; but that it is an important
condition of the esthetic effect of the chorus as a whole
seems extremely probable. Assuming the necessity of that

unity of pitch whieh exists between the preceding and
succeeding portions ot the chorus, without the compression
in question, this grand central episode coi;ld not be got in.

In these examples, then, we have tv.-o episodes of marked
esthetic power in which not only the small whole-tone and the
chromatic semitone do duty respectively for the larger kind
of intervals, but in which this very substitution seems largely

the source of that power.
You will, of course, not fail to notice that the particular

differences which in the foregoing examples our ^tem
disregards, are those the strict observance of which the
system we have been examining is specially devised to

The conclu»ons calculated to be drawn from these examples
m» then be thus specifically stated :

—

First.—That an interval may undergo in the mind a certain

modification as regards its intonation. Thus the intervals of
any system are subject to some elasticity in their apphcation.

Secondly.—That with regard to different kinds of the same
interval, as in the case of the large and small whole tone
or the chromatic and diatonic semitone, it is not always
necessary that each should occupy' its particular place in the
scale ; but sometimes the putting one in the place of the other
involves considerable esthetic gain.

Glancing again at our present system, what in the light of

the foregoing considerations do we see ? We sec a system of

which not only the foundation, but also the complete edifice

is a deduction from musical effect—a system that at each
point of its development has been conformed in obedience to

the exigencies of that effect. In its beginning—before the

scales began to overlap—it may have reflected the principle
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of true mtoii.ition in frratcE purity than it does now, but the
peisistetice oi esi.ht:lic Ifcling led to an order of eEFect

which, retaining organic unUy though based on different and
sometimes far removed keys, demands free interchange of

function between all tones and all semitones. Thus, that
mutation of shghlly different intervals which in the examples
recently referred to operates as a creative and formative

principle, is reflected in our svslem in practical form. From
the point of view of the correct placing of intervals in the
scale, our system therefore involves a departure from that
perfect regularity in this respect which is included in the
meaning of the expression- " true intonation," but as Such a
departure gives rise to a new and special beauty, must it not
be regarded as an instance of- law being overruled by
higher law ?

Its effect upon the conformation of the system as a whole
seems to harmonise with this view. By the resulting close

enweavement of our scales the system is, as we have seen,

definitely rounded in— separated from the general world of
effect from which its elements are drawn, that is to say,

torn the infinite possibilities of musical sound outside
itself; it thus betrays that delimitation which at the
beginning of this paper I referred to as a fundamental
condition of all esthetic effect. In this connection a
general comparison of the two systems is suggestive, In

Colin Brown's, there is alternate connection and separation
within, and continuity outwardlj'—the system rises by comma
and chromatic semitone in endless progression ; in ours, there

is close and unbroken connection within, and outwardly
definite and complete delimitation. Thus each reflects the
general character of the truth on which it is based—this,

in the one case, being absolute and continuous, in the other,

impressional and delimited.

In the hght of these remarks, the relation of the musician
and the mathematician isclear. As system is born of effect,

the musician leads in its conformation—he is, in this con-
nection, the pioneer who discovers new territory, whilst the
mathematician is the surveyor who follows and measures it.

In this attempt to show that our tempered system is in
principle the result of the same selective and structural

action as the scale itself, only involving a further stage and
new departure, I do not wish to imply that it is perfect—1 do
not presume to suggest that truth in the interval itself may
not be more nearly approached, or that a jusler placing of the
different kinds of intervals according to true intonation may
not be attained ; but I submit that the numerical relations
underlying a living musical system cannot, through the very
nature of such a system, involve any form of scientific regu-
larity. Of this you have before you definite evidence in the
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numerical relations of the typical scale, whilst in the con-
nected use of different scales you have seen that such
mediod as is involved in the above primary extraction from
absolute truth, is itself subject to modification by further

action of the esthetic principle.

To conclude—from the point of view of this paper, tem-
perament, regarded as a general element in our system, is not
necessarily a deterioratbg process leading to imperfection,

but in principle it is a constructive process leading to higher

APPENDIX.

The following diagrams may he foimd serviceable to non-
mathematical readers. I, who am no mathematician,
devised them to aid myself in realising the lelations involved.

Whilst the figures express the ratios, the diagrams show the
general relations which these ratios bear to one another,*

a A
138—US 10

2806 (Scblami )

3-

a IS—IS A

fA (u Iea£nic mtte, involving

WUh a IB imperfect
duonutlc (emllane).
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In diagram i the central straight line represents a large

whole tone - say F-G. The portions of (his line enclosed by
the two under curves represent the proportions of the interval

involved respectively by two chromatic semitones, one
ascending from F, the other descending from G. The portion
enclosed by the upper curve represents the proportion of the
Interval involved by the diatonic semitone.
By simple obsfirvation of this diagram it is evident to the

eye, and thus clear to the mind

—

(i) That 128— 135 and 15—16 equal 8—9.
(a) That the ditference between the chromatic and the

diatonic semitone equals twice the ratio 128— 135 deducted
from 8— 9.

(3) That the above difference also equals the ratio laS—135
deducted from 15— 16, each of these two operations giving the
ratio 2025—2048, which may also be expressed ij-^il— 16.

In diagram 2 the straightUna represents a small whole tone—
say G—A. The portions enclosed by the two curved lines

represent the proportionsinvolved bytwochromatic semitones,
one ascending from G, the other descending from A.

This diagram conveys through the eye the rationale of the
fact that in the case of a small whole tone, the difference
between the sharp of the lower note and the flat of the upper,
is equal to 9—10 deducted from twice 12H—135, which gives
32768—32805. This, the smallest difference in the musical
system, is called the sckisma.

In the observation of these two diagrams the rationale of
other relations is easily perceivable. Thus, diagram 1 shows
to the eye that 8— g is greater than twice iz8— 135 by 2025

—

2048 ;
diagram 2 that 9— 10 is less than twice 128— 135 by a

schisma. The schisma and 2025—2048 must thea together
constitute the difference between the large and the small
whole tone, and thus must equal 80—81.

By a comparison of diagram 3 with diagram i the eye may
read thai the difference between the small whole tone and the
large equals that between 24—25 and 128—135.

DISCUSSION.

The lecturer having been delayed, Mr, Walter Harrison,
M,A., Cantab., Mus. Bac, Oxon., -was requested to speak
on the subject

:

Mr. Harrison.—Ladies and Gentlemen, This is a subject

which has interested me from boyhood. I first studied
acoustics in connection with the Science and Art
Department, and continued the subject right on to my
University Course at Cambridge. So that rather than keep
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you ^tting there waiting, if I can take up a few minutes and
say anything that will interest you, I shall be pleased to do
so. I notice on the syllabus the name of a very well-known
man, Mr. Colin Brown. I had the honour of knowing him
some twenty-five years ago. He was, in fact, one of ray
teachers. I also had the privilege of hearing that wonderful
instrument of his, the Voice Harmonium, on which his

daughter played to a number of musicians at Plaistow, I

think in 1876. We had not only this Voice Harmonium,
which I believe is now in the South Kensington Museum, but
also a siniilar instrument, but tuned in equal temperament ;

and to contrast the two, we first got Mr. Colin Brosvn's

daughter to play her pieces on her father';! harmonium, and
then had the same pieces played by Mr. Arnold Kennedy, I

believe, on the ordinary tempered instrument. What we
especially noticed was the smoothness and beauty of the
chords in the minor key ; the roughness that we often notice
espedallyon the harmonium was absent. Of course the over-
tones are heard very muc^ more distinctly on the harmonium
than on the pianoforte. A little while ago I was in Wales
examining anumber of schools. I went over six of the leading
Board Schools—at least they would be called so in England
—and I was struck with the way those children, many of them
miners' sons and daughters, sang in beautiful harmony, in true
intonation. They are taught on Tonic Sol-fa principles. I

do not wish to say anything now in favour of tliat Sjrstem

;

but you see how, taking the tonic as the basis and singing

d r Fli &c., they gel the true intonation from one note to
another. You see clearly in the diagram before you there is a
difference between the interval from the first to the second
degree, and that from the fifth to the sixth. While both of
these intervals are represented alike ir our notation, they are
not so in reality. Now these children make that difTerence

absolutely
;

their ears are never spoiled by tempered
instruments; their voices are trained naturally, and they come
together and sing in harmony. The effect was delightful.

Another fact noticeable is that they pronounce the vowels
much better than the London children

;
this, of course, tends

to enhance the effect.

Thh Chairman.—We have to lhank Mr. Goddard for a

very learned paper, in which he has endeavoured to point out
many of the difficulties to be noted in the scale, which we,
as practical musicians, have to deal with. It would appear
that Mr. Goddard has not advocated, in so many words, the
adoption of the scale which he has just shown us to be the
correct one. His contention would rather appear to be that
the difficulties of making an actual use of the system before
ua'wouldbevery great, if not actually insurmountable. With
our modern ideas of harmony, and our freq^uent changes of
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key, one is Klmost dnven to feel that our present keyboard
instruments would have to be entirely reconstructed. This
thought leads me to allude to the keyboard advocated some
years ago by Mr. Bosanquet, of St. John's College, Oxford.
Here, if my memory serves me correctly, there were about
seventy divisions for the octave. The appearance of the
keys, and their general arrangement were most perplexing to

the eye, and at once gave one the idea that such a keyboard,
though scientifically conforming to certain rules, could not
possibly come into actual use. Everyone has to admit that
inaccuracies do exist in our scale, but the question which
we feel inclined to ask is, how would the mathematical
accuracy of this system be of practical value to the musician ?

Is the scale system as we know it, and accept it to-day, so
deeply rooted m our musical nature that, if any new process of
tuning were introduced, our feelings of tonality—which are

to some extent inborn—would be upset, if not actually

obliterated ? Further than that, we must bear in mind that
this system, if introduced, must bring in its train an
entirely new style of representing music on paper. If we
leave the diatonic style and turn to that of the chromatic
the difficulties appear to be much greater. Is it not
often the case that the key-signature of many pieces by
modern composers is but a faint suggestion of the composer's
actual desire for firmly establishing a definite tonality lor the
music he g^ves us? In proof of this we may turn to
Dvorak's " Slavonic Dances " and Wagner's " Ltebestod,"
and see that instead of finding the major or minor scaJe

of ordinary acceptation we are conh^ted by a scale

system which is little short of chromatic. Mr. Goddard
has shown us most fully how the discrepancies in our scale
arise, and where they exist, but the question is how far our
fixed ideas of a keyboard would be altered if a change were
made. In other words, how could we observe these alterations
of scale in vocal and instrumental music ? Vocally we might
possibly make the minute sub-divisions of the various
intervals. Instrumentally, however, it would seem that the
keyboard instruments would assume an appearance which
the player would view with something akin to horror.

Mr. Harrison.—There would be no difficulty in playing
any modulation on Colin Brown's instrument, but the
real point of the whole matter is this, are we prepared to

have aa instrument with seventy-two notes to the octave ? I

do not think we are. Colin Brown's instrument has now
been lying at the South Kensington Museum for twenty-
five years. It is covered with dust. But we need no special

produce it quite easily. Where children are not taught at

the pianoforte, but, say, with a violin, they learn the scale of
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nature, and, without b^ng aware of it, they can make all these
commas for themselves. Our only difGculty is to make a
machine produce what the human voice can produce with the
greatest ease. Take a Board School child tau^t on the
tonic pnnci[>le. He does not know the ratios; yet be pro-
duces them intuitively, and sings all scales in the same way.
But even with regard to harmony, there is no reason
why a choir singing unaccompanied pieces should not sing in
perfect intonation and let us enjoy the beauty of the chords.
Some of our friends here may not be perhaps too well versed
in acoustics, and the lecturer has been at a great disadvan-
tage ; he has had to show many things which it would have
taken several hours to thoroughly explain in detail. So that

the conclusion seems to me to be that, while we should
always go in for just intonation where we can, still, for fijted-

toned instruments, such as the pianoforte and organ, we cannot
help ourselves, and the tempered scale is the very best thing
we can have. In fact, we cannot do otherwise, except with
seventy-two notes to the octave. Most of our pupils find

twelve quite as much as they can manage. Before 1 sit

down I should like to say two or three things that, perhaps,
would be interesting to you. Colin Brown, as 1 have already
remarked, was one of my teachers, and I once heard him say
that when he was constructing his instrument he had many a

tussle with the tuner, who was accustomed to make the

ordinary instruments. He said: " If I go on filing these

reeds in the maDner you suggest I shall file them all away."
The mere kaowle^ of acoustics alone will not help us much.
1 remember an acoustician heing asked liow he would set

about harmonising a melody, and he replied :
" 1 should

write octaves and fiftibs—octaves, of course, by preference."

Imaysay, before sittingdowo, that I was very interested with
the lecture. One has not the time to explain everything

;

therefore the lectttrer has been labouring under a great dis-

advantage, I am sure. But we shall certainly read his paper
through many times when we get it in the " Proceedings."

Mr. Lanqley.—The question arises whether jusl intonation

is really a desirable thing, especially considering the subject
of modulation. With regard to singing, Mr. Harrison pointed
out just now that the Welsh children sing correctly in natural
intonation

;
but I hardly think that the cultivation of that

would be desirable even in singing ; for, supposing in a
modulation a note in common to two consecutive chords, one
belonging to the old key, and the other to the new. where
would the change in intonation of this common note be made ?

I think that we cannot get away from the tempered system
so long as there is any such thing as modulation, or we should
be landed in all sorts of difficulties. But another question
arises out of this, "Do we not correct the falseness of the
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tempered intonation by the ear adjusting it in the process of

receiving the sound ? " I firmly believe we do. By way
of illustration let me take the frequent case of the chord of

the augmented sixth being enharmonically changed into a

dominant seventh. When we approach the augmtntcd sixth

as such and then leave it as a dominant seventh, we receive

a certain amount of shock owing to the notes having been
received in relation to one tonic, and left une\pectedlj' in

relation to another. Yel when we return to tlie chord again
in the new key it conies naturally enough. If this is the
case I thiak it leads us to the conclusion that the ear does,

in receiving the notes of the tempered scale, adjust them to

true intonation in the key for the time being, otherwise we
should not perceive that difference of effect to which I have
referred, seeing that the notes in the tempered intonation of

the pianoforte as conv^ed to the ear belong as much to the
new key as to the old. My contention then is that on
practical grounds just intonation is not deniable, because in

modulation it would only increase and accentuate the
falseness we yneh to Hde ; while, at the same time, the
slight deviation from truth of the tempered scale is

corrected (as I believe) by the ear.

Mr. SouTHGATE.—The time has flown so quickly over this

interesting paper that I do not think we ought to spend much
more time in talking. But our ladder of sounds with this

question as to the size of intervals is a verj' important one.

The difficulty of forming a proper and true scale was
thoroughly perceived by the Greeks, and their theorists wrote
much about it. Even beyond the classical period, to go back
to very ancient history, I think there are signs that the

difBculty was recognised. Amongst the finds we have made
in the ancient Egyptian tombs there was a very remarkable
flutefirom the Pyramids of Akmin. The Utile was not less than

5,000 years old. When M. Maspero put this in my hands he
said; "How are you going to play it, for there is one
hole more than the number of fingers we possess.'' I believe
that this instrnnient presents an example of enharmonic
necessity. The vent-holes were so contrived that the first

fingiT of the right hand covered two holes, one was closed

by the lower and the other by the upper member of the
finger ; the interval between the two is less than a semi-
tone. I have a copy of this curious old reed flute in my
collection, and may say that upon it Mr. J. Finn was able to

obtain a complete chromatic scale ; it is difficult to play. I

only mention this to show you that thousands of years ago this

same question of division of the scale arose ; after all we are
practical musicians, and we must look at this matter in a prac-
tical way. I quite agree with what Mr. Harrison said about
the extreme beauty of vocal harmony, sung unaccompanied
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by instruments. One sometimes hears trained singers on a
platform, and I always tliink the chords they sing are exquisite.

We never hear such chords, except on strings and trombones.
Some of you may probably Iiave heard Beethoven's
" Equah " for trombones. Sir Frederick Bridge has
introduced this combination in the Abbey, and I think it

has been heard elsewhere. I have never heard these

beautiful true chords surpassed. But when you come to

instruments with fixed keys it is evident that it is im-
possible for most of us to manage more than twelve notes
to the octave. With stringed mstruments of course the
players can make just what intervals they like. On wind
instruments also the players can do somethmg by " lipping."

But the popular instrument of to-day is the pianoforte.

Providence has perhaps been remiss in giving us only
ten fingers with which to play it, but certainly with them
it is impossible to do much more than is presented on
our keyboards of to-day. One instrument has been made
which, perhaps, none of you but myself has heard; it was
planned by Col. Perronet Thompson, a notable mathematician
and enthusiastic musician, who wrote a remarkable book
showing that there should be seventy-two available sounds
to the octave, but he was satisfied with forty for practical

use. An organ so constructed was erected in the Welsh
Chapel, Aldersgatc Street, and was played by a Miss StafTord

Northcote, a blind girl. I have a distinct remembrance of

hearing her play Mendelssohn's " Wedding March," and I

thought that I had never heard such exquisite chords—you
know the opening bar, these were once called cxtretne chords,

and they sounded singularly rich and perfect. On the

ingenious keyboard, besides the ordinary black and white
keys, there were various devices of hooks, points, quadrils,

buttons, sticking up for the fresh intervals introduced, and
this gifted girl managed to play on it. I very much doubt
whether anyone else would be able to do the same. However,
this elaborate contrivance shows that attempt at truer intona-

tion has been made, and to a certain extent has succeeded.
There is another instance which perhaps some of you have
heard. In the old organ at the Temple Church the keys
were divided for F sharp and G flat, and similarly for D sharp
and E flat. There were separate pallets and pipes for these

differing enharmonic intervals, but Dr. Hopkins, 1 believe,

about forty years ago, had them done away with. Since that
time equal temperament has come into vogue, and possibly

we do not find a necessity for these double notes now. If, as
Mr. Harrison arj^iies, voices are to sing in perfect intonation,

what is going to happen when those voices are accompanied
by an orchestra which is possibly playing in unison with
them, because certainly not all the instruments would be
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playing exactly the same intervals snng? Let us look at the
violin and pianoforte; it is quite true the violin can be perfect

in intonation, the pianoforte is not. The violinist takes his A
from the pianoforte; he tunes his £ a perfect fifth above, and
coDsequcntly sharper than that on the pianoforte. But when
Joachim plays, say, the " Kreutzer Sonata," I do not mind it

much that his intervals are not precisely those of the piano-
forte. In Mendelssohn's "Thanks be to God t

" in one part
the voice-parts are written in sharps, and the instruments in
flais, yet they go together all right. It is a most interesting

question, when one remembers the manifold uses to which
this enharmonic equivalence has been put. In ancient times,

when the lyre and such instruments merely had to double the
voice-parts in unison and octave, the ideal system of mathe-
matical perfection was possible ; but now tliat a harmonic
has displaced a simple melodic system, it ia, and must be, a
matter of compromise between mathematics and practii;al

Mr. Langley.—There is a similar case in Wagner's
" Kaiser-marsch "

; some of the parts are written in G flat,

and some in F sharp.

Mr. Haerison.—Helmholtz once got Joachim to play an
air on his violin, and found he preserved the exact ratios

;

that shows that Joachim could play the scale of nature.

Mr. Thelwall.—The just fifth is only about one-fiftieth of
a semitone sharper than the tempered fifth ; if I remember
right, Ellis has a misprint on this point, and represents the
difference as considerably greater than it really is. With
regard to key-board instruments constructed to represent
just intonation, we must remember that it is not the keys
only, but also the strings or pipes that would have to be
multiplied. If you were to multiply the organ in this room
to the extent necessary you would have to consider the space
that would be required, and also the enormous cost. You
will find in Helmholtz that certain musicians in France had
this question before them some years ago, including Auber,
Berlioz, Gounod, Halevy, Thomas, and others, and they
said definitely that D sharp is neither sharper nor flatter than
E flat; the two notes are identical, and if you should
attempt lo destroy the tempered system, you would at the

same time destroy the finest inspirations of the great

masters, you would destroy music itself. If that is the
opinion of such great musicians, we need not trouble

ourselves very much as to the alleged defects of equal
temperament. Spohr in his Violin School, .says, "By just
intonation I mean that which is aceordirig to equal tempera-
ment ; for modern music no other exists." He says,
" If you raise D a semitone, or lower E a semitone, the two
notes will coincide."
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Mr. GoDDARD.—I do not feel in a pontion to add anjrthing

important to what has been said. It is obvious that in the
present development of the ait a most elaborate musical
^stem would be needed for just intonation to be carried out,

but whether such a system would be practicable or not I

cannot say. I agree with the last speaker that you must
make a compromise. So long as music is very simple a

regular system of ratios is practicable, but when music
becomes niore elaborate some departure from such a system
is absolutely necessary—departure, however, of such a

character that in it law is superseded by higher law. If,

therefore, true intonation has sometimes to be sacrificed, the
sacrifice, from the esthetic point of view, involves higher
gain. What I principally wished to do was to put in

evidence certain clear ideas on the subject — I wished
particularly to demonstrate that musical art docs not rest

directly on mathematics. It rests directly on a classification

and digest of its own rudimentary effects—effects which, of
course, involve some system of numerical ratios. But starting

with a particular system, when )ou produce more elaborate

effects that system has to be departed from. Thus it is that

esthetic effects rcaliy lead you to depart from what, at a
particular point of musical development, would be considered
the correct scale. My contention is that in so departing you
are in principle not violating law, but obeying higher law.
Briefly, you cannot rest art on absolute truth. It rests upon
the truth of human impression ; not on outer facts but
inward feelings. That is wh^ you cannot have a stereotyped
^stem of mathematical relations as its exhaustive foundation.
You may be^n with a certain defined system, bat you have
to extend and modify it as art becomes more elaborate.

(A vote of thanks to Mr. Goddard was then passed
tmanimoualy.)
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Sir C. HUBEKT H. PARRY, Mos. Doc., D.C.L.,

Fkbsidhnt, ih thb Chaik.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF NATIONAL OPERA
IN RUSSIA.

Bv Mrs. Mewmarch.

In the paper which I had the honour of reading before the
Musica.1 AssociatioD in January, igoo, I spoke ofthe inoate
musical genius of the Russian people, and of their blind,

inGtinccive groping towards a desired end—the foundation of
a School of National Music. I showed how the ideas of
Varlamov, Cavos, Lvov, Verstovsky, and other musicians at
the beginning of the last century, tended continually in this
direction ; but how none of them—gifted amateurs as they
were—had been strong enough to achieve their purpose.
Finally, I related how Glinka, with the intuition and power
which belong to genius alone, caught up the spirit, not only
of Russian music, but ofthe music of the neighbouring East

—

and in " A life for the Tsar " and " Rousslan and Liondmilla"
realised the long dream of a national epic opera.

Leaving, for the present, the direct line of Glinka's influence,

1 wish to speak to-day of three composers who stand, in

certain respects, somewhat apart from the rest of the modern
Russian School : Dargomijsky, Moussorgsky, and Serov.
Dargomijsky attempted to found a new operatic school ; that
ofthe Russian music-drama. Moussorgsky was his immediate
disciple. Serov also claimed to have introduced the modem
BOKsic-drama into Russia ; but we shall see that he worked
more directly under Wagnerian influences, and ia a spirit

sometimes opposed to the national genius. None of these
three can be said to belong entirely to that school of national
lyric opera inaugurated by Glinka, the chief representatives
(M which are Borodin and Rimsky-Korsalcov

; and, with a
greater admixture of foreign influences, Cui and Tcha^ovsky.

p 2
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Glinka, in his memoirs, relates how, in the autumn of 1834,
he met at a musical evening in Petersburg " a little man with
a shrill treble voice, who, nevertheless, proved a redoubtable
virtuoso when he sat down to the piano." The little man
was Alexander Sergeivich Dargomijsky. He was then
twenty-one years of age, and already much sought after in

society as a brilliant pianist and as the composer of pretty
drawing-room songs. Referring to Dargomijsky's Diary, we
find a corresponding untry of this important meeting. He
Bays: "Similarity of education and a mutual love of music
immediately drew us together, in spite of the fact that Glinka
was ten years my senior." For the remainder of Glinka's
life, Dargomijsky was his faithful friend and fellow-worker

;

but at no time his unquestioning disciple.

Op to a certain point, Dargomijsky's musical education had
been above the average, and a long course of singing lessons
from an excellent master, Tseibikha, formed, no doubt, the
starting-point of his subsequent success as a composer of vocal
music. But at the time of his meeting with Glinka, both in

his knowledge of theory and his general outlook upon music,
he was simply an amateur. One distinguishtng feature
of his talent seems to have been in evidence even then.
Glinka, after hearing his first song written to humorous
words, declared that if Dargomijsky gave his attention to
comic opera, he might surpass ail his predecessors in that

line. Contact with Glinka's personality wrought the same '

beneficial change in Dargomijsky that—thirty years later—'
Rubinstein's influence effected in Tchaikovsky; it changed
him from a mere dilettante into a serious musician. The
five exercise books in which Glinka had worked out Dehn's
theoretical system now changed hands. They were the only
books of theory ever studied by Dargomijsky, but they served
to make him realise the possession of gifts hitherto

unsuspected. After a course of self-instruction, he felt

strong enough to try his success as an operatic composer.
He selected a libretto founded on Victor Hugo's " N6Cre
Dame de Paris." In due course, " Esmeralda " was finished,

and submitted to the Director of the Imperial Opera. Eight
years elapsed before a definite reply was given to the
composer, and when finally it was decided to mount the opera,

Dargomijsky had completely outgrown his immature work.
The fight, graceful music pleased the Russian public ; but
the success of this half-forgotten child of his youth was
hardly satisfactory to the composer himself. Speaking of
"Esmeralda," he says;—"The music is slight and (tften

trivial—in the style of Hal£vy and Meyerbeer; but in the
dramatic scenes there are already some traces of that language
of force and realism which I have stiiveii since to devdop in

tny Russian music."
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It is remarkable that, although Glinlia's " A life for the

Taar" had already been performed when Dargomijsky began
his "Esmeralda," there are no evidences of its influence in

the work: it is absolutely devoid of any reflection of the

national style.

In rS^ Dargomijsky b^n a new opera on Pousbkin's
dramatic poem, "The Roussalka" ("The Water-sprite ");_ but
being greatly discouraged at his prospect of success, laid it

aside until 1853. During this interval, most of tiis finest son^s
and declamatory ballads were written, as well as those inimi-

tably humorous songs which, perhaps, only a Russian can
fully appreciate. But though he matured slowly, his intellectual

and artistic development was serious and profound. Writing
to Prince Odowsky about this time, he saya : "The more I

study the elements of our national music, the more I discover

its manysidcdness. Glinka, who so far has been the first to

extend the sphere of our national music has, I consider, only

touched one phase of it—the lyrical. In ' The Roussalka'

I shall endeavour as much as possible to bring out the
dramatic and humorous elements of our national music. I

shall be glad if ! achieve this, though it may seem a half-

protest against Glinka." Here we sec Dargomijsky, not

as the disciple, but as the independent worker, although he
undoubtedly kept " Rousslan and Lioudmilla " in view as his

model for " The Roussalka."
The most striking feature of the new opera was the melodic

recitative in which Dargomijsky altogether outdistanced

Glinka, as regards expression and emotional intensity.

Glinka's life was not rich in spiritual experiences, nor calcu-

lated to deepen his nature, and he had not—as Dargomijsky
had—that gift of keen observation which supplies the place
of actual experience. Dargomijsky is a psychologist, pro-

found and subtle, who not only observes, but knows bow to

express himself with the laconic force of a man who has no
use for the gossip of life. This fundamental characteristic of

his genius is stamped on every page of " The Roussalka.'' He
can express in a few bars—in a mere phrase— tlie most
delicate, complex, or ephemeral •niance of feeling. Even
those half-tones of sentiment—not always noted by coarser

perceptions—are as skilfully caught and fixed bv him nr> the

more obvious emotions. Every characier m the opera has

Glinka never quite emancipated himself. Dargomijsky s

life itself. The chief weakness of "Roussalka lies in its

orchestration, which rarely rises to the level of the vocal
writing. Unlike most of his fellow-countrymen. Dargomijsky

f[ .hich

rk-
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never made himself a master of this art. If he is sometimes
felicitous in instrumentation, he owes it to innate originality

rather than to special skill in the invention of new combina-
tions. Like Schumann, he was not born a musical colourist.

The Roussalka plays a prominent part in Russian folk-lore,

and of her innumerable legends not one is more racy of the
soil than this dramatic poem by Poushldn, in which both the
actual and supernatural world are depicted by a master-hand.
Here is the libretto in brief: A young Prince falls in love
with a miller's daughter, Nntaslia. He pays her such devoted
attention that the father hopes in time to see his child a
princess. Natasha returns the Prince's affection, and gives
him not only her love, but her honour. Circumstances
compel the Prince to marry in his own rank. Deserted in

the hour of her necessity, Natasha, in despair, drowns herself

in the mill-stream. Now, in accordance with Slavonic legend,

she becomes a Roussalka, seeking always to lure mortals to

her watery abode. Misfortune drives the old miller crazy,

and the mill falls into ruins. Between the two acts a few
yearsjelapse. The Prince is not happy in his married life.

He is perpetually haunted the remembrance of his first

lore, and by remorse for her &.te. He spends hours near the
ruined mill dreamily of the past> One day a Roussalka child

appears to him and tells him she is his daughter, and dwells

with her mother among the water-sprites. All his old passion
is re-awakened. He stands on the brink of the water in

doubt whether to respond to the signs and calls of Natasha
and the child, or whether to flee from their malign influence.

Even as he hesitates, the crazy miller appears upon the scene,

and fulfils dramatic justice by flinging the betrayer of

his daughter into the river Dneiper. We have here

the elements of an exceedingly dramatic libretto, which
offers great scope to a psychological musician of Dar-
gomijsky's type. The scene in which the Prince, with
caressing grace, prepares Natasha for the news of his
marriage ; ucr uesolation when she hears they must part

;

her bitter disenchantment on learning the truth, and ber cry

of anguish as she tries to make him realiw the full tragedy

of her situation, all these emotions, in swift succession, are

followed by the music with astonishing force and flexibility.

As an example of Dargomijsky's keen humour, nothing, is

belter than the recitative of the professional marriage-maker,
"Why so silent, pretty lasses?" and the answering chorus
of young girls. Very effective, too, is the scene of the Prince's

wedding festivities, in which the wailing note of the
Roussallca is heard every time the false lover attempts to

kiss his bride; the suggestion of an invisiblo presence
throwing all the guests into consternation. As may be
imagined, with a r^istic temperament like Dargomijsky's, the
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music ofthe Roussalkas is the least successftil part of the work.
The sub-aquatic ballet in the last Act is rather commonplace

;

while Natasha's music, though expressive, is too human and
warm-blooded for a soulless water-sprite. Undoubtedly, the

chef d'eeuvre of the opera is the muncol presentment of the
Miller. At first, a certain humour plays about this crafty,

calcalating old peasant ; but afterwards when disappointed
greed, and his daughter's di^race, have turned his brain,

how subtly the music is made to suggest the cunning of

mania in that strange scene in which he babbles of his

hidden treasures, " stored safe enough where the fish guard
them with one eye." With what extraordinary force

Dargomijsky reproduces his hideous, meaningless laugh, as

he pushes the Pr tiie mto tbe swirling mill-stream. The
Midler's scenes alone prove Dargomijsky to have dramatic
gifts of the highest quality. " The Roussalka," first performed
in 1856, met with very little success. As was usually the
case with national opera then—and later— the interpretation

was entrusted to second-rate artists. The critics met
Dargomijsky 's innovations without in the least compre-
hending their drift. Serov— it was before the days of his

ultra-opposition to the national cause—Rerov alone placed
the opera above "A life for the Tsar : but he could
not rouse the public from their mdifTerence lo every

new manifesl^ition of art, Dargomijsky himself perfectly

understood the reason of his unpopularity. In one of his

lelters written at this lime, he says :
' Neither our amateurs

nor our critics recognise my gifts. Their routinier ideas
cause them to seek for melody which is flatterin|[ to the ear.

That is not my hrsC thought. I have no intention of
indulging them with music as a plaything. / want the note
to be the direct representation of the word. I want truth
and realism. This they cannot understand."
The comparative &iilure of " The Roussalka," undoubtedly

discouraged the undertaking of a new opera. Between
i8gfi-i86o, Dargomijsky created a string of song-jewels:
"Knight Errant," "The Old Corporal," "Silent Sorrow,"
"An Eastern Song." This period saw also the production
of three fantasias for orchestra: the Polish " KazachCk," a
Russian " Legend," and a " Dance of Mummers."

In 1864, Dargomijsky paid a short visit to western Europe,
taking with him the scores of " The Roussalka," and the
three orchestral fantasias. In Leipzig, he made the
acquaintance of several prominent German musicians, who
contented themselves with pronouncing bis music to be
" sehr neu " and " ganz interessant," but made no effort to
bring it before the public. In Paris, he was equally unable
to gain a hearing ; but in Belgium, better luck awaited him

;

"Kazachek" and the overture to "The Roussalka," were
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warmly applauded in Brussels. Before returning to Rus^,
he spent a. few days in London, and ever after spoke of our
capital with enthusiastic admiration.

DarKoniijsky returned to Petersburg in May, 1865, and
from this time dates a new period in his musical development,
which linked him closeJy with that new school of Russian
music, already showing such remarkable activity under the
leadership of Balakirev,

Those who are acquainted with Cui's pamphlet: "La
Musique ea Russia," or with my Preface to "Borodin and
Liszt," will remember that the programme of this school
included the reformation of all that was artificial and unnatural
in the commonly accepted forms of Italian opera. Wagner
had already experienced the same dissatisfaction, and had
solved the question of reform in ihe light of his own great
genius. But the Russian composers could not entirely adopt
the Wagnerian theories. While rejecting the old arbitrary

divisions of the opera, they split upon the question of the

importance which Wagner gave to the orchestra. Each
member of the New School tried to workout the principles of

refbrmadon in his own way, keaping in view the dominant
idea that the dramatic interest shouldfall to the singer's part,

while the orchestra should be regarded as a means of

enhancing the interest of the vocal music Dargomijsky
himself was the first to formulate these principles, and, acting
upon them, he created, in 1866, one of the masterpieces of
Russian music— *' The Gospel of the New School," as it has
been called—his opera "The Stone Guest," A few years
earlier he had been attracted to Poushkin's fine poem, which
has for subject the story of Don Juan, treated, not as we find

it in Mozart's opera by a mere librettist, but with the
dramatic force and intensity of a great poet. Then,
Dargomijsky shrank from mutilating a fine poem, yet found
himself overwhelmed by the difficulties of setting the words
as they stood ; now the serious nervous disorder from which
he was suffering, instead of impeding his powers, seemed
to lend him a feverish energy for the fulfilment of his task.
" The Stone Guest " is the ultimate expression of that

realistic language which he employs in his early cantata
"The Triumph of Bacchus," in "The Roussaika," and in

his best songs. But this effort to follow with absolute fidelity

every word of the book—to make the note the representative

of the word—now led to the adoption of a new operatic form
;

to the complete abandonment of the traditional soli, duets,

choruses, ensemble pieces, &c.
In " The Stone Guest," the singers employ that " raelos

"

or " mezzo - reciiativo " which is neither melody nor
speech, but the connecting link between the two. "But,"
some one may argue, "there is nothing original in these
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ideas; they had been already carried out by Wagner,
and 'The Stone Guest' does not prove that Dargomijsky
was an innovator, but merely that he Iiad the intelligence

to become the earliest of Wagner's diseiples." Dargomijsky
had some theoretical knowledge of Wagner's views, but
knew very httle of his music. How far he was influenced

by the former, it is difficult to determine; but undoubtedly
his efforts to attain a more natural and realistic method
of expression, date from a time when Wagner and Wagnerism
were a sealed book to him. One thing is certain ;

from cover to cover of "The Stone Guest," it would be
difficult to find any phrase reminiscent of Wagner's musical
style. What he himself thought of Wagner's music we may
gather from a letter written to Serov in 1856, in which bo
says :

" 1 have not yet returned your score of ' Tannbiiuser,'

because 1 have not had time to go throiif;li llir v.i.olt; work.

You are right ; in the scenic dispositioii I Ik -re is ni uih poetry.

but in his unnatural melodies and melbods— though tliej' are

sometimes very interesting—there is a sense of effort : rvill

und kiiKi! n'clil. Truth—above all, truth—but we demand
taste as well."

Having read Dargomijsky's autobiography and corres-

pondence, having discussed him with his contemporaries and
disciples, with those who venerated his genius, and thosewho
did not share his views, I am forced to the conclnson that he
was not a consdous or deliberate imitator of Wagner. The
passion for realistic expresdon which possessed him from the
first, Jed him by a parallel but independent ^th to a goal
very similar to that reached by Wagner. In domgtbis justice

to the Russian composer, a sense of proportion forbids me to

draw further analogies between these two men. Dargomijsky
was a strong and original genius who would, I believe, nave
found the way to a reformed music-drama, even if Wagnerhad
not existed ; but fate and his surroundings willed that his

achievement should be comparatively small. Whereas
Wagner, moving on from strenglh to strength, from success

to success, raised up incontestable witnesses to the greatness
of his genius.

In "The Stone Guest." Dargomijsky has been perfectly

successful in weidinj; words and music into an organic
whole

;
while the music allotted to each individual in the

opera seems to fit him like his own skin. The chief draw-
back of the work is said to he a lack of scenic interest,

a fault whidi p.'siilt^; from the unity of construction. The
music, liioii!;b'Jii], ^ul.tle, and emotional, is of the kind

which lo.-iids iiiili: by tlie absence of scenic .setting. " The
Stone Guest " is essentially an opera to be studied at the
piano. It unites, as in a focus, most of the dominant ideas
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and t«iidencies of the school tliat proceeded from Glinkft

and Dargomijsky, and proves that neither nationality of
subject nor of melody constitutes nationality of style, a.nd

that a subject which bears the stamp and colour of the south
may become completely Russian when moulded by Russian
hands. Dargomijsky died in January, 1869, of heart disease,

before he had quite completed his chief masterpiece. The
instrumentation of " The Stone Guest" was carried out by
Rimsky-Korsakov, in strict accordance with dir(;ctions given

by the composer on his death-bed. The director of the opera

refused to give the 3,000 roubles which Dargomijsky had
fixed as the price of his work. The deficit was collected
among his friends, and the work was produced in 1872, The
opera was pronounced a failure as Russian operas go ; that
is to say, it failed to bring profit into ihe treasury. Oppor-
tunities of hearing it have, therefore, been extremely rare.

But its influence was not lost, since it gave an impulse to

the young school of Russian composers which resulted in the
creation of many remarkable works, to which I hope to call

your attention in some future paper. From the consideration
of Dargomijsl^, I pass most naturally to the one man who
attempted to work out to their logical and ultimate concln*
siona the theories embodied by him in " The Stone Guest."

Moussoi^sfcy is not less national in his sympathies than
those composers whom I have mentioned as the more direct

disciples of Glinka ; but whereas those tendencies are lyrical

and ideal, those of Moussorgsky are emphatically disposed to

realism. In this respect, and also because he was pre-

eminently a vocal rather than a symphonic composer, his

musical temperament accords with that of Dargomijsky.
Moussorgsky started with one dominant idea—to bring

music into closer relationship with actual life. Musical
psychology was the chief problem of his art, to which he
devoted all the ardour of his gifted, forceful temperament.

In a letter to Vladimir Stassov, dated October, 1872, he
thus reveals his artistic intentions :

" To seek assiduously the
most delicate and subtle features of human nature—of the
human crowd, to follow them into unknown regions, to make
them our own ; this seems to me the true vocation of the
artist. Through the storm, past shoal and sunken rock,
make for new shores without fear or hindrance ! . . . In
the human mass, as in the individual, there are always some
subtle, impalpable features which have been passed by,

unobserved, untouched by anyone. To mark these and study
them, by reading, by actual observation, by conjecture; in

other words, to feed upon humanity as a healthy diet which
has been neglected—there is the whole problem of art."

But this view, legitimate as it appears in its first expres-
sion, led him insensibly into an attitude of complete negation.
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Of all the Russians, he is the only one to whom the epithet
" mudcal Nihilist " can he applied with any show of justice.

Seeing nature in everything, and making the exact copying
of nature the first duty of the artist, Moussorgsky naturally
rejected the formula "art for art's sake" as meaningless.
To attempt in a work of art the union of beauty with the
material object, seemed to hicn a puerility belonging to the
childhood of art. As his career went on, his contempt for

the beautiful deepened into something approaching to
dislike. He seemed perversely attracted to dissonance and

But in order to understand Moussorgsky's work, and to

make allowance for his peculiarities, it is necessary to realise

the social conditions under which lie lived. He is, above all,

a true child of the sixties, of that period of moral and intel-

lectual ferment which followed the accession of Alexander II.

and the emancipation of the serfs. Of the little group of

composers who were then striving to give musical expression

to their newly-awakened nationality, not one was so entirely

carried away by the literary and political movements of the
time as Moussorgsky. Every man was asking himself and his

comrades in the words of the most popular novel of the day;
" What shall we do f

' And the answer was this: " Throw
aside social and artistic traditions. Bring down art from thti

Olympian heights, and make her the handmaiden of humanity.
Seek not for beauty, but for truth. Let enjoyment give
place to endeavour. Go to the people. Hold out the hand
of fellowship to the liberated masses, and learn from them the
true purpose of life." To this democratic and utilitarian

spirit, to this deep compassion for the humiliated and
offended, to this contempt for the dandyism and dilettantism

of the past generation—to all this Moussorgsky strove to give
expression in his music, just as Perov was expressing it in

painting ; as Tchernichevsky, Dostoievsky, and Tolstoi

expressed it in fiction. And, however much we may disagree
with his esthetic doctrines, we must confess that he carried

out, with logical sequence and conviction, a considerable
portion of his programme. In his songs he has best suc-

ceeded in expressing himself ; and these will remain—unsung
perhaps—-but a series of "human documents." which bear
witness to the spirit of their time as clearly as any of the

great works of fiction which were then agitating the public

Moussorgsky was botn in 1839, and early in lite entered
one of the smartest regiments in the service. Borcdin met him
at seventeen, the complete type of military dandy, playing

pot-pourris from Verdi's operas to an audience of appreciative

ladies. But soon after this, Moussorgsky began to frequent
Dargomijsky's musical evenings, and here he met Balakirev.
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Balakirev, who, after forty yeazs of labour, of mental Buffering,

of dtBappointment and ill-health, is still as flame to matchwood
in contact with a sympathetic spirit, must indeed have been
a magnetic personalitv in those first years of his enthusiasm
and working-powers. Under his influence Moussorgsky very
soon cast the slough of dandyism, and became the most
assiduous of v^orkers. While studying under Balakirev, he
comriosed several nienea for piano, and mcidental music to

CEdipus : also, m i85i. a work which would surprise

those who only knew his laier compositions, hut which shows
how msistent and thorough was Balakirev's determination
that his disciples should grasp the principles of tradition

before setting up as innovators. " The Symphonic
Intermezzo is a solid piece of workmanship which shows
the clearest traces of Bach's influence. The middle
movement, founded on a national theme, is very original in its

development, but kept strictly upon classical linrs.

By this time Moiissoresky, against the wishes of his

relations, had abandoned his military career in favour of the
musical profession. His health was already impaired,
perhaps by the effort to combine serious study with the gay
hfe of a popular (guardsman, and his work had to be
frequently interrupied by periods of enforced idleness.

These holidays were usually spent with bis mother, for whom
he showed a most touchii^ affection.

Diinny one of those viNtG to the country, in 1863,
Moussorgsky read Flauberfs realistic novel, "Salammbo,"
and resolved to make it the subject of an opera. He wrote
his own libretto in verse ; hut the task proved beyond his

immature powers, and he abandoned it after coriipleticg the
first three numbers. From iS6^ to 18S7. he devoted himself
almost entirely to song-writinKp and produced a remarkable
series of pictures from national life, of which I have spokon
in detail In my lectures on Russian song. But in 1869. he
turned his atteution to a project suggested to him, half in

joke, by Dargomijsky. This was a literal musical setting of

Gogol's prose comedy " The Match Maker."
Moussorgsky believed that he was on the point of inventing

a new operatic form :
" oplra dialogue," as he calls it.

Writing to Cui. he says :
" I am striving as far as possible to

reproduce every change of intonation used by the actors in

their dialogue, even those xvhich have apparently' a very
slight motive, and occur on unimportant words." The first

act of "The Match Maker" was actually completed, and
privately performed in Petersburg, Dargomijsky taking the

leading part. But probably the experiment was pronoimccd
unsuccessful, for Moussorgsky made no effort to finish the

work. A greater and far more fea^ble project had already
taken its place in his mindl
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Poushkin's great historical drama, " Boris-Godounov," was
suggested to hitn at this time, probably by Stassov, as a
subject far more suitable for musical treatment. Again he
drew up his own libretto, adhering as faithfully as possible to
the original text. The work absorbed him completely for

a year; and the orchestration, always the hardest taslc to
Moussorgsky, as to Dargomijsky, occupied another six

months. When, in 1870, the work was submitted for

approval to the operatic authorities, it was refused on the
ground that it gave too little opportunity to the soloists.

Acting on the advice of his friends, Moussorgsky consented
to make some desired alterations, and in the amended form
the opera was accepted. The work consists of a prologue
and four acts, and opens with a brief instrumental introduc-
tion. Moussorgsky, striving to follow nature as far as
possible, discards the stereotyped divisions and ensemble
pieces of the Italian opera, while at the same time the chief

interest is centred in the chorus and dialogue. In spite of
its length, and lack of what is termed " pleasing melody," in

spite, too. ofsome affiiciations of originality in the instrumenta-
tion, " Boris Godounov " possesses the saving graces of
dramatic interest and freshness of inspiration. The subject,
familiar to students of Russian history, lends itself to broad
dramatic treatment. The scene is laid in Moscow. The
date about 1591- About this time, owing to the imbecility of
Feodor, heir of Ivan the Terrible, the actual power passed
into the hands of his brother-in-law, the ambitious and
powerful nobleman, Boris-Godounov. Between Boris and
the complete enjoyment of his power, stood the child

Demetrius, the younger brother of the faalf-witted Feodor.
One day Dmitn was found lying dead in the courtyard
of his residence. Suspicion fell upon Boris, but he
declared that the boy had committed suicide in a fit

of epilep^, and as he showed himself a capable ruler in

eTtceedingly critical times, the memory of tne crime was
gradually obliterated. In the prologue to Moussorgsky's
opera, a deputation from the people comes to invite Boris to

accept the crown. He consents, and the whole of the
coronation scene which follows is very stirring, working up
to a fine climax in the declamatory solo, sung by Boris on the
steps of the Cathedral in the Kremlin. Between the prologue
and the first act some years are supposed to elapse, during
which Boris rules wisely and well ; but now an avenger arises

to punish this Russian Macbeth for his half-forgotten crime.
A rumour reaches Moscow that the child Dmitri was not

really dead, but had been sheltered all these years in a
monastery, under the name of Gregory, and that, aided by
the Poles, he was on the point of marching to the capital to

enforce his claim to the crown of the Romanovs.
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The first scene of the first a.ct shows us the Monk and
Chronicler Pimen in his cell in the Choudov monastery. It

is midnight, and the monk is still busy at his desk ; on the

Sound near him sleeps the novice Gregory, whose accidental
:eness to the boy Dmitri is afterwards the cause of so much

trouble. Pimtn's monologue is a very fine piece of declama-
tion. The music is beautiful as well as realistic, and gives a
wonderful impression of solemnity and peace. The chorus of
monks on their way to their chapel (heard off the scenes) is

admirable in its ecclesiastical character. Pimen leaves the
cell as the bell rings for prime, and Gregory wakes
to find himself alone ; a few words spoken b^ him, and heard
above the distant chanting of the monks, brmg this scene to
a curious but effective close. In the second scene, Grrgory,
who has heard rumours of his mysterious origin, and half
believes himself to be Dmitri, escapes from the monastery
and is on his way to Poland, where the Jesuits are ready to
make him the instrument of a fresh intrigue against Russia.

This scene, which lakes place in an inn on the Lithuanian
border, is generally considered Moussorgsky's masterpiece.
Themusic and words are welded with extraordinary cleverness;

every phrase has its most delicate nuance of intention ; each
character his own musical itidividuahty. There is also much
that is national and much that is humorous in this scene ; but
I must not go into minute detail.

The first half of the second act, which takes place in the
Kremlin, gives an elaborate, realistic picture of mediicval
Russian life. During this act, Boris is apprised of the
invasion of Russiii by the false Demetrius, Boris had
not actually murdered Dmitri with his own hand, but the
wish was father to the thonght, and he believes himself morally
the child's assassin. The news that the Pretender is at his
gates causes his reason to totter. When the messenger has
left him alone, his disordered brain conjures up the spectre
of his victim. Poushkin wrote this episode with Macbeth in

his mind; but, curiously enough. Moussorgsky, who has a
decided gift for depicling the "grisly," and generally can
make goose-llesh rise at will, has nut been very successful in

his music to this scene.

From the Kremlin we are transported to the PoHsh frontier,

and introduced tcj the beautiful Polish adventuress, Marina,
who is at once the mistress of the false Demetrius, and the

tool of the Jesuit priest Rungoni. It is strange that even
Moussorgsky, with all his realism and powers of psychical
analysis, should not be able to rise above the conventional
representation of the Pole in music. Like Glinka, he has no
idea beyond the Mazurka. Marina's solo takes this form ;

and again in the duet, when the lovers meet by moonlight at

the fountain, we are pursued by the eternal mazurka
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rhythm. During the whole of the love-scene the sinister

ttangoni hovers, like a Mephistopheles, in the back-
ground.
The last act opensupon the council of the Boyars, who are

thrown into confusion ^the mental derangement of the Tsar
Boris. But while the debate is taking place, Boris
unexpectedly appears. He comes in with a wild distracted

air, muttering to himself; but the sight of his council restores

his calm and dignity. He ascends the throne, and confers

with the nobles upon the invasion by the Pretender. At this

moment the monk Pimm requests an audience. He is

admitted, and he tells the Tsar the true account of Dmitri's
fate ; how he rescued him at the eleventh hour, and cared for

him in a monastery till his death a few years afterwards
The recital so moves Boris that he is overcome with sudden
illness. Feding his end approaching, he assumes the garb of

the monk and asks for the last sacraments. His death scene,

during the chanting of a hymn by the monks, is very impressive,

and shows Moussorgsky's dramatic power at its best.

Properly speaking, the opera should end here. The List act,

which was only added to the second edition of the work, is

distinctly an anti-climax, and makes an ineffective close to a

work which, on the whole, is so distinguished by life and
colour as " Boris-Godounov."

In this work, Moussorgsky is at the zenith of his power, and
it must be regarded as the chief foundation upon which rests

his reputation as an operatic composer. Many consider that

after " Boris-Godounov " his inspiration began to fail ; at any
rate a new tendency made itself felt—that leaning towards
poetical symbolism which gives a unique interest to the work
of his last years. Certainly some of his cleverest songs were
composed after "Boris-Godounov"; notably the musical
satires upon the amateurs and critics of his day, and the
inimitable " Nursery " series. The two pictures from
medixval Russian life which constituted his share of the
ballet " Mlada," were also written about this time: "The
worship of the Black Goat " and the " March of Slavonic
Knights."

In 1872, M. Stassov suggested to him a subject for a new
historical music-drama, the dramatic story of the Princes
Khovanstshin, and again in 1875 yet another subject, Gogol's

tale, "The Fair of Sovochinsk," which he never completed.
The action of " Khovanstshina " take.'; place in the time of

Peter the Great, at the moment when all Russia was divided
between the old order and the new. It opens with a

fascinating orchestral introduction based upon national airs.

The scene represents dawn on the Moskva river. The bells

are ringing for matins, and as the sun rises, the increasing

light reveals that Holy of Holies to all Russian hearts—The
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Red Square in Moscow. It would be imposdble to point to
anything in Rus^an music more intensely and tonching^y
national than this prelude to " Khovantshina." Weareaccus-
tomed to regard the " Overture 1812 " as an evocation from
national life ; but a true Muscovite will tell you that it is

Moscow painted on a drop-scene, compared with which this

prelude is a rare picture by Verestshagin or Vasnietsov.

As in " Boris-Godounov," so in " Khovantshina," religious

music plays a conspicuous part. Moussorgsky was very well
versed in the old music of the Russian church, and is very
correct in his selection of ecclesiastical themes. For instance,

in " Khovantshina," the Rasskolitiki, or " Old Believers," are
very prominent, and theirmusic is, as it ought to be, distinctly

archaic in character. The celebrated Preobrajensky Guards
—Moussorgsky 's old regiment—also play an important rSle

in the opera, and their characteristic march is founded upon
one actually used in the time of Peter the Great, The
character of the loyal, passionate, fanatical Martha, the
Rasskolnik, is one of Moussorgsky's finest achievements in

musical psychology. Altogether, "Khovantshina" is very
little, if at all, inferior to " Boris-Godounov." Yet at the
time he was engaged upon it, his health was failing rapidly.

He suffered from a wearing, nervous illness, which was
aggravated by the excessive use of drugs and stimulants, in
which he soi^t relief from constant depres»on. No care,

or affectionate remonstrance on the part of Iiis friends,

availed to save him from the inevitable end. Yet he wrote,
all the time, in feverish haste, racing against death for the
laurels of earthly fame. All that he wrote during these
years—the Song-cycle " The Sun is Gone," and " The Songs
and Dances of Death," with their terrible symbolism under-
lying the familiar forms of the folk-songs and dances—all

bears witness to the spiritual conflict which he was waging
at this time.

Moussorgsky died in 1881. He entrusted the instru-

mentation of" Khovantshina" to his friend, Rimsky-Korsakov,
and Berezovsky considers that much of the merit of the work
is due to him. Other critics, however, who were more
intimately acquainted with Moussorgsky's strong individuality,

are of opinion that Rimsky-Korsakov—actuated only by the
most friendly motive—has "improved" away, together with
much of Moussorgsky's crudity, many of his most salient
characteristics.

Hitherto, I have been chiefly attracted to those Russian
composers who most distinctly represent the national

tendency ; but no view of Russian music would be historically

complete which did not take into account that leaning

towards cosmopolitanism most distinctly shown in the
works of Rubinst^ and Serov, and less strongly in many
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of Tchaikovsky's compositions. Rubinstein represented

Teutonic influences in general ;
Serov, Wagnerism in

particular. I find it impossible to speak of both composers
in tny present paper ; I have selected therefore the lesser

known of the two.
Alexander Nicholaevich Serov, bom at Petersbttrg in 1820,

was one of the first enlightened critics in Kussia. As a child,

he received an excellent education. Later on, he was entered
at the School of Jurisprudence, where he passed as "peculiar"
among his comrades, and only made one intimate friend.

This youth—a few years his junior—was Vladimir Stassov,

destined to become a greater critic than Serov himself.

Stassov, in his "Reminiscences of the School of Jurispru-
dence," has given a most interesting account of this early

friendshipwhich, unfortunately, ended in open hostility when,
in later years, the two men developed into the leaders of
opposing camps. When he left the School of Jurisprudence
in 1840, Serov had no definite views as to his future,' only a

vague, dreamy yearning for an artistic career. At his father's

desire he accepted a clerkship in a Government office, which
left him leisure for his musical pursuits. At that time he was
studying the violoncello. Gradually he formed, if not a definite

theory of musical criticism, at least strong individual pro-

clivities. He had made some early attempts at composition,
which did not amount to much more than improvisations.

Reading his letters to Stassov, at this time, we see that

joined to a vast, but vague ambition, was the irritating

consciousness of his lack of genuine creative inspiration.

In 1843, Serov became personally acquainted with Glinka,
and although he was not at that period a fervent admirer
of this master's music, yet personal contact with this great,

man gave him an impluse towards more serious work. He
began to study Glinka wrth newly-opened eyes, and became
enthusiastic over " Life for the Tsar " and some of his songs.

But when, in the autumn of the same year, " Russian and
Lioudmilla" was first mounted, his enthusiasm seems to have
received a check. He announced to Stassov his intention of
studying the opera seriously; but his study, judging from
what he writes on the subject, must have been very super-

ficial. All that was new and iofty in inteniion seems to have
passed clean over his head. The document is interesting,

too, as showing how indifferent he was at tliat lime to the

great musical renaissance which Wagntr had inaugurated
in Western Europe, and to the equally remarkable movement
of which Balakirev was the leader in Russia.

In 1843, Serov be^an lo thmk of composing an opera
;
but

he was as unstable in his choice of a subject as in his

selection of a musical ideal. He finally decided upon " The
Merry Wives of Windsor," and had actually made some
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initial attempts, when his musical schemes were cut short by
his transference from Petersburg to the dull provincial town of
Simferopol. Here he made the acquaintance of the
revolutionary Bakounin, who had not yet been exiled to

Siberia,. The personally of Bakounin made a deep impres-
sion upon Serov, as it did later on upon Wagner. Under his

influence, Serov began to take an interest in modem German
philoEophy, and particularly in the doctrines of Hegel. As
his intellect expanded, the quality of his musical ideas

improved. They showed greater originality ; but it was an
acquired originality rather than innate creative impulse. He
acquired the theory of music with great diihculty ; and being
exceedingly anxious to master counterpoint, Stassov intro-

duced him by letter to the celebrated theorist Hunke, then
residing in Petersburg. Serov corresponded with Hunke,
who gave him some advice, but the drawbacks of the system
of " college by post " were only too obvious to the eager pupil

separated by two thousand versts from his teacher. During
this time he was continually on the point of throwing up his

appointment and devoting himself entirely to music; but his

father sternly discountenanced what he called " these empty
dreams."

It was through journalism that Serov first acquired that

much-desired footing in the musical world. At the close of

the forties, musical criticism in Russia had touched its lowest
depths. The two leading men of the day, Oulibichev and
Lenz, possessed undoubted ability, but had simply drifted

into specialism ; the one as the panegyrist of Mozart, the

other of Beethoven. And besides this, both of them published
their works in German. All the other critics of the leading

journals might well have said, in the language of Wordsworth,
"our berth is bat a sleep and a forgetting." These were
the men whom Moussorgsky caricatured so mercilessly in his

satirical songs. It is not surprising, therefore, that Serov's

first articles, which appeared in the " Contemporary " in

1851, should have created a sensation in the musical world.

We have seen that his literary equipment was by no means
complete, that his convictions were still fluctuant and unre-

liable ; but he was now awake to the movements of the time,

and joined to a cultivated intelligence a ' wit that fells you
Ukeamace." Hisearlyarticlesdealtwith Mozart, Beethoven,
Donizetti, Rossini, Meyerbeer, and Spontini, and in dis-

cussing the last-named, he explained and defended the
historical ideal of the music-drama. Considering that at

that time Serov was practically ignorant of Wagner's work,
the conclusions which he draws do credit to his foresight and
reflection.

As I am considering Serov as a composer rather than as a
critic, I need not dwell at length upon this side of his work,
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Yet it is almost impossible to avoid reference to that long and
bitter conflict whiui he waged with one whom, in matters of
Russian art and literature, I must regard as my master.

The writings of Serov, valuable as they were half.a.cent«ty

ago, because they set men thinking, have row all the
weakness of purely subjective criticism. He was incon-

stant in his moods, violent in his prejudices, and too
often hasty in his judgments, and throughout the three
weighty volumes which represent his collected vioiks,

there is no vestige of orderly method, nor of a reasoned
philosophy of criticism. The novelty of his style, the prestige

of his personality, and perhaps we must add the deep
ignorance of the public he addressed, lent a kind of sacerdotal
authority to his utterances. But, like all sacerdotal divulga-

tions, they did not always tend to enlightenment and liberty

of conscience. With one hand, Serov pointed to the great
musical awakening in Western Europe ; with the other, he
sought persistently to blind men's eyes to the important
movement that was taking place around thera. In 1858,
Serov returned from a visit to Germany literally hypnotized
by Wagner, To quote his own words :

" I am now Wagner
mad. I play him, study him, read of hira, talk of him, write
about him, and preach his doctrines. I would suffer at the
stake to be his aprastle." In this exalted frame of mind he
returned to a musical world of which Rubinstein and
Balakirev were the poles ; which revolved on the axis of

nationality. In this working, practical world, busy with the
realisation of its own ideals and the solution of its own
problems, there was, as yet, no place for Wagnerism. And
w^ it has proved for the development of music in Europe
tbat the Russians chose, at that time, to heep to the high
road of musical progress with Liszt and Balakirev, rather

than make a rush for the cul-de-sac of Wagnerism.
Serov had exasperated the old order of critics by
his justifiable attacks on their sloth and ignorance ; had
shown an ungenerous depreciation of Balakirev and his

school, and adopted a very luke-warm attitude towards
Rubinstein and the newly - established Musical Society.
Consequently, he found himself now in an isolated position.

Irritated by a sense of being sent to Coventry, he attacked
with extravagant temper the friend of years in whom, as the
champion of nationality, he imagined a new enemy. The long
polemic waged between Serov and Stassov is sometimes
amusing, and always instructive ; but on the whole I should
not recommend it as light literature. Serov lays on with
bludgeon and iron-headed mace; Stassov retaliates Vidth a
two-edged sword. The combatants are not unfairly matched,
but Stassov's broader culture keeps him better armed at all

pointB, and he represents, to my mind, the nobler cause. The
G3
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war has never quite ceased to smoulder, and break out a&esh,
although it has long since been practically decided in iavour
of the nationalists.

When Serov the critic felt his hold on the musical world
§rowing slacker, Seror the composer determined to make one
esperate effort to recover his waning influence. He was
now over forty years of age, and the great dream of his life

—

the creation of an opera—was still unrealised. Having
acquired the libretto of "Judith," he threw himself into the
work of composition with an energy born of desperation.
There is something fine in the spectacle of this man, who had
no longer the confidence and elasticity of youth, carrying his

smarting wounds out of the literary arena, and replying to the
taunts of his enemies, " show us something better than we
have done," with the significant words "wait and see."
Serov. with his extravagances and cock-sureness of opinion,
has never been a sympathetic character to me ; but I admire
him at this j[mctiire. At iirst, the mere technical difficulties

of composition threatened to overwhelm him. The things
which should have been learned at twenty were hard to
acquire in middle-life. But with almost superhuman energy
and perseverance he conquered his difficulties one by one, and
in the spring of 1862, the opera was completed.

Serov had many influential friends in aristocratic circles,

notably the Grand Duchess Helena Pavlovna, who remained
his generous patroness to the last. On this occasion, thanks
to the good offices of Count Adelberg, he had not, like so
many of his compatriots, to wait an indefinite period before
seeing his opera mounted. In March, 186^, Wagner visited
Petersburg, and Serov submitted to him the score of
"Judith." Wagner was specially pleased with the orches-
tration, in which he cannot have failed to see the reflection

of his own influence. The general style of " Judith " recalls

that of " Tannhauser " or " Lohengrin "
;
but, here and there.

As regards picturesque effect " Judith " is admirable, though
the dramatic colouring is somewhat coarse and flashy.

Serov excels in showy scenic effects, but wc miss the careful

attention to detail, and the delicate handling characteristic

of Glinka's work, qualities which are carried almost to a fault

in some of Rimsky-Korsakov's operas. But the defects which
are visible to the thoughtful critic, seemed virtues to the
Russian public. "Judith" enjoyed a great popular success,

rivalling even that of a " Life for the Tsar." The mounting,
too, was on a scale of magnificence hitherto unknown in the

production of national opera. The subject of " Judith and
Holofernes " is well adapted to Serov's opulent and sensational

manner. The scene in the Assyrian camp where Holofernes
is depicted surrounded by all the pomp and luxury of an
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Oriental court, is considered one of the best numbers in the

opera. The chorus and dances of the odalisques are full of the
languor ot eastern sentiment. The " March of Holofemes,"
the idea of which is probably borrowed from Glinka's
"March of Chernomor" in " Rousslan and Lioudmilla" is

also exceedingly effective. For, whatever we may think of
the quality of that inspiration which for over twenty years
refused to yield material for the malting of an opera, there

can be no doubt that Serov acquired from the stud); of

Wagner a remarkable power of effective orchestration.

Altogether, when we consider the circumstances under which
it was produced, we can only be surprised how little "Judith"
smells of the lamp. We can hardly doubt that the work
possessed intrinsic charms and virtues, apart from mere
external glitter, when we see how it fascinated, not only the
general public, but many of the young musical generation, of

whom Tchaikovsky was one. Although in later years no
one saw more clearly the defects and makeshifts of Serov's
style, he always spoke of "Judith " as one of his " first loves"

If " Judith " had remained the solitary and belated
o&piin^ of SeroY's stow maturity, I am not sure tliat his

reputation would have sufl^ed. But there is no age at
which a naturally vain man cannot be intoxicated by the
fumes of incense offered in indiscriminate quantities. The
extraordinary Iliar success of " Judith " showed Serov the
short cut to fame. The autumn of the same year which
witnessed its production, saw him hard at work upon a
second opera. The subject of *' Rogneda " is taken from an
ancient Russian legend of the time of Vladimir " Crimson
Sun," at the moment of conflict between Christianity and
the old Slavonic paganism. " Rogneda " was not written to

a ready-made libretto, but, in Serov's own words, to a text

adapted piecemeal " to the necessary musical situations."

It was completed and mounted in the autumn of 1865. We
shall look in vain in •' Rogneda " for the higher purpose, the
effort at psychological delmeation, the comparative solidity

of workmanship, which are features of "Judith." Neverthe-
less!, the work amply fulfilled its intention: to take the public
taste by storm. I have never heard "Rogneda," therefore I

prefer to quote the opinion ot a much greater authority,
that of Tchaikovsky himself. Speaking of this work,
he says: " The continued success of ' Rogneda,' and the firm
place it holds in the Russian repertory, is due not so much to
its intrinsic beauty as to the subtle calculation of effects which
guided its composer. . . . The public of alt nations are not
particularly exacting in the matter of Desthettcs ; they delij^ht

in sensatiMial effects and violent contrasts, and are quite
indifferent to deep and original works of art if the mise-tti-teine
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is not highly coloured, showy, and brilliant. Serov knew
how to ca.tch the crowd ; and if his opera suffers from
poverty of melodic inspiration, want of organic sequence,
weaic recitative and declamation, and from harmony and
instrumentatioii which are crude and merely decorative in

effect—yet what sensational effects the composer succeeds in

piling up ! Mummers, who are turned into geese and bears

;

real horses and dogs, the touching episode of fimiWs death,
the Prince's dream made actually visible to our eyes; the
Chinese gongs made all too audible to our ears, all this—the
outcome of a recognised poverty of inspiration—literally

crackles with startling effects. Serov, as 1 have said, had
only a mediocre gift, united to great experience, remarkable
intellect, and extensive erudition ; therefore it is not sur-

§ri»Dg to find in Ro^neda ' numbers—rare oases in a
esert—in which the music is excellent. As to those numbers

which are special favoturites with the public, as is so frequently
the case their real value proves to be in inverse ratio to the
success they have won."
Some idea of the popularity of"Rogneda " may be gathered

from the fact that tickets were subscribed for twenty repre-

sentations in advance. This success was followed by a pause
in Serov's literary and musical activity. He could now meet
his enemies in the fiate, and point triumphantly to the children
of his imagination. Success, too, seems to have softened his

hostility to the national school, for in 1866 he delivered some
lectures before the Musical Society upon Glinka and
Dargomijsky, which arc remarkable not only for clearness of
exposition, but for fairness of judgment.

In 1867, ScTOv began to consider the production of a third

opera, and selected one of Ostrovsky's plays on which he
founded a libretto entitled "The Power of Evil." Two
quotations from letters written about this time reveal his

intention with regard to the new opera. "Ten years ago,"
he says, " I wrote much about Wagner. Now it is time to

act. To embody the Wagnerian theories in a music-drama
written in Russian, o ct." And again : "In
this work, besides observing as far as possible the principles

of dramatic truth, I aim at keeping more closely than has yet

been done to the forms of Russian popular music, as pre-

served unchanged in our folk-songs. It is clear that this

demands a st^e which has nothmg in common with the

ordinary operatic forms, nor even with my two former
operas." Here we have Serov's programme very clearly put
before us : the sowing of Wagnerian theories in Russian soil.

But in order that the acclimatisation may be complete, he

adopts the forms of the folk-songs. He is seeking, in fact, to

tase Glinka and Wagner, and produce a Russian music-drama.

Serov was a connoisseur of the Russian folk-songs, but he had
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aot that natural giR for assimilating the national spirit and
breathing it back into the dry bones of musical form as

Glinka did. In creating this Kusso-Wagnerian work, Serov
created something purely artificial ; a hybrid, which could

bring forth nothing in its turn. It is characteristic, too, of

Serov that he regards this experiment of foundiii" an opera
upon the forms of the national music, as a purely original

idea ; ignoring the fact that Glinka, Dargomijsky, and
Moussorgsky had all produced similar works, and that the

two latter had undoubtedly written " music-dramas " which,
though not strictly upon Wagnerian lines, were better

suited to the genius of the nation.

Ostrovsky's play, upon which the " Power of Evil " is

founded, is a strong and gloomy drama of domestic life.

A merchant's young son abducts a girl from her parents, and
has to atone by marrying her. He soon wearies of enforced

matrimony, and begins to amuse himself away from home.
One day, while drinking in an inn, he sees a beautiful girl,

and fails desperately in love with her. The neglected wife

discovers her husband's infidelity, and murders him in a
jealous frenzy. The story is rather sordid, and does not
sound very suitable for mu^cal treatment, but the action of
the play takes place at Carnival time, which gives occasion

for several lively scenes from national life. The work never
attained the same degree of popularity as "Judith" and
" Rogneda."
Serov died rather suddenly of heart disease, in January,

1871. The orchestration of " The Power of Evil " was com-
pleted by one of his most talented disciples, Soloviev.

In one of his latest musical articles, Stassov, after the lapse

of thirty years, writes of Serov as follows :
" A fanatical

admirer of Meyerbeer, he nevertheless caught up all the
supterficial characteristics of Wagner, from whom he derived

his taste for marches, processions, festivals, every sort of
' pomp and circumstance,' every kind of external decoration.

But the inner world, the spiritual world, he ignored and
never entered ; it interested him too little. The individualities

of his dramntis persona were completely overlooked. They
are mere marionettes." Two more quotations throw an inter-

esting light on Serov. The first is a confession of his musical
tastes, written not long before his death :

" After Beethoven
and Weber, I like Mendelssohn fairly well ; 1 love Meyerbeer

;

I adore Chopin ; I detest Schumann and all his disciples.

I am fond of Liszt, with numerous exceptions, and I worship

Wagner, espedally in his latest works, which I regard as the

tt» plus tdtra of ttie symphonic form to which Beethoven
led up."
The second quotation is Wagner's tribute to the personality

of his disciple : " For me, Serov is not dead ; for me, he still
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lives actually and palpably. Such as he was to me, such he
remams and ever -will—the noblest and highest-miaded of

men. His gentleness of soul, his purity of feeling, his

serenity, his mind which reflected all these qualities, made
the friendship which he cherished for me one of the gladdest
gifts of my life."

With these three points of view I must conclude my
account of this interesting personality.

In the course of the paper the following illustrations

-were kindly sung by Mrs. Henry J. Wood :—
t. Olga's ballad from " Roussalka."

1. Bidlad in style of folk-song from " Roussalka."

3. Martna's fortune-telling air from " Khovantshina."

4. " Varangian Song " from " Rc^;neda."

DISCUSSION.

Tub Chairman.—I am sure you will agree with me that
an unusually cordial and warm vote of thanks is due to
Mrs. Newmarch, for this really intellectual treat that she has
supplied us with in her most informing paper. I do not know
whether all of you are desirous of adding to the information,

and discussing the various points we have had brought
before us, but I think, on the whole, it would be well for us to

ruminate before expressing ourselves.

I have therefore only to call on you to give a hearty
vote of thanks, not only to Mrs. Newmaich, but to

Ht8. Henry J. Wood.
This was earned unanimonaly.
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Dk. w. h. CUMMIMGS,
Vicb-Prbsidbnt,

In the Chair.

SULLIVAN AS A NATIONAL STYLE-BUILDER.

By Charles Maclean, M.A., Mus, Doc, Oxon.

This is rather a discourse than a lecture, and is given at very
short notice to meet an unexpected vacancy.

I propose to describe the 5 periods into which Sullivan's

career as a composer may be divided, and to show the poiats
in each wherein he contributed towards forming an English
national school. Previously however it is necessary to give
an introduction, and make some definitions.

Nationai. Style.—To be^ with, the term "national
style " may be io itself a stone of stumbling to some. A
wave of discus^n passed through musical literature not
long since, when one writer at any rate said that the idea of

national style in art-music was a fallacy and that such music
was cosmopolitan, Well, on the One hand the reasons for

such a view being propounded in England are not far to seek,

and on the other hand the facts are opposed to the main-
tenance of that theory. England's insularity in music
thhnighout a large portion of the Victorian period caused
linuted notions to prevail as to what was going on in Europe
generally, while the English serious and conservative habit
of thought lent itself very readily to the process of drawing
a ring round certain important composers to the exclusion of
everyone else. If this way of looking at things was not
limited to England, it was certainly more tenaciously held to

here than in any other country. The composers in question
(almost exclusively German) were regarded as " classical "

;

while the music of everyone else was treated as something
out of the pale. In fact at say the mid-nineteenth century

there was a complete obsession in England of the Teutonic
style; so that for instance a sonatina of Kuhlau would
be regarded as " classical," while an important opera
of Bellini or Auber would be regarded as music of an
inferior typ^. This unscientific not to say absurd classifi-

cation, dKtated by the prestige of a single school, has left
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traces on our habits of thought even down to the present
day, and has obscured a much truer and more natural
clas^fication, viz., that by nationality. However, to pass
from retrospect to current observation of actual &ct8, the
present state of music in Europe does not warrant the idea
that the composers of different countries are tending to
merge themselves in a general eclectic and cosmopoTitati
style ; on the contrarr the best composers in each country
seem to be clearly difTerentiating themselves in obedience
to some law of national characteristics. Our member
F. Gilbert Webb, lecturing three days ago before the Loudon
Branch of the Incorporated Society of Musicians, turned
some very happy phrases to express the different national
musical styles of the present day. I will not emulate them.
I will merely point by dame to Russia, Poland, South Italy,

North Italy, Switzerland, Spain, France, Belgium, Scandi-
navia, and ask whether any one can mistake the style of one
for the other? In German-speaking countries themselves,

there are different styles, as of Austria, Bohemia, Bavaria,
North Germany. The fact is that not only have there been
in the past these musical differences, not only do they lie

always scattered here and there geographically in esse or
in posse, but that, as just said, the present moment even
seems to betray more and more explicit differentiation. The
phenomena are probably an aftermath of the political

changes which took place in Europe in the first hall of the
igth century. As to England, she has been slow, no doubt,
to obey this impulse, but it only needs to cast a sympathetic
repaid on recent or present movements to see that under the
guidance of her best composers she has eventually obejred it.

1 might say, she has been learning to hatch her own eggs, in lieu

of the cuckoQ eggs of a foreign style or styles. If I labour this

matter, it is because there are certainly those who look at it

from another point of view, and expect in muGic something
in the way of a Volapuk or universal language. I tMnfc
myself it will be very long before anything of that sort
happens.
The Composer's Pkobleh.—Granting as much however,

the question arises as to what is the problem in this

connection before the individual composer, and what are the
conditions under which he consciously or unconsciously helps

to build up the national musical style of his country. The
answer is, that he must first have original power within
himself, and secondly have national underlying and half-

declared musical traits or propensities as raw material to

work upon.
About the former there will be little difference of opinion.

A composer is himself perfectly aware when he is producing

original work, and when he is a mere funnel through which
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is pouied the coatempoianeous music-style of his day; and
he knows that the former work alone ha.s any efficacy in the
long run. The mu^al connoisseur also, looking at music
from out»de, tautly acknowledges the same tting, that

originality is the one final ingrecuent necessary to complete
a composer's claim and make it worthy of serious notice.

The general public certainly are not able to appreciate this

quality on the spur of the moment, but it is equally true that

no music ever enjoys public favour for long unless it possesses
original qualities. It is always comforting to lean on a
philosopher, and I may here quote John Stuart Mill. No
one will accuse him of whimsicality or excess of sentiment.
Indeed D'lsraeli's jest was that he was a " political finishing

governess." But his remark regarding originality is this;
" There are but few persons in comparison with the whole of
mankind, whose experiments, if adopted by others, would be
likely to be any improvement on established practice ; but
these few are the sale of the earth." The poet Longfdlow
describes original genius as—

"The exultation, the divine

Insanity of noble minds,
That never falters nor abates.

Till all that it foresees it finds,

And what it cannot find, creates,"

The second point, that of nationtd mnsical underlying
bottom-traits, constitutes a much more difficult subject. An
Ithiuiel's spear alone could touch these, if they were to be
cat«^rized. Without attempting that, I will suggest a

broad sketch-description of the matter in these terms:—
The national crude-material in question consists of certain

art-tendencies, in a small way evidenced in church music,
bat mostly evidenced in the natural and spontaneous short

outpourings of the laity ; such material not being copied (it

nera scarcely be said) by the composer, but still acting as a
general mould to influence his musical thoughts ; and this

mould exhibiting again Co some extent even certain dccidi:d

technical limitations.

Sullivan's Problem.—Now to apply these remarks to

Sullivan. If I indulged just now in some length of remarks
as to the nature of original creative power, I need not

waste time over demonstrating that Sullivan possessed it.

To begin with, a man does not turn out melodies of the sort

that he did for 30 or 40 years without possessing it. I

appeal to common sense about this and pass on. But as to

that question of the national raw material, upon which he
gradually developed his original powers, that is the crux, and
it is also the centre point of this discourse. Sullivan was
brought up, hke all other English musicians of his time, on the
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Teutonic basic material which I mentioned above. Outside
the church, nothing else was taken account of, at any rate for

serious purposes. As soon as he came to adult age Sullivan

began to break away from this and substitute a style of his

own founded on English basic material. He spent the iriitde

of bis mature Ufe in confirming that style. What then was
the difierence between Teutonic and English ?

Gbsuan and English MATEHut. compared.—The rationale

•of the former is almost exclusively that of the German Volks-

)ied. Ever since the monodic style in music made its first

effectual inroads upon the purely contrapuntal style, the
national art-style of each country has more and more been
determined in the last resort by the character of its folk-

songs. One might take a number of examples, as for instance

in Russia, where short phrases, very free rhythms, a tendency
to Lydian and Dorian scales of melody, and generally an
absence of the tonality feeling which we at the present day
are disposed to regard as so indispensable, have been trans-

ferred from the folk-songs to the art-products. But it is

enough to deal with the case in hand, to consider the
Colossus which has btrode from the Rhine to the Danube,
The German Volkslied (which includes love-songs, patriotic

songs, students' songs, and soldiers' songs) originated in the

14th century, came lo its zenith in the 15th and i6th

centuries, declined under the influence of the 30-years' war,
was revived in the iSth century, and is still persistent. It

rivalled the Gregorian chant, it went to school with and was
moulded by the congregational hymn of the Catholic and
Protestant churches. Above ail, the natural capacity of the
Germans for singing in parts governed its growth. It has
always consisted of thesis (fltW) and antithesis (aiTlBemt);

the former generally moving harmonically to dominant, less

frequently to subdominant or relative minor. This, in

combination with the strophic and tripartite principles as
accessories (for which subject generally I might perli^>s
refer to my paper of 9th June, i8g6, before this Association),

is the basic material out of which the whole of the great
modern Teutonic art has been formed. So far has this been
carried, that in Brahms, the last of the great German
masters, the use of the set forms has been extended even to

all choral and vocal works, most of which had hitherto

been thought exempt. No doubt Wagner, and the lesser

emotion ally-led writers after him, have got as far away from
such forms as they could. But even they would probably
allow that historically and philosophically these were the
foundation of their art. And at any rate these outgrowths
were almost unknown in England when Sullivan was brought
up, and of "classical music" the scaHbldmg was evidently
wnat I have said above. I may add by-the-bye that the
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Dutch Muncal Association (Vereeniging voor Noord-
Nedeilands Musiekgeschiedenis), wtiich like ourselves is ia

connection mih the International Musical Society, has
offered a prize tlirough that Society for the best essay on
arranging Vallislied material in diclionarj'-fashion, not
according to the futile method of first lines of the words, but
according to the melodic contents of the music, an extremely
difficult and interesting subject.

The case on the other hand in England was not only not
parallel with the above, but in a great measure antagonistic.

Take here again the national airs of the Kingdom. They are

not particularly easy to analyse. They were terribly

tampered with in an earlier part of tlie iijth century ; their

distinctive modes (Dorian, Mixolydian, and ^ohan) were
"majored" and " minored "

;
they were fitted with accom-

paniments having no affinity whatsoever to Ihem. ami just

reflecting the harmonies taught in the thorough .bass hacid-

books of the period ; even their rhythms were mangled and
cut down to uniform 4-bar periods. Still, in spite of this

unintelligent treatment and the chaos resulting, the case is

clear enough to make certain broad statements as to our
national bent in the way of music. The English love a

simple sentiment, and particularly in the shape of ballads and
hymn-tunes not having the German formal Strength. Their
national airs (not excluding Irish, Scottish, and Welsh) are
constructed without the diait and aprlBtme of the Volkslted

;

and in so far as they betray any decided harmonic attribute,

for they were not primarily adapted for singing in parts, they
hug the tonic. During a considerable period, or in the
Elizabethan era, the semi-national tunes composed by
musicians showed a cross between an amorphic madrigal and
a metrical air. This and nothing else would be the basic

material (according to the principle I have propounded)
which a Mendelssohn scholar, educated at Tenterden Street'

and in Leipzig, would have to look to as representing his own
native country. It was wholly incongruous, almost incom-
mensurable, with the dominant German style. If a single

concrete example is wanted, let it be considered th^t the

English populace proper of the 19th century were brought up
on such popular airs as " Pretty Polly Oliver," " Weel may
the Keel row," " The Girl I've left behind me," " Heart of

Oak," and ' Rule, Britannia "; and however excellent these
things may be in their way, they have not a particle in

common with "sonata-form" or any other form of the
Teutonic art.

Nature of Sullivan's achibvembnt.—What I have to

say then is that Sullivan, in " Englishing" his sometimes
high and always elegant art (and the most superficial glance
at his art-life will show that he did English it), executed a
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task of extraordinary difficulty. It is only genius that
attempts these tasks, or has any chance of carrying them
through. And the more (he matter is examined technically,

the greater will be the admiration for what was accomplished m
this case. It is to me somewhat strange that while Sullivan
has received abundant recognition as a writer of agreeable
and melodious music, no one has taken the trouble to regard
him in his national bearings. That indeed is why I have
undertaken this discourse to-day.

Sullivan's Art-lipe.—I will now, without further preface,

proceed to consider Sullivan's art-life.

His Pedigbeb and earlv bringing-up.—I am able to give
the meeting some new information as to Sullivan's pedigree.

He wrote it out for a lady called Mrs. Burvill Holrnes, who
was good enough to send me a copy. It is this :

—

(Husband.) i^Vi/e.)

Rtghi Firenxo

Coghlan Rigbi

I

Coghlan... Phillips

Sullivan Cogjilan

I

Arthur Sullivan.

The Coghlan and Sullivan are evidently Irish, the RiKht and
Firenzo are evidently Italian, and the Phillips (looking to the
name) may not unlikely beJewish. I make this supposition
because the Italian strain is evidently &rther back than has
generally been supposed and stated, while Sullivan's appear-
ance was very Jewish when he was a young man.
He was born on 13th May 1842 at 8 Bolwell Terrace,

Lambeth, the discovery of this birth-place having been made
by our member F. G. Edwards. The father (an ex-soldier)

was probably playing the bombardon in some theatre-band.

In 1845 the father obtained the bandmastership of the small
military band at Sandhurst, and the family moved out to

York Town, Camberley. There Sullivan played for his

amusement the flute, the clarinet, and brass instruments
; but

not apparently any double-reed or stringed instrument. He
was not taught music, and was only a quick boy hanging
about the band-room at barracks. From the age of 8 to 1 2 he
went to an ordinary school in Bayswater, taking his holidays

at Camberley. On 12th April 1854 he obtained a choristership

at the Chapel Royal St. James's, for his voice only. In 1856
the father obtained a teachership at the new Kneller Hall at

Hounslow. and the family then came to live in Lupus Street,
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Pimlico. By this time Sullivan was 14 years old, and had
had a years of the excellent general and musical education
given at the Chapel Royal. In the same year 1856 he
obtained the new MendelBGolm scholarship, fvst tyii% with
Barnby who was 3 years his senior, and Oieti beating him

;

Bamby was the oldest, Sullivan the youngest, of tiiie 17
competitors.
Th^ five CouFOBtTioH-PBRioDS.— Here I should b^n

Sullivan's public career as a composer and divide it into

5 periods, as follows :

—

(a) 8 years, a^ 14—31, a.d. 1856—1863, a period of
*

pupQage, with occanonal compositions.

(6) 7 yeara, aga 32-—38, a.d. r86f—1870, lai^e works ro,

and small worlcs about 70, the most epoch-making

(c) 15 years, age ag—43, a.d, 1871—1885, large works
18, small works about 60, the development of the
operetta.

(d) 7 years, age 44—50, a.d. 1886—1892, large works 10
and small works almost nil, further development in all

branches.

(<) 8 years, age 51—58, a.d. 1893—1900, large works 9 and
small works 3 or 4 , contented mastery till death.

PiRBT Period.—The trustees, husbanding their resources,

left Sullivan at the Chapel Royal as long as the authorities

would keep him there, sending him to classes and lessons at

the Royal Academy, where he learnt pianoforte under
O'Leary and Bennett, and harmony under Gobs. This
lasted 2 years, but in 1858, his voice having quite broken, he
was sent on to Leipzig Conservatorium ; where he learnt
pianoforte under Flaidy and Moscheles, and composition
under Rietz and Hauptmann. There he stayed 4 years.
His voluntary output as a student-composer was all this time
very modest in amount. The following is a fairly complete
list of what was written and performed :

—

At Royal Academy

—

1857. C minor overture, " Timon of Athens."

,, Fugue for chorus and ordiestra, " Cum Sancto
Siriritn."

1S5S. D minor overture.

„ Psalm, chorus and orchestra, German words.

At Leipzig

—

r85g. A-^ianoforte sonata, songs, and part-songs.

„ Strmg quartet.

r86o. Overture, " Feast of Roses " (from Lalla
Rookh).

tSei. Music to tne " Tempest."
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Sir Alexander Mackenzie in his lectures at the Royal Instltu-

tioD in May of last year said be had examined the early

works prior to the " Tempest " and found do appearance of
originaut^ in them. I too have seen some of them, and
should wish to second that opinion. Fortunately for Sullivan
his talent was never forced, and indeed he lived among
conservative surroundings. I wouJd go a step farther than
Sir Alexander Mackenzie, and say that from the point of

view of this discourse I find no originality worth mentioning
in the " Tempest " music. The comparisons, which I have
seen somewhere made, between the " Midsummer Night's
Dream " overture and this music, are not reasonable. The
former was a bolt from the blue, there was nothing like it in

the world before, and no one could have suspected this

outcome from the Bach style. But the "Tempest," though
the work of a finished musician, and as such very striking to
the English audiences, was uncommonly like all the other
music then being turned out at Leipzig. As will be remem-
bered, Sullivan came back to England in 1862 and made a
sensation with an enlarged version of the " Tempest " at the
Cty^al Palace. He amply deserved his success ; but lie had
not yet taken the first step in what constituted his own style.

Just after this he went to Paris with Charles Dickens, and
met Ros^ni. His appointment in 1863 as organist of Covent
Garden ander Costa, mu^ have opened his eyes a good deal.

He began writing 5<mgs for the publishers. His return to his

own country brought him to the turning of the ways.
Second Period.—SuUivan was now 22 years old. The

works become too crowded for me to give lists, and I will

narrate in abstract. In 1864 he wrote a Ballet for Covent
Garden, and a " Sapphire Necklace " overture. In the same
year he produced at the Birmingham Festival " Kcnilworth,"
supposed to be a pageant before Queen Elizabeth, This
gave him his lead, and the work was more English-like than
anything since "May Queen" of 6 years before. It is

delightfully fresh and rhythmic, is the dawn of Sullivan's

nationality, and is far more important to us in England than
the " Tempest." I do not know why it is so wholly neglected.

The chrysahs having thus burst, Sullivan went on from
strength lo strength. 1866 saw the E minor symphony, called
" Irish," done at the Crystal Palace, London Philharmonic,
and Leipzig Gewandhaus, entirely in his own style, and
quite unnecessarily put aside. In the same year was
" In Memoriam " overture at Norwich. This overture has
much analogy with Wagner's " Faust Overture," a work
of which Sullivan had as likely as not never heard, though
written before he was born. In each case the sonata-fbriii

is nominally retained, but rather as a scaffoldii^ for the
exhibition of certain melodies entirely characteristic of the
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composer, which appear consecutively and without much
cohesion in the situation o£ " and subject." The ' ist

subject," and especially with Sullivan, shows little develop-
ment, and is not much more than necessary " btisiness " &r
maintaining the sonata-form and a balance of matter. The
end justifies the means in each case, and each is a master-
piece in its respective national style. In Wagner the
'* and subject " themes are just such as might appear in
" Lohengrm " ; in Sullivan they are simply Sullivanesque
hyma-themes. In the Sullivan, the Introduction and Coda
are an Entilish hymn (not Chorale) played straight through.
To some this juxtaposition may st:em absurd. I believe it is

true and natural. Each is a work of genius, each is written
with consummate art, and each rcprtsents its own nationality

;

while, if anything, the Enghsh woik is more liberated from
precedent than the German.

In 1869 Sullivan confirmed his instrumental style by the
" Di liallo" overture. On the other hand his oratorio the
' Prodif^al Son " at Worcester in the same year differed in no
way from the Mendelssohn ian style of the period ; uil- niusitui

method and mannerisms were the same, and the orchestral
accompaniments were poor.

Thikd Period—In the previous septennium Sullivan had
substituted for the German instrumeatal style his own,
conceived in English vein. Now in this ij years he wrested
l^ht opera from Italian and French influence, and reduced
that also by the force of his genius to a national shape. At
the same time he felt his way towards de<Germanizii^ the
sacr^-d or scmi-sacred oratorio.

In 1871 Sulhvan met W. S. Gilbert, English Civil Servant,
barrister, militia captain, dramatist, librettist, sketch-carica-
turist, all in one; and wholly unmusical. They became as
Scribe and Auber for the nest SI years. HoUingshead
of the "Gaiety" commissioned from them "Thespis" or
"The Gods grown old." It was not unlike the " Contra

-

bandista " of 1H67, but certainly distinct from the " Cox and
Box. " of i865, most of which was pure Cimarosa. I remember
being at the first performance of " Thespis," and it was a very
quiet affair. It survives now only in the song " Maid of

Arcadee." Four years later in 1875 K. D'Uyley Carte,
manager of Selina Dolaro's Royalty Theatre, commissioned
what became that splendid little trifle, " Trial byjury," askit
on the law-courts, especially with regard to the Tichbourne
case. The vein which was running out in Vienna cropped up
now, not in Italy where it might have been expected, but of
all places in the world in foggy England. The music was so
strong that from this point onwards theold L.ondon burlesque
bifurcated decisively into " operetta " on one side, and
" variety entertainment " on the other. The nailwas clenched
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in 1877 by the " Sorcerer," wherein Sullivan had got together
all his English machinery and paraphernaha, including patter-

songs. " Pinafore " in 1878 had an audaciously Dibdinesque
quality, ran here tor 2 years, and conquered America and
Germany. It is curiona to see tlie tinmlity of the press in

praising this great success. The old " Knhlau sonatina"
fallacy (to quote myself) was still rampant. Sullivan was by
this time frankly worshipped \iy the people at large; but,
though there were no two actual camps proclaimed, no Delphi
answering Dodona, nevertheless a considerable body of
opinion among the cultivated classes harassed him with
well-meant but ignorant suggestions that he was abusing his

talents ia the particular line in which he did most work.
He said nothing, and set his back against the wall. But the
stigma, which he was not strong-minded enough to despise,

scarred him deep, and to the day of his death he never shook
off a mauvaist honte thus enf^endered. Then fdloved the
well-known record, the "Pirates" (broader than "Pinafore"),
"Patience," "lolanthe," "Princess Ida," and "Mikado"
(which in 1885 was high-water mark).
A remark has been made in the published biography of

Sullivan that the musical style of all the operettas is uniform
;

which shows a singular want of analysis or perception.
There is nowhere to be found a clearer case of progressive
musical development, especially from " Pinafore " onwards.
During the whole of this 15 years he was wrestling with the
Savoy style, to purge it from the dross incidental to an appeal
to the masses, and to bring it into the domain of pure music.
Meanwhile Sullivan developed his powers elsewhere. In

1873 he wrote for Birmingham the oratorio " Light of
the World "

; an advance on " Prodigal Son," though much
in the same style. In 18S0, succeeding Costa as conductor at

Leeds, he wrote the " Martyr of Antioch " ; which some said

was too frivolous, but which in point of fact was much better

music than either of its predecessors. And in this last the
German yoke was certainly almost wholly thrown off.

FouKTH Period.—The next period was a septennium ol
still further development in each and evetv d^artment.
It began with that extraorffinaiywork the " Golden L^end"

;

passed through important works like "Yeomen of the Guard,"
the " Macbeth " music (his finest overture), and the delightful

"Gondoliers"; and ended with the great effort (a torso
certainly from a national point of view) of " Ivanhoe." The
half-oratorio half-cantata " Golden Legend," the new version

of " Der arme Heinrich," has no vogue in Germany, because
the long formless stretches are filled up with English and
not with Teutonic sentiment. It was sketched by-the-bye
in Sullivan's former house at Sandhurst, where he took
lodging. Time forbids a detailed analy^, but to a mind not
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ovBT'warped in &vour of Geiman art the whole will appear
very b^uti&l ; and one may say of it with Andrew Marvell,

" Then Muac, the mosaic of the air,

Did of all these a solemn noise prepare,

With which she gained the Empire of the ear,

Including all between the earth and sphere."

Technically it is a gorgeous production, and Sullivan

handled the orchestra as he never did before. A well-known
example is in the Introduction ; the slow chromatic sequence
of four-three's accompanied in turn by rushing chromatic
sequences of other foiir-three's, the whole giving the surge of

the tempest through the steeple. Of this by the way a
learned critic said that tlie ' Goiden Legend " " opened with
a chord of the 7th," a primitive description truly. Another
well-known example is where Lucifer offers the draught,

analogous to without actually resembling the Flackerlohe in

the " Valkyrie." The " Golden Legend " finally drove
Mendelssohnianism off the concert platform ; it was root and
stock an English product, yet written with all the profound
musicianship of a Schumann. " Ivanhoe " was written when
opera in English, beginning with Cambert's " Ariadne," was
just 200 years old. It was the immediate successor of such
works as Coiven's " Pauline." Goring Thomas's "Esmeralda "

and " Nadeshda," Stanford's " Canterbury Pilgrims,"
Mackenzie's ' Colomba " and "Troubadour," or Corder'a
" Nordisa." An Knglisli opera house was built for it in

Cambridge Circus, and it had a very long run. It was just

not strong enough to make an English operatic style.

Sullivan would have been a miracle if he had built equally
high in each department which he essayed.

Fifth Period.—This included "Haddon Hall" (Grundy),
"Utopia" (Gilbert), "Grand Duke" (Gilbert), "Beauty
Stone" (Pinero), and " Victoria Ballet " for the Alhambra.
Of these the first 3 were moderate successes ; the
" Beauty Stone," a serious play with a comic devil, was
a dead failure. The question here was complicated bv
considerations about the librettists. Then at the end (1899)
came what was practically Sullivan's swan-song, the " Rose
of Persia " (Basil Hood), the best of the operettas.

SuMMARV OF Works.—Summing up the works, I consider
that the main landmarks for purposes of this discourse are ;

—

" Keniiworth " (age 22), " la Memoriam " and the Symphony
in E (a4),overture "Di Ballo" (a8), • Mikado" (43), "Golden
Legend "

(44), " Macbeth " music (i6), " Gondoliers "
(47),

" Ivanhoe "
(49), " Rose of Persia " (58). Sullivan achieved

his task, and established his individual standard, in orchestral
music, in secular cantata, in semi-sacred cantata, and in

operetta.

H 3
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I do not wish by-the-bye to be misunderstood about
"Mendelssohntanism " mentioned just now. It would be
impossible for me to speak of that master without reverence
and admiration. But imitation of the master is another thing.

This had during the first half of the Victorian era crept over
England like a paralysis, and Sullivan, though beginning
himself with Mendelssohnianism, lived to be one of the
earliest and most potent influences for undermining it.

Conclusion.— Finally I should like to say that these
remarks are not made in the spirit of an essay, but express
the convictions of a life-time. For nearly 30 years I have
been watching Sullivan's career, and wondering when at any
rate the philosophical segment of the English public were
going to apprehend it in its true significance. Grove's
article on Sullivan in the Dictionary is personally enthu-
siastic, and of course a model of concise writing; but as
regards any perception evinced as to relative styles or
b^toric bearings it is a blanic The only broad view advanced
is that SuUivaa ought to create some "enduring monuments"
of his mature powers in the forms of grand-opera, symphony,
or concerto ; and that view appears to me a wrong one.
Sullivan knew better than his adulators what was the proper
canvas to work upon, and when and how to apply his powers.
Surely there is no reason for further delay in fitting Sullivan

into his place in history, and one need not emulate the critic

whose opinion on the first hearing of a new work is invariably

that he wishes to hear it a second time. Sullivan was bom
into the world and given to England, at a time of England's
musical need, to show that works of the highest class in a

variety of departments of strictly modern art can be written

with strictly English materials. There are living composers
who are domg other things in the same direction. I will not
speak of them, for they are not mj' thesis. But I will venture
on saying this much, that those will not contribute to the
national building whose work consists of colour and orches-

tration imported Irom abroad, and that those will so
contribute who present an artistic individuality having some
affinity to the British character, and who pursue a consistent

course in developing that individuality. Now this last was
precisely what SulBvan did in the last third of the 19th
century, having the additional advantage of being a natural
melodist of a very rare order. I believe that Sullivan's

influence vrith his existing works will be much more lasting

than was supposed by those admirers who asked for more
"enduring monuments." I believe that it will be very long
indeed before these lovely tunes die, and I will conclude with
two lines of quotation ;

—

" Still are thy pleasant voices, thy nightingales, awake
;

For Death he taketh all away,~but them he cannot take."
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DISCUSSION.

The Chaikhak.—I am sure you all, like myself, have
been very mach interested and I hope gratiAed by the
remarks Dr. Maclean has kindly given us to-day. His
generous estimate of Sullivan I thiok will find a wa.rm
echo in all our hearts. For myself, I was very much
attached to Sullivan, and I am glad to hear someone stand
forth and speak in the right and proper manner of his genius
and what he accomplished. I do not quite follow Dr.
Maclean in all that he has said. He talked in his Introduc-
tion of originality, and rather laid it down as a rule that a

great composer must be original. But it strikes me that in

all the instances we have of great composers they have
begun by being copyists. It certainly was so with Beethoven.
He was great enough ; but he began by being Mozart.
In the same way Mozart himself began by being Haydn. So
Rossini, who was a great man in his way, began writing

operas on the plan of those of Mozart. I thmk this is

inevitable, and it is really the proper course for a musician
to take. I should be very sorry if any genius cropped up
who began by being original, because I believe the result

would be very unpleasant. Then I think Dr. Maclean
in his reference to Bennett and the Kational ^le, in

which he compared his work with what Sullivan didt
rather seemed to imply that Sullivan took his style from
Bennett. I think he has forgotten one little factor,

and that is that Bennett was by no means chiefly a
vocal compoeer. It is true he wrote the " May Queen,"
which is essentially English, and thus, perhaps, differs some-
what from his ordinary vocal works ; but there be had an
English subject, and therefore, as a man of genius, ha
treated it with the proper colour ; but I think if Sullivan bad
for his model any Englishman who went before him he would
probably bear in mind the music he must have known
so well—that of Sir Henry Bishop. Sir Henry Bishop
in the early and middle part of his career had a
manner of his own and none other; English, if you will—
at any rate no copy of any foreign composer. Unfortunately
in those days, as sometimes now, the foreigners were the
most popular in England. Then Bishop set himself to copy
Rossini and others, and so we find his later operas were
frec[uently shadows or reflections of the works of foreign com-
posers. But when he was writing " Guy Mannering "—take

"The Chough and Crow," for instance, what could be more
beautifiil, mora solid, more perfect ? It is a copy of nothing
vrhatever 1 So in his songs he was particularly English.
I am sure Sullivan knew a good deal of Bishop's music, and
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if there was any influence at ail from other composers, it

would have come from Bishop rather than from Bennett.

Dr. Maclean asks why ia not " Kenilworth " performed ? I

think it is because the score andparts perished on that unfortu-

nate Sunday when that great fire destroyed so much in the

Crystal Palace. It was my good fortune to sing the principal

tenor part of Kenilworth " at Birmingham, and I remember
with the greatest delight the most beautiful duet to the
words of Shakespeare's " How sweet the moonlight slews
upon this bank I

"—that was burnt also in the fire at the

Crystal Palace—but Sullivan, I am glad to say, rewrote the

score, and so the parts are to be had to this day ; hut I think

the score and parts of the whole work are irrecoverably lost.

I do not quite agree with Dr. Maclean that Bennett was so

Mendelssohnian or Teutonic as is supposed. I find Bennett
is Bennett and nobody else. He does not remind me of any
othor cnniposct. I hear a great deal of mtisic, and when
I hair Bennett'? music played I alwaj's recognise it as his.

Of course you hear a great many people who say at once
" Oh ! is not it like Mendelssohn ? "

; but I do not find it is

anything but Bennett. I do not know why we should
imagine that the Enghsh School, if ever it does come, should
be suggestive of roast beef. What we want is not so much a

school, as individuality in the composer. I think sometimes
the school may become a little tiresome. Greatly as I admire
Grieg, I think his st^le may sometimes be overdone. I should
be sorry if all the Scandinavian composers were to ado[)t it,

and be merely Grieg over and over again. Beethoven is to

me onlv music ; the music is just asmuch English as German
oranything^e. AndthatiBwfaerel think thecosmopolitantsm
of music comes in, though I know Dir. Maclean does not
quite agree with me. I will not detain you, because I hope
there are many who want to speak, and I think we should
have a very interesting discussion.

Mr. SouTHCATE.—I am sure we have all listened to this

discourse of Dr. Maclean's with great dehght. He has told us
not only something about Sullivan's career, but has also

given us a very excellent sketch of Nationality in Music,

so far as popular and technical influences are concerned.

And one must admit that the views which he !ias ably

expressed on the subject are exceedingly true. There must
be nationality in music. It is impossible to go into Italy,

and then into Spain, and then, if you like, into Sweden, and
Moldavia, and not feel the great difference there is in the
music of different nations. I should be very sorry indeed
were these distinctions to become obliterated, and every man
of every nation write alike. Dr. Cummings has truly said of
Beethoven that he is of all the world—he speaks in accents
all cultivated nations can understand and appreciate. May
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I take two exceptions to the slatements of Dr. Maclean ? 1

understood him to sa.y tha.t Sullivan was brought up on
Teutonic material. Now this is hardly correct. If we look
at his career we see that his first bringing-up was at the
Chape! Royal, the nursery of so many of our great English
musicians. He composed music there ; and I believe

Dr. Cummings has a boyish anthem of Sullivan's in his

possessicHi which was wnttra there. He was also a pupil
of Sir John Goss at the Royal Academy of Music, and I
think this had far more to do with his career than any
Teutonic influences under which he came during his subse-
quent stay at Leipzig. In the case of "Ivanhoe," which
many persons aifect to sneer at as not a success, one is led to
wander what is the scale by which success is measured 1

Some of you may remember that "Ivanhoe" was very
favourably received by the critics and the public, and that it

had a run of io8 nights. That it did not lead to anything
fresh in that style is to be regretted ; but I certainly put
the opera itself down as a success. In the little sketch
Dr. Maclean gave us he did not say much about one par-
ticular phase of Sullivan's music, which, if I do not err, is

likely to endure longer than any other; 1 mean his Church
music, oratorios, anthems, services, and hymn-tunes. The
deeply devotional music Sullivan wrote showed he was
a true descendant of the great school of English Church
composers, whose strains he had drunk in at the Chapel
Royal, and also when sitting at the feet of the notable
onanist of St. Paul's Cathedra], Sir John Goss. One
catches echoes of this in his beaudful part-songs.
Even in the "Mikado" you will see traces; I have in
mind the little madrigal contained in that work. In his later

years, though there may be some secnlari^ in the fine music
he wrote in the " Golden Legend." and the " Martyr of
Antioch," it la all unlike the production ofany other country I

There is one imposing and fine piece of church music
which is too little heard—his " Te Deum." He wrote it, I

believe, for an ordinary orchestra, and also for a military

orchestra. It has been heard at the Crystal Palace, but seems
to be rarely given in our churches. I think in a sketch of
Sullivan's career we should not forget that he has composed
some noble, truly religious church music. A word about
Sir Sterndale Bennett. It has been said he worked in the
Teutonic mould. I am so glad to hear Dr. Cummings
declare that when he hears Bennett, he feels it is Bennett
and Bennett only. So do I. It is really different from
Mendelssohn. True, the music of botli these composers
shows the refined, cultured man ; but there is a grace, a
delicacy, a feeling of nationality, a richness of harmony, a
curious affection for the chord of the seventh in the music
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of our conntryinan wMch seem to me to belong to Bennett
alone. Remember, Bennett wrote some of his most original

music before he went to Germany, and while at the Royal
Academy of Music. What do you think of the Paradise
and Peri " overture P That is a highly-emotional piece of
music, far removed from Germanism ; look at the touching
effect due to the tinkling of a little bell ! I can trace nothing
Teutonic in it, or in the delicious artless strains of the
" Naides " and " Wood Nymph " overtures, or even still less

in that most charming pastoral "The May Queen." 1 am
sure Dr. Maclean will pardon this reference to a point which
he himself introduced in noticing the life-work of our notable
recently deceased composer.

Dr. Maclean replied briefly. He bad had his say about
the " Teutonic mould," and would not weary either Chairman
or audience in amplifying it. The Chapel Royal experience
no doubt had its subsequent influence, but the object of the
discourse had been to show not so much what Sullivan had ia
his favour, as what obstacles he had had to overcome.
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Ik thb Chair.

"Jr^WLBT ^JVO THE RECORDER.
By Christopher Welch, M.A. Oxon.

The Plays of Shakespeare have been handled by the
naturahst, the botanist, the ornithologist, the entomologist,

the psychologist, the typographist, the angler, the lawyer,
the physician, and the divine, but never, as far as I can
discover, by one who has brought to bear on them a study
of the flute. Yet Shakespeare has honoured the flute as he
has honoured no other instrument. In " Hamlet " he has
brought it on the sta^e, displayed it to the audience, and
diacoureed on its music, its structure, and its manipulation.
This afternoon I will break new ground : I will bring before
you the views of a flute-player on the well-known Scene.' I

shall suggest a change in the way of mounting it, express an
opinioD on how it might be pjayed, and comment on the
technical phrases it contuns.

It is not necessary to dwell on the leading incidents of the
Flay. Mo one needs to be reminded that his father's spirit

appeared to Hamlet, made known to him that he had been

by a brother's hand.
Of life, of crown, of queen, at once despatch'd,

and commanded him to

Revenge his foul and most unnatural murder.

The charge thus brought against Hamlet's uncle rested

solely on the spectre's word ; but the apparition, instead of

being an " honest ghost," might, perchance, have been a
'* gobhn damned," a fiend, who had assumed his father's

shape to lure Hamlet on to crime. Hamlet, therefore, before

imbruing his hands in his uncle's blood, requires confirmatory

evidence. For a test of the ghost's tnithfalness, Shakespeare
has recourse to his own art: Hamiet will have the murder,
as the ghost had described it, acted before his uncle by some
strolling players who have just arrived, whilst he and his

friend Horatio will watch if in his visage he should betray
his guilt.

Ham. I have heard,
That guilty creatures, sitting at a play,

Have by the very cunning of the scene
Been struck so to the soul, that presently
They have prodaim'd th^ malefactions

;

1 " annlet," Act III,, Scene a.
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For murder, though it have no tongue, will spea.k

With most miraculous organ. I'll have these players
Pi^y something like the murder of my father.

Before mioe uncle : 1*11 observe his looks
;

in tent him to the quick ; if he do blench,
I know my course. The spirit I have seen.

May be a devil : and the devil hath power
To assume a pleasing shape ; yea, and, perhaps.
Out of my weakness and my melancholy,
(As he is very potent with such spirits).

Abuses me to damn me : I'll have grounds
More idativB than this : The play's the thing
Wherein I'll catch the cohscience of the King.*

The scene in which the histrionic touchstone is applied to
the murderer is a dramatic conception of the highest order.

The Player on the stage pouring poison into his sleeping
victim's ear—Hamlet, mad with passion, but stnigghng to

appear calm, his eyes riveted to his uncle's face as he lies at

the feet of the gentle Ophelia— the guilty King, struck to the

soul, calling for light and hurrying from the hall—form a
spectacle never to be effaced from the beholder's memory.
The King, (he Queen, the Court, the Players-all are

gone. Hamlet, his doubts dispelled, his suspicions confirmed,
is left alone with Horatio in the silent hall. His tempest-
tossed soul now longs for the solace of sweet sounds, Shakes-
peare's balm for the vi^ounded Spirit;' "Come'," he exclaims,

' " Hamlet." Act II., Scene a.

• In •Hen[yVIII."(Act III., Scene I), Queen Katbarinecallirormn^la
diipel sadness :

—

Take thy lute, wench
;
lay aout grows lad whh trouble)

:

Sing and disperse 'cm

The song sung in obedience to the Queen's command, lella ua tbat

—

Let there be no nohe mads, my gentle friends;
UnlesB some dull and favourable hand

fV &
"'"'"^."'^™''^^'^^P''''•

C™pa[e " Julius ^CsBBar," Aci IV Scene 3. wfaeie Bratus, after great

Hamlet was subject to thi^ughis of suicide, Ihs mult of his infirmity to
which he alludes in the speech juaC qnaled abore, melancholia; an aflection
for which, from the time of Siul. music hu been locriced upon as a remedy.
In " Pericles " (Act V., Scene i), the • wcied pbynek," linging, a lesorted
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"some music; come, the recorders. . . . Come, some music."
Music is so inseparably associated in many minds with
mirth, that this sudden and seeminRiy ill-judged call for it is

often regarded as a mad freak. But, if it be madness, it is

not without method. Be it observed that Hamlet does not
call for the shawms, for the comets, or for the hautboys,
although any finger - holed instrument would serve the
purpose to which the flute is ultimately put. Nor does he
call for a recorder. He calls for the recorders ; for a band,
or concert of recorders; for that combination, which, as
Milton tells us, was not

. . . wanting power to mitigate and 'suage

With solemn touches troubled thoughts, and chase
Anguish, and doubt, and fear, and sorrow, and pain

From mortal or immortal minds
;

for that form of instrumental harmony whose ravishing

sweetnessi si^gestive of the passionless bliss of the blessed,

could exalt the soul to ecstasy, and lay the spectres of
murder and revenge still stalking in the haU.

to in a caHofdunibneBB, in " a kingly patient," brougbt on br mdmcholit.
In "The Tempeet" (Aci V., Scene i), "eolemn," or "twwonly," mmlB
(Bolemniiy, be it remembered, next tD sweetneaB, wu the distinctive attribute

of the recorder) is used to restore reason :— [Sottmn muiic
Prosprro.—A solemn air and Ihe beat comforter

To an unsettled fancy, cure thy braina.

Now useless, boii'd within thy skul! \

Sach was the belief of the immortal bard in the power of onr art, that he

b>B recoatse to it, not only to help " madmen to their will," but even to

bring Ihe seemlni; dead lo life. On (he cofKn, or cheat, wbtcfa contained the
body of Thaisa. being opened ("PericleB," Act III., Scene a), Cnlition, irtio

hid previously made known that he had " studied phytick," cries

—

The rough and woful music that we have.
Causa It lo aounij, 'beseech you.

Breathes out of her ; she hath not been eniianced
Above five hours. Set, how site 'ging lo blow
Into life's flower again I

The auGcesB of the treatment, as might be expected, makes the rapnlatian

of Cerimon as a atadent of phyeick

:

Pirti GinJInRon.—The heavens. Sir.

Through you, increase our wonder, and set up

fifth, and sixth, and the third Folio, viall ; i

dependEtice can be placed on the apelling at
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And here we should note that in the Quarto of 1604, ' the
true and perfect copy ' of the Play, the stage direction
' Enter the Players with Recorders ' occupies a position

slightly different from that assigned to it in modern editions

of Shakespeare. Instead of coming immediately before

Hamlet's words "O, the recorders, let me see one," it is

placed a trifle earlier, following Rosencrantz's remark, " How
can that be, when you have the voice of the King himself
for your succession in Denmark ?" It would seem, therefore,

that the recorder-players should not wait untd the very last

moment available, as is now customary, but should come on
the stage rather before they are required for the business of

the scene. The sooner they appear, the more would they
attract the attenlioD ofthe audience. Could Shakespeare have
intended them to be noticed i It is possible that he was aware
of the unconscious influence they would exercise on those who
saw them 1 On a modem audience, it is true, the sight of a
band of recorder-players would produce no effect, except in

80 far as it would excite curiosity ; but amongst those who
were familiar with the solemn nature of their strains, their

presence would as certainly diffuse a holy calm, as, in the
present day, the appearance on the stage of a company of

itiaerant Germans, with wind instruments in their hands,
would cause a shudder to run through the house, even if

the^ did not put their discordant wood and hideous brass to
their lips.

Who were the Recorder-Playbrs?
At this stage of our inquiry a question presents itself.

For what recorder-players did Hamlet call ? Does the
stage direction ' Enter the Players with Recorders ' signify
' Enter the Actors furnished with Recorders," or does it mean
' Enter the Recorder-players with their instruments ' ? Did
Hamlet expect the Players, who had just been acting before

the King, to re-appear as recorder-playi^rs, as seems generally

to be taken for granted, or did he intend professional flute-

players—such, for instance, as may have come with the

Players in the capacity of musicians to the Company, or the

recorder-players in the Danish Court Band * to be summoned
to the hall ?

Whether or not in Shakespeare's time it was expected of

actors that they should, when called upon, undertake the
duties of musicians, those conversant with the histoiy of the
stage may be able to say ; but if, by the Players, Shakespeare
meant the actors, the stage direction should bet not ' enter,'

but ' re-enter,' the Players with Recorders. Of such impor>
tance is this point, that in some editions of Sbalfespeara
're-enter ' is substituted for ' enter.'

Theie wae no less than six rccorder-playeri In ths BogUdi StrpO
Hoosehold as late aa the reign of CbarlcD I.
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Thb Recorder Scene not Adequatblv Represented.

It would seem as if Shakespeare's design had never yet

been realized on the stage. At the very first a bad example
was set, there being reason for believing that when the great

dramatist took the part of the Ghost in his own Play, no more
regard was paid to his ideas than is in the present day.
Shakespeare was a shareholder " in the Globe Playhouse. His
friends, Heminge and Condell, the editors of the Folio of

1623, were not only his brother actors, they wure feJlow share-

holders, whilst Burbage.whoplayed the title-part in "HamJet,"
Tras the builder of the theatre. . The shareholders, looking to

the dividend, would be averse to incurring the expense of
engaging a band of seeming recorder-players and fumi^ing
them with instruments, real or pretended, when one musician
only was required to hand the recorder to Hamlet. Whether
this be or he not the true reason, the Play was brought
into harmony with such views. In the Folio of 1623, the

text of which is believed to be taken from the acting version

of the Globe, the stage direi-tion ' Enter the Players with
Recorders ' is altered into ' Enter one with a Recorder,' its

position in the text changed from where Shakespeare put it,

to the place it now occupies, and Hamlet's words, ' O the
Recorders, let me see one,' converted into ' 0 the Recorder.

> There were sixteen nharee. Shahispeaie is known to have held at leaat

hundred a yen. ^Bui the Globe had it» 'downs as well as ila 'npa.' When
the bnye fram the Chapel Royal bet:Briie no popular as actors at the Black-
friars Theatre, the receipts lell off to tuch an extent Uial the Bouse wu
dosed and the Company went on lour, acircumMance alluded loin "Hamlet."

'Hamlet." Act 11., Scene i),BlthoughitiBnotfaaDdlnthe Qaanos, but only
a the Polios, the cut of which waa taken tram tbe acting version of tb«
Qlobe. Roiencraniz tells Hamlet that the little eyuw.ai he calli tbe boy*,
have become ihe fathion, and says ibat they carry off " Heicales and big

load IDO." there being a R^u'e of Hercules with a globe on his back at the
Playhouse. Hamlet asks five or aii queMions about the chlldien.

The actors were not paid fixed salaries; they divided the takings with the
shareholders, those actois who were al*o shareholders henefiiing, of course,

in the double capacilr. The shsrehol ers look half of the gross receipts,

out of which ihey paid certain tmployiti iinown as hirelings. As the

recorder-ptavers would have been personaicd by hirelings (unless the

acton reappeared as musicians), the eipcnse of ingaging them, as well

aa tin cost of their coMutnri and instiumenis, would not have fallen on the

actois, bat on tbe ^ateholderB.

* See below Notezi. where ibepiuagBraquoled as itappeats in the Folio.

Refefring to tbe «ub>tili»loo of 'a recomer' for 'the recorders.' Dyce
ays that it la an alteialion which be has not the aliableat doubt we mnat
Btttlbnie to the ' company,' who. he consido*.were obliged to be economical
both of perrons and proncrtiei, A bIdkId recorder, he addi, uiScei (or the

burinesi of the scene; but the Bltmtl.m ia quite at variance urith what
pieeedaa, Conie, anme music; come, Iht raotdtrt.'
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Hamht and the Recorder.

A Plutb-Player's Vibw ow thb Recorder Scbnb.

If the Recorder Scene were carried out according to wha.t

seems to a flute-player to be Shakespeare's intention, it would
be conducted as follows. At least four recorder-players—

a

discant, an alto, a tenor, and a bass—would come upon the

stage. The semblance of the instruments they carry in their

hands would vary in length, the longest being, roughly
speaking, rather less than four, the shortest, than two, ieet

long. The exact length of the Chester flutes (Fig. i) is as

Cehor.

follows: of the discant ift. Sin.; the alto aft.; the tenor

aft. siin.; the bass jlt. 6iin.

Although the Chester flutes might be taken as a guide for

length, their shape would not be copied. They s.rc made
in joints, whereas there is reason for believing that in

Shakespeare's time the recorder was in one pieci: only. An
earlier form would therefore be chosen as a modi:!. If the

instruments figured by Prfetorius' were made fifteen or twenty
' PriEtorius gives a leprestntalion not only of the lecordeie in use in

bis time, bat of tbe whole iipple-flutc family, from the little fluIelBt, an
inslcumeni with only !oar hoiea, down lo ihe double basn recocder. Hit
diawing of them is leproiluced in the writer's Paper on ' Lilerstuie [clitliig

10 the Recoider,' Proceedings of tbe Mneica] Aasociation, 1897-98, p. 173.
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112 Hamlet and the Recorder.

years before his work was published (1620), they would
be about contemporaneous with the production of" Hamlet"
(i6oz). Should a still earlier form be preferred, the drawings
given by Agricola {1528), Fig. 2, or Virdung {1511), Fig. 3,
might be followed. It is needless to say that, in any case,
even the discant would he so thick as to make Hamlet pause,
unless he were a Milo, before he attempted to snap it like
a twig.

I have here a recorder which has been kindly lent to me
by Messrs. Rudall, Carte & Co. (Fig. 4). It was probably made
earl3' in the seventeenth century, and so would give an idea
of the sort of instrument which would be handed to Hamlet.
In shape it resembles the flutes in the Syntagma of
Prstorius. It is four inches and three-quarters longer than
the Chester discant, a consequence of it being in the key of
C instead of F, its lowest note being C natural. In a set
like that at Chester, it would form the tenor, the longest

flom. ^-^

Pla. 3. Bbcobdebs mteb Viehuko.

instrument but one. The wood of which it is made is

polished, its colour being light brown. I should call your
atteniioTi to a peculiarity in its construction, which, of
course, would not be copied. The mouth, or lumiire,

instead of being on the upper aspect of the instrument with
the finger holes, lies below on the same side as the thumb-
hole. Although European fipple-flutes are not usually thus
made, there are Asiatic flutes in which the mouth is so
placed, as, for instance, the Siamese instruments figured in

my former Paper on the recorder.'

As I am addressing musicians, I may mention,
parenthetically, that on comparing this recorder with an
harmonium used by Messrs. Rudall for tuning clarionets,

flutes, and other instruments sent out at the Kneller Hall,
or, as it was formerly called, the English Concert pitch—the
pitch in general use in English orchestras before the

Pr[>ceeding5 of the Muaical Asaociation, 1897-98, p. Z15.
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introduction of the so-called diapason normal—the recorder

and the harmonium were found to be as exactly in unison as if

they had been tuned together. The Chester flutes, which are,

probably, a century later than this recorder, were stated by
Dr. Bridge, when they were flayed in this room, to be at the
same pitch,' And yet this pitch was called Costa's })itch, and
we used to be told by its opponents that it originated at

Covent Garden Theatre in the forties of the nineteenth

century.'"

Although there would on no account be less than four

recorder players, if it were desired, a larger number might
appear. In the collection belonging to Henry VIII. there
were three sets of four, two of six, one of seven, three of
eight, and two of nine recorders ; " the Hengrave case
contained seven; early in the seventeenth century, according
to Prstorius, a full flute band comprised twenty-one instru-

ments, including a double-bass flute at least seven or eight

feet long; and there is reason for believing, as I have shown,
that as many as thirty or forty fipple-flutes were sometimes
played together.'^

The fiute-players would not wait so long before coming on
the stage as to make it necessary for them to run, or hurry in

an unseemly way. They would have entered, and might be
in the act of grouping themselves for a performance oa a
spot whence they and their instruments could be well seen by
the audience, when Hamlet, perceiving them, would exclaim,
' O, the recorders, let me see one.' Thereupon the first

player would advance and offer his flute, then retire and
rejoin his comrades. He would present the head of the
recorder to Hamlet, with the finger holes uppermost, as

represented in Fig. 5, this being the proper and polite way
of handing a flute. Hamlet would firasp it between the
mouth and the first finger hole, as shown in Fig. 6, and so
when he says, " Look you, these are the stops," none of the
holes would be covered with his hand. Having taken the
recorder, Hamlet would turn to Rosencrantz and Guildenstera
and say, " to withdraw with you," at the same time stepping
aside, followed by the courtiers, out of earshot of the
musicians, he being too we!l-bred to rebuke his fellow
students in their hearing. The flute-players would not quit

l" The Btor/lhal (he EngliBli pitch was' raiseil by Sii Micli.iel Costa
wLih the approval, if not at the inaiigation, of Maiio, (iiiii, i'ersiani, Alboni,
and the other great singers who joined him, when ht' left Her Majesty's for

Covent Garden in 1847, is purely apocryphal. Sir Michael in a leiter (o
me, dated December 12, iSSi, wrote ^

-' When I conducted at HeiHaJetty't
ThcRtte, at the Philharmonic Concerts, and at Covent Garden Tfieun,

u PraceedinKBorthe Hiuical AMOcialion, iSg7-gS. p. 167.

" lUd., p. 175.
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the stage at this juncture
;
they would remain until Hamlet,

wishing to be alone, says, " leave me, friends." Hamlet
would either return the recorder to the musician on the

entrance of Polonius, or retain it until the players, with
Horatio, Eosencrantz and Guildenstern, are about to retire.

Throughout the scene Hamlet would carefully refrain from
loud speaking, or showing excitement. Not anger, but scorn,

expressed in the form of contemptuous banter, is the passion

indicated, Hamlet's object being to prove to Kosencrantz and
Guildenstern that he can delve below their mines, not to scold

or abuse them. Once, but once only, would he raise his

Fig. 5.—How thr RtcoRDUt i*odld bb hamdkd to Hamlbt.

FiQ, 6.—How Hamlet would take thb Recoedbr.

voice, that bein^ when he utters the words, " S'blood, do you
think I am easier to be played on than a pipe ? " but he
would instantly drop it for the final sentence, " Call me what
instrument you will, though you can fret me, ^ou cannot
play upon me," which, though strongly emphasized, would
be pronounced with perfect calmness and great deliberation.

An Objectionable Proceeding of some Hamlets.

An act is sometimes seen when "Hamlet " is played, which
has only to be named to be condemned. I allude to the
ofTering up of the recorder as a sacrifice to the gods in the
gallery by snapping it asunder, and throwing the fragments
on the stage. What can be pleaded in justification of the
practice it is hard to say. Can madness, real or feigned, be
an excuse for disfiguring by a display of unbridled passion a
reproof couched in a form so often cbosen by Him t^o spake

I 2
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as never man spake ? Ought Hamlet, who has likened himself
to the recorder, to demolish his own image ? Is it right that,

for the sake of a theatrical coup, Hamlet should be degr^ided

from the gentleman (d Shakespeare's creation into a petulant
and destructive rowdy? To realize the enormity of the
solecism involved we have only to imagine (if the imagination
would go 8o far) that when the Queen's private band was in

the Drawing Room at Windsor Castle, the Prince of WaleSi
in his youth, had asked Richardson for his flute to illustrate

a remark he was about to make, and, when he had done with
it, had smashed it and thrown it away, instead of returning
it to the owner. Such wanton violence, however appropriate
it might be to the disposition of Richard III., accords ill with
the sympathetic nature of the sensitive Hamlet. He would
be the last to inflict a needless wound on the feelings of even
the humblest of his fellow-subjecls. To a muhician, be it

remembered, his instrument is a cherished object: in his

hands it becomes a living being, able to express, and seeming
to share, his joys and sorrows. The feeling of affection wiih
which it is regarded, may, in a highly-wrought temperament,
be heightened into a real passion. Thus Paganini, on seeing
his violin taken to pieces for the purpose of repair, is satd to

have displayed the manifestations of acute suffering shown
by the tender-hearted when witnessing a surgical operation on
one they love.

The Ohiginat. Tkxt ob thb RBConnBR Scene.

But I have been anticipating. Presuming on ^our
acquaintance with the detail of ^lakespeare's masterpiece,
I have not thought it necessary to remind you that no sooner
has Hamlet called for the recorders than his college friends,

Rosencrantz and Guildenstem, make their appearance. They
have became the servile emissaries of the King, and have
undertaken to endeavour to extract from Hamlet the secret

of his strange behaviour, the seeming signs he had shown of
a disordered brain. Foiled on a former occasion in their

attempts to catch him in his talk, they now ask him point

blank what is the cause of his distemper. To convince them
of the futility of attempting to extori from him a confession,

he has recourse to allegory, and represents himself as a flute,"

on which he invites his teltow-students to play. I will now

" The finie ii a fkvonctle with Stnkoipeire ; he had already uMd it in
" Huolel " in the early part at the tame uene ;

—

WhD» blood and judgcmcnl are sn well co-mingled,

That .hey are ^^l^plp.forforiun.-ifing^'

In the Induction to the Second Part of " King Henry IV." the meiaplior

ia Blill further developed. The flute ia there peraonified as Rumour, who
comet on the alage, "painted full of tongues," and dedueihlmaelftobe a
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Hamlet and the Recorder, 117

give you tlie text of the hmous passage) which has been
called the Parable of the Recorder. I will quote it as it

appears in the Quarto of 1604, tliat b«Dg the form in which,
making allowance for printers' errorS) it may be supposed to
have left Shakespeare's pen.

Enter the Players with Recorders.

Ham.—1 sir, but while the grasse growes, the prouerbe is

some thing musty, 6 the Recorders. Jet mee see one, to with-
draw with you, why doe you goe about to recouer the wind
of mee, as if you would driiie me into a toyie ?"

Guyl.—O my lord, if my duty be too bold, my loue is too
vnmanerly."
Ham.— I do not wel vndersfand that, wil you play vpon this

pipe?
Guyl.—Uy lord I cannot.
Ham.— I praj' you
Guyl.—BeleftMe me I cannot.
Ham.— I doe beseech you.

pipe on which "the mullilade" can piay. The pUSRge ia dolbed in hlgbly-
wroughl imagery;

—

Rumour (ing.],— I, from the otient to Ihe drooping west,
Making tha wind my poEt-horBe. aiill unfold

The acts commenced on thia ball of earth :

Upon iny tongues continual filandcis ride
;

T^e which in every language I pronounce,

I apeaf of peace, while coven enmiiyl™
Under the Imile of Bafety, woutids ihe world :

And who but Rumour, who but only 1.

Whllat™e'Mg'yeiu;°aworn''wuh'BOma o"her' grief,

Is ihoaght with child by Ihe Biem lyiant war,
And no loch muler f iiioiuiur u afipi
BlawH bf tHrmUu,jialiiuiiii, earjittarei

;

And of ID miy end sa plain a slop.

Thai lltr blunt momltr wUh uac-unUd hiads,
The stiU-discrdanl Tiiawriag mulliludt.
Cn^ play upon it. But what need I Ihua
My well-known body lo analomiie
Amons my household !

" Of the di^erent enplanaiiona which have been proposed of the obscure

hunters endeamiir lo get near lo their prey by advancing against the wind, BO
that the animal may not detect their approach by its sense of smell. It has
never been auggesicd that in 'to recover ihe mxd' there is an alluBion to

Ihe aind instrument Hamlet has juBt taken into hia hand, or that the woida
have any refeience to roueic.

"None of the eitposiiiooa offered of Guildenslern'a Bpeech, "if my duly be
too bold, my love ia loo unmannerly," is very Batisfaclory, Clarendon
aeDBibly remarks that as Hamlet did not well understand it, commenuton
imy he excued from attempting to explain it.
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Guyl.—I know no touch of it my Lord>
Ham.— It is as easie as lying; gouenie ttiese ventages

with your fingers, & the vmber," giue it breath with youi
mouth, & it wil discourse most eloquent musique, looke youi
these are the stops.

Gitil. (lie).—But these cannot I commaund to any vttrance
of harmonie, I haue not the skill."

//am.—Why looke you now how vnwoorthy a thing you
make of me, you would play vpon mee, you would seeme to

know my stops, you would plucke out the hart of my mistery,
you would sound mee from my lowest note to " my compasse

"'Thenmber' isapinter's error. Shakespeare, we may feel sure, inlendtd
to write 'thumb,' which he might have epelt ' Ihumbe.' PoEsibly, in the
minOKript from which ihe Quarto of 1604 was printed, the 'th' might have
beta separated from the ' u,' and a flourish of same kind made afler the ' e.'

However this may be. the compositor inserted an 'e' after the 'th,' and

into ' the umber.' The mistake was continued In the Quarto of 1605, but in

the Quarto ofiSiI an attempt was made to set the text right; but the way
in which the eiior originated not being perceived, 'the umber' was altered

inlQ'the thumb,' instrad of, as it should have been, into ' lhamb.' In Ihe
'

next Qaano, which bean no due, we UHI find 'llie thumb.' Even when
the lait Qoarto, that of iG]7t was prepued for the press, the cause oT the
miipfinl wai not recognised, but a ibiBgt was made In the ipeUine,
'the thnmb' beeambig >the Ihumbc.'
The Folio of 1623 gives 'thumbs' quite correcll; without the 'tbe.' Bat

beia another miUake ia made
;
'fingers' is converted into 'Anger,' a blunder

repeated in lome modern editions of Shaltespeaie.

See the "Proceedings of the Musical Aisocialion " 1897-98, pp.
14S—149, where the subject is discussed at gieater length.

" Here, in the Quarto of 1G04, Hamlei addresses himself la Guildenstem

Ham.—I pray will you play vnon this pipe f

Rosi«,ira/i —Alas my Lord I cannot.
H-m..-Pray ivil! you,
GiUcnlo'ie.— l haue no skill my Lord.

Ham.—Why luukd, it is a thing of nothing.

And with 3 li'iilc b.c^lli from yoiir lips,

Sail.—My Lotd wee cannot.^
Hwti,—Wtiy how vnwotthy a thing would yoa make of me }

You woBld sewne to know my item, yon would pittf t|

You would search the very inward part of my halt.

And diue into the secreet of my sonle.

Zownds do you thinke I am easier to be pla'yd
On, then a pipe ? Call mec i\ hat Insltnment
You will, though you can freit mee, yet you can not
Play vpon mee

" The sentence should read <
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and there is much musique, excellent voyce in this little organ,
yet cannot you make it speak," s'bloud {sic) do you think fam
easier to tie plaid on then a pipe, call mee what instrument
you wil, though you fret me not, * you cannot play vpon me.

TO WITHDRAW WITH YOU.

In the very first sentence we are met by a remark which
has been much discussed. "What does Hamlet mean when
he says ' To withdraw with you " ?

Of the various answers which have been given to the
question we, as musicians, are concerned with two only

;
one,

that Hamlet is speaking to the flute-players, and that he
intends to say ' get you gone' ; the other, thatheisuddrebsing
Guildenstern, or both Guildenstern and Rosencrantz, with
whom he desires to withdraw. Thus, according to Mobctly,
the words signify ' just step aside for a moment,' whilst

Malone interpolates the stage direction, taking Guildenstern

Of the two explanations, the latter is, beyond all doubt, the

more correct. A glance at the punctuation of the passage
as it appears in the Quarto will show that Hamlet is speaking
to his fellow-students ; nor should we fbiget that to dismiss
the musicians in so summary a fashion, after summoning thera

to give a sample of their skill, would be the reverse of a
graciiius acl. Moreover, Hamlet, having no intention of
approjjriating the reorder he has borrowed, would Surely

wish the player to remain until lie has done with it. But
there is a more serious objection to the supposition lhat

Hamlet is ordering the flute-players to leave the stage:
' to withdraw with you ' does not mean ' go away.' Those
" In the Folio of 1613, the passage the te is much niuHic, excellent voice in

this little organ, yet cannot you make it spiak S'blood, do you think I am
easier to be played on ti^an a pipe,' rrads diHcrently, ' speak ' and ^ S'bIt>od

'

being omitted, and 'why' inserted ; thus : 'there in much music, excellent

voice in this little organ, yet cannot you make it. Why do you think.' &c,

copy of the Play, we may suppose that ' ^vhy ' was substituted for * S'blood '

the'wOTd was^ftTuck out accidcntaUy ^vhtn thc''aUetatLon^"a9'made'^fn the

text. Knifiht, however, in the first edition of bin Shaken peart, defends ihe

reading of the Folio, onjhc E^o""^ '^^^^ 'P'^^ ' is^used iti its "".Jisical sense,

layrKnighl, could make the recorder ''speak, though he could not malie"ii

hould be pointed thus: ' yelcannotyou make it. Speak! S'blood.'&c. But
tbere on be little doubt that 'apeak ' coritkponde to 'discouiee ' in Hamlet's
precediag apeech. This seema to have been aliecwatds admitted by Knight,
Ibr, in a later edition, he withdrswa hia objection to the reading ustially

tecdved, obaeiving, " We now prefer to consider the Folio erroneous."

» Thoughyoa htt me not ' ii obvionaly incorrect. Both the Quarto of

1603 *nd the K>1io ot 1633 read ' though you can £ret ma.'
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who maintain that the words are addressed to the flute-

players are obliged to propose an alteratiou of the text,

suggesting that Shakespeare wrote 'So, withdraw you;' or,

'So withdraw, will you '? (Mason); or, 'Go, withdraw with
you ' (Tschischwitz) ; or, ' So,— {taking a recorder] withdraw
with you' (Staunton)."

It is not easy to understand how so forced and unnatural
an interpretation can findacceptance, except as an explanation,
or defence, of a common mode of playing the scene. Many
of you may have seen so-called recorder-players, usually two
in number, rush upon the stage, hand to Hamlet a pipe not
much larger than a penny whistle, and then make off with
such haste as to suggest the idea that they must have
committed the unpardonable sin, or were at least as guilty as
Hamlet's uncle.

When the discourteous treatment of the flute-players began
I am not in a position to say. Suspicion would naturally
fall upon Heminge and Condeli with their brother share-
holders, as being its authors ; but the punctuation of the
passage " in the Folio militates against the suppo^tion. It

certainly did not originate in our time, for I have had no
difiiculty in tracing it back a hundred vears. In Hamlet,
revised by J. P. Kemble, and now first puolished as it is aeUd
by their Majesties' servants of the Theatre Royal Drury Lafte,

September ittk, 1800, Hamlet's speech is printed thus;

—

Ham.—Ay, sir; but, while the grass grows,—the proveib
is something musty.

Enter Horatio" and two Musicians, with Recorders,

O, the recorders,—let me see one - [Takes a recorder}. Sot
withdraw with you.—

-

Exeunt Horatio and Musicians.

It does not appear to have occnned to any of the writers who have
aiiempted to throw light on the pasuige, that Hamlefehiect in withdrawing
with the cDuRieis ia to take ttiem out ttfthe hearingof the tnuticians ; an
explanslion which, to a flute-plsyer, acema to be (Clf-Bvidcnt. Monk Maton
dei:Lares that the words '10 withdraw with you' huve no meaning as they

Capeli iWnkfi i'hat''Himl"rrni/nded' W°say MO h"t" clone'wtih'you^draw
toward an end with you.' Sieevens says that the obscure words may lefef

la some gesture wh[ch Guildensiern had used, and which was at first

inleipieled by Hamlet as a signal for him to attend the speaker into another
room, So. too, Caldecott: "They [GuildenEtem and Rosencrantz] by ft

naving et Iki hand or somi suck 'Ignal, as the exclamation of Hun.
deiKiiei, Intimate that he should remove to a more relittd quartet."

" In the Folio of 1613, the passage appears thus:

—

Hem.—I, but while the grasee giowes, the Prouerbe i( something musty.

O the Recorder. Let me see, to withdraw with you, why do you go
about to recouer the winde of men, b> ifyou would drive me into a loyle?

< When Hamlet calls for the recorders, it is usual ibr Horatio to go and
letch the players, and retom with them.
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But in Capell's edition of Shakespeare, which was published
in 176S, we find, after Hamlet's words, "leave me, friends,"

the stage direction. Exeunt Roe. and Gui. Horatio, and tht

Platen, mtkdraw." Assuming that the stage direction
indicates the war in which the scene was played in Capell's
time, we may infer that in the middle of the eighteenth century
it was usual for the flute-players to be still on the stage when
Hamlet requests his firiends to retire. Pos^bly it may
be known iti the theatrical world whether or not the custom
of dismissing the musicians as soon as Hamlet has takoi Uie
recorder was introduced by Kemble>

I KNOW NO TOUCH OF IT,

Let us now consider the allusionB to music with which the
scene abounds. The first which calls for comment is the
phrase used by GuUdenstern when he says, referring to the
recorder, " I know no touch of it." This obsolete expression
is equivalent to ' ! cannot play a note on it.' Shakespeare
had already employed the phrase in "Richard II," (Act I.,

Scene 3) :

—

Like a cunning instrument cased up.

Or, being open, put into his hands
That knows no touch to lune the harmony.

The touches, however, were not only the fingeringB j they
included the notes to which the hngennss gave rise. Thus,
in the " Merchant of Venice " (Act V., Scene 1) we have ' the
touches of sweet harmony,' and

With sweetest touches pierce your mistress' ear.

It would seem more appropriate if the term had been
confined to lutes, harps, and other instruments, thesounds of
which were elicited without the aid of the breath. Shake-
speare, however, is not the only writer who uses it to indicate

the notes of the flute; Milton speaks of the 'solemn 'oucAei' of

the recorder.
Govern thesb ventages.

To a flute-player the most interesting sentence of the

passage we are discussing is in Hamlet's next speech,

Shakespeare there sums up the art of fluie playing, declaring

it to consist in the government of the holes with the fingers,

and the quickening of the instrument with the breath

:

" govern these ventages with your fingers and thumb, give it

breath with your mouth, and it wiU discourse most doquent

" RoMTicianti and Guiidenaiero rHuB(, bui Horaiio and ihe Players with

draw. Capell appends ihe foUowing explanaiory note: "It will be seen
liom the regulation of the exits at tile baitain of this page what is the

ediiot's Dpimon concetning ivbo ihe word '/runifi' is addicss'd to, ani,
conaeqnently, what Itae tone of pronouncing il ibotild be."
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Whether the word ventages, or ventiges as it is spelt in the
Folio of 1623, here used to denote the finger-holes, was
coined by Shakespeare I am unable to say. Possibly it

might have been in use amongst flute-players in his lime.

It appears that the holes are even now called vents in

America, whilst in England we speak of vent holes, applying
the term to holes when opened for the special purpose of
influencing; the emisdon, intonation, or quaUt^ of notes
other than those which the boles so termed are intended to
produce ; and we say that we vent a note by opening such a
hole."
The description of execution as consisting in the govern-

ment of the ventages is a most apt illustration of its nature.
Practice is but the act of so disciplining the rebellious fingers

as to enable them to acquire the power of governing the
ventages. Shakespeare is usually credited witli being the
first to use the expression. I find, however, that he was
anticipated. In one of the poems of St. Faulinus of Nola,
who was bom in 353, and died in 431, we have the exact
phrase ; the flute-player, says Saint Paiiliniis, governs (regit)

—the poem is in Latin—the holes with his lingers."

Give it dreath with your molth.
The next phrase ' give it breath,' does not merely mean

'supply it with wind'; the words are used in a far higher
sense ; breathe it

;
inspire it ; animate it ; endue it with life,

* If we Uke one of the functamenial noWi, say, for inslance, E, by
blowing with great foice we can, without cbinging the fingering, produce
an S two octaves higher, bnt it will lie dnil, flat, and nnpleaunt to the ear.

If we now open theA hole, the high E will beconie bright, sharp, and clear.

The A hole, when nsed In this way. Is called a vnt hoU.
" Ut eitbaiie modulins unluB veibeie plecir!

Diasona fila movei. vel qui nciflaniLa lexiia

Labra leril calamiB, licet unurti crimen ah uno

ConsisIutil. idem novat omnia principe Verba.
Uigne, PairolKgia Cunus, Vol fii, p. 650, S. Paulini Poema xxvii., 73.

S««»laoGtjFn^ua. .Woiiumj.ifn s Pulriim. Vol. 1, p. 150. Natalia Felicis vi„

It wUI "be'obKtved thti" th«e d?ffercnt InsitBrnenis are alluded to ; the

eiOuna played wiih the pleetium, the fistula whose pipe* are rubbed against

the lip, and the tibia with its Gnget-holes.
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The artful youth proceed to form the quire.

They breathe the flute or strike tiie vocal irire.

—

Prior.

Ye nine descend a.nd sing,

The breathing instruments iiupire.—Pofe.

Explicet irruptos animata ut tibia cantus.

St. Paulhius o/Nola.
With breath and fingers giving life

To the shrill cornet and the fife.

—

Drayton.

Shakespeare elsewhere speaks of breathing life into a stone,

and St. Augustine refers to the hrealk blown into the flute as

if it were the spirit or ^oiil of llie instnimcnt, "Si nniiH flaliis,"

he says (T™c/, KIK in ^oa,,.). " inflat d.ias tibias, non potest

unus spiritus iinplcre duo corda ? " Tlir^ inotaphorical figure

which attributes to the bicatb of tlie flute- player the power
of creating life is expreised in all its fulness by Terlulban.

The worthy Father denies that when we blow the Ante, we
convert the instrument into a human being, allliough we
breathe into it as the Deity breathed his soul into man.*
A similar thought, which, as I have said,*' roused the wrath
of the matter-of-fact Sir John Hawkins, is found in the
wild rhapsodies of Fludd, who represents the Supreme Being
vivifying the universe, as the flute-player gives life to his

instrument with bis breath. Fludd introduces a drawing,
reproduced by Sir John, of a fipple-flute, and says, ' as this

instrumeut does not sound, is not moved, nor has aoy virtue in

its own nature, and by i^elt without a moving spirit ; so also

neither can the world, or the parts of the world, move or act

by themselves, without the stirring of an infinite mind. .\s,

therefore, the highest mind, God, at the top of the whole
machine . . . makes the structure of the world produce his

music ... so also when the musician blows life,''" &c. The
same notion is expressed by St. Paulinus of Nola, in a passage
just alluded to ; but the conception is not confined to Christian
thought, nor, indeed, to the thought of our hemisphere. An
idea so similar to Shakespeare's that Carl Engel" was struck
with the resemblance, is to be foimd in a prayer offered up by
an Aztec prince on his accession to the throne :

' 1 am thy
flute,' he said, addressing the deity, ' reveal to me thy will;

breathe into me thy breath like into a flute, as thou hast done

* Nec tu cnim si in libiam flRVtris, hominem libiam ttsunt, quanqnam
de anima lot flaveri*, •icut et Deus de spiriiu 8U0. Adv. ilarcion. Lib. VI,

*• PcoceedingB of the Musical Association, 1837-98, p. Igg.

"Vlaii wnae in Latin. The oriai'ial of the
i
s'i-.iige hat translated will

be found in Cot. VI. (rOjj.o' hL>. iii-.iu,.- lie Mu-.ca mundana,' published

jn Vol. I. of bil work, entitled ' Uiriusque Cosnii,' &c.

•1 Engel'i Catalogue of the Insicumenie in the South Keniington Muieum,
p. es.
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to my predecessors on the throne. As thou hast Opened thdr
eyes, their ears, and their mouth to Utter what IS good, so
likewise do to me.'
The flute thus brought to life proceeds in its turn to

breathe :—
The breathing flute's sail notes are heard around,
And the shriU trumpets mix their silver sound.

—

Pope,

Thus lon^ ago,

Ere heaving bellows learn'd to blow,
While organs yet were mute,
Timotheus to his breathing flute

And sounding lyre

Could swell the soul to rage and kmdle soft de»re.
—Dryden.

The breath at the flute is its music, Aristophanes, ia the
"Frogs" (154), represents the blessed in a future state as
bathed in a flood of most beauteous light, whilst round them
floats the breath of flutes (oliXuv ura^i ; Pindar tises fhe
same expression (JV«in. Til., 137); Theocritus (Epigram V.^
calls syrinx-music wax-bound breath," Euripides {Or. 145)
terms it the breath of the reed™ {nvah, tivuKtit), and styles

flute music (Phan. 788) the breathings of lotus" (\urSi>

•wyiiiiara) ] a similar phrase (jlamina tibia) is found in Horace
{Od. III. iQ, ig) ; in Sidonius the following lines are devoted
to the audible flute breath :

—

Date ravulos choraulas,
gjuibus antra per palad
(epulis reflanda buccis

Gemit aura tibialis.**

It will discourse most eloquent music.

In the remaining member of the sentence we have a
description of the music the recorder can "discourse."
There are three different readings of the epithet by which it

is characterized. In the Quarto of 1603, the apocryphal
version of the Play, it is termed most delicate ; in the Quarto
of 1604, the first issue according to the true copy, most
eloquent ; ia the Folio of 1623, tfie supposed acting edition of
the Globe Theatre, most excellent. The flrst-named epithet,

delicate, was applied by Laneham, as you may perhaps

. "ntfigtinf mffioTifuXs^ME. Tha allDilan U to tfie dtcnmuance tliat

Ihc {ripcB of the gjiiinx nere united lo each other by mewu of wax.

"The pipet were made of leedi.

>• The lotiu here retetied to Ii not the EgypUan latDi,hat an AAiean wood
of whkb Bomo Antes were niede.

• "SidoidMlUb. ix., Spilt. 13. See Milne Pttbolo^s Camt, Vol. LVII.,

p. 6.3.
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remember, to the " harmony of flutes '' with which Queen
Elizabeth was greeted on her arrival at Keniiworth.'"

The editors of the Cambridge edition of ShaJcespeaie have
thought right to expunge fxceUent and restore«/o^««n^ Few,
I apprehend, will question the -wisdom of their dedaion.
Any commonplace wnter would think of cxetUent, whereas
eloquent, which so admirably keeps up the figure by which,
throi^hout the scene, the feculty of speech is attributed to
the recorder, bears the stam[> of Shakespeare's genius. This
will become more evident if we paraphrase the pregnant
sentence, " give it breath with your mouth, and it will dis-

course most eloquent music," so as to bring forth the em-
bryonic ideas lying undeveloped within it, thus ; ' breathe
into it the breath of life, and it will speak ; its voice will be
music, and it will discourse most eloquently.' Not only does
the substitution of excellent for eloquent rob the happy
expression of its beauty, but it gives rise to a repetition so
objectionable that it would occasion a reprimand if il occurred
in a schoolboy's exercise, for in his next speech, Hamlet
applies the same epithet, excstlent, to the voice of the
recorder.

It is, however, only fair to say that excellent is not without
a defender. Mr. Hiram Corson, M.A., Professor of Anglo-
Saxon and English Literature in thu Cornell University, in a
brochure, printed in 1874, entilled ' Jottinijs on the tc;xt of

Hamlet (first folio versus Cambridge edition).' expresses
himself thus :

" I feel a certain seriousness—that's hardly the
word—about ' eloquent,' not in keeping ; whereas in the word
' excellent,' there seems to be implied the idea, that the music
that can be got out of the little instrument is superior to what
one would suspect. The word 'excellent* should be pro-

notmced with a downward circumflex on the ' ex,' imparting
a patroni^ng tone." Surely those Hamlets who think that a
fitting use to make erf a recorder is to break it up and throw
it to the dogs, should take the reading favoured by the
learned Professor, and, adopting a patroninng tone, pro-
nounce the word with a downward circumflex on the ' ex.'

Look you, thbsb are the stops.

In the word stops here used by Hamlet we have another
technical term which is now quite obsolete. It is true that

we still speak of stopping the illute by closing the holes, and

'

we say that the flute stops when the pads of the keys are so
well adjusted as to render the tube air-tight ; but the
substantive stop has disappeared from the flute-jplayer's

vocabulary. In the seventeenth century, however, it was a
common word. Several meanings were attached to it. It is

" Fioceedingt ol the HDsical AnodstloD, 1897-98, p. 146,
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chiefly through not being acquainted with the different senses

in which it was nsed, that expositors have so often run
aground when iiltempting to explain its significance. The
lern; w:ia (employed to indicate :

—
Fu st, the Jin i^Ki- holes. It is to these that Haraiet points,

or should point, when he says :
' Look you. these are the slops'

Secondlvi the fingerings, or several positions of the fingers

by which tne different notes were produced, Hamlet uses the

word in this sense in his next speech, when he says, ' you
would seem to Itnow my stops.' Sloj' is again employed to

denote the fingering of a wind instrument in the Induction

to the Second Part of " King Henry IV." :—

. ... of so easy and so plain a slop.

That
The multitiJde

Can play upon it.

The same meaning attaches to stop in a speech in " A
Midsummer Night's Dream," the word being implied only,

not actually used. The passage is often misunderstood, and
taken to indicate that Shakespeare looked upon the recorder
as a childish instrument. Me is not, however, reflecting on
the recorder ; he is only playing on the term stops in its

double signification as points in punctuation and fingerings in

the manipulation of a musical instrument ; but, in the refine-

ment of his wit, ho does not express the word, but leaves it

to be understood. Prologue having kept his slops so badly

as to pervert the meaning of Iiis address, so tliat ' His speech
was like a tangled chain; nothing impaired, but all dis-

ordered,' Theseus says, 'This fellow doth not Ktand upon
points'; Lysander adds, 'He hath rid his prologue like a
rough colt; he knows not the slop,' and Hippoiyta follows

with, ' Indetd he halh played on his prologue like a child

on a recorder; a sound, but not in govciniiient
' ; her

meaning being that as Prologue kuew nothing of llie use of

ttthout the true sensl. 'ju^t as ilu, sinLu,l'i,i<>di]C!-il l.> a child

playing on a recorder wmld ihiI \h: a Uw- owing tu the

child's ignorance of the stops or fingerinj;'. The recorder is

the easiest of wind instruments to sound ; a child can make
it speak, but, not knowing how to finger it, cannot govern
the ventages, aid command them to an utterance of harmony.

Shakespeare is not the only poet who uses stop in the sense

offingering ; Drayton, for instance, credits Euterpe with

—

Teaching every stop and kay (key).

To those upon the pipe who play.

Amongst recorder players, stops denoted not only the simple

fingerings of the notes of the diatonic scale for which the
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recorder was pierced, but also the more complex combinations
of the fingers known as cross-fingerings, by which accidentals

were obtained before the application of closed kB3rs to the
flute, The io\\ovnag,\TLYilacacrossfiHgeriHp&m'Men^to,
is from a Tutor for the recorder, entitled The Del^htfnl
Companion, or, choice oew lessons for the Recorder or
Flute :

" ' This Table directs and is a Guide to know all the
Stops upon the Recorder or Flute, both Flat and Sharp, or
the half notes ascendii^ and descending, according to the
Scale of Mustek.'

Thirdly, mechanical appliances for the production of

notes are sometimes spoken of as stops. Lord Bacon employs
the word to signify the frets of the lute, and Shakespeare
writes :

' his jesting spirit ... is now crept into a lute

string and now governed by stops.' Milton calls the keys of
the organ and the pipes of the syrinx stops. The knobs
attach^ to leverst which open and close sets of pipes in the
organ, as well as the sets of pipes acted on, are now knowa

Fourthly, stop, like touch, has been transferred from the
means by which a note is produced to the note itself. We
can find an example in " Hamlet " :

—

' a pipe for fortune's finger

To sound what slop she please.'

Milton speaks of the slops, or notes of or(;ans, meaning by
the term organs, wind instruments, and calls the notes of the
syrinx the stops of quills, that is, of reeds of which the pipes
of the syrinx are made. Again, Drummond, in a sonnet
addressed to the lute, terms the jiotes of the instrument
stops .-—

Thy pleasing notes be pleasing notes no more,
But orphan wailings to the fainting ear

;

Each stop a. sigh, each sound draws forth a tear.

You WOULD PLUCK OUT THB HEART OF us IfVSTBRY.

We now come to Hamlet's last speech. It contains but
one obscure expression : " VoQ would pluck out the heart of

my mystery." As there is a reference to music in every other
member of the sentence in which the words occur, it is not

"The tall litis of Ibe co^ of the woik in Ihe library of the Biitisb

Mnteum a u folkiwai The Delighiral CompBniiHit oi, choice new leesona

for Ibe Recorder or Flute, to wblcn is added, several leesons far two and three
flutes to play together. Also Plain and Easy Inalructions for Beginners, and

The"semnTEdilion'coirected."l^d^^^ Printed for John Playford, at hit

Shop near the Temple Church ; and for John Cair, at his Shop at the Middle
Temple Qite, i68fi.

According to Kidaon (Britiih Husk PHblithirs), The Delightful Com-
puiion w» pablished In 1683, and advectiKd in and 16S5.
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likely that Shakespeaie inteoded the phrase to fonn an
exceptioD. We may therefore suppose that Hamlet is

likening the stealthy attempts of Rosencrantz and
Guildenstem to draw from him, by smooth words, the heart
of his mystery, to the gentle action of the soft tips of the
fingers, by which the harper, or the lulenist, makes his

instrument speak.

Hamlet takes leave of the recorder with a pun. He plays
upon the wordfret in its double meaning as a verb, to chafe or
irritate, and as a noun, the name of the transverse ridges

applied to such instruments as the lute to guide the finger in

stopping the string, ' Though you can fret me,' he says, ' you
cannot piay upon me.' Shakespeare again makes use of fret
as a vehicle for his wit in the ' Taming of the Shrew"' (Act H.,
Scene i), where, drawing on his intrxhaustible fund of jeux
de mots, he puns on it with fume. Hortensio, describing how
he was assaulted by his pupil whon giving a lesson on the
lute, says ;

—

I did but tell her she mistook her frets,

And bow'd her hand to teach htr fingering
;

When, with a most impatient devilish spirit,

Frets, call you these ? quoth she : I'll fume with them:
And, with that word, she struck me on the head,
And through the instrument my pale made way;
And there I stood amazed for a while.

As on a pillory, looking ihrough the iute :

While she did call me, rascal fiddler.

And twangling Jack ; and twenty such vile terms,
As she had studied to misuse me so.

DISCUSSION.

The Chairman— Ladies and gentlemen, I am sure you must
have heard with much interest, indeed I might say delight,

from this paper the result of Mr. Welch's long studies upon
the flute and the instruments which belong to that family.

He has not only carefully analysed the interesting scene of

"Hamlet "and the recorders in Shakespeare's play, but he
has told us something about the flute in ancient times,

quoting from his extensive reading in the works of the early

writers in Rome who spoke about the instrument. I almost
wondered that he had not gone a little farther and told us

that in Rome there was a College of Fiute-players
;
possibly

some day he will extend his researches and let us hear

something about that, for I am sure it would interest us all to

know that music was so methodically cultivated and looked
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after among the Latins in ancient days. There are some
few remarks I would like to make on the paper. First, with
regard to the word " recorder." It is always dangerous when
persons who have not sufficiently mastered an art set them-
selves to explain passages that require at least a knowledge
of its terminology. We often perceive this freely illustrated

in the treatment of musical matters by novelists. I remember
seeing one commentary on this Shakespeare passage, in

which the writer said on the words " Enter tiie recorders" :

" This must refer to some of the lower legal of&cers "
! That

gentleman had certainly not sat at the feet of Mr. Welch.
But even in the comments on Shakespeare by those vho
have some acquaiatance with th^ subject there are some
curious things. One is in connection with the words
"broken music." I am aware there is some little difference

of opinion as to the exact meaning. I recently saw broken
music described as "arpeggio music," because the chords
were broken. I have very little doubt, and probably I shall

carry most of you with me, when I say that it was music not
composed for any one set of instruments. Instruments,
whether recorders, viols, cornets, flutes, or others, were made
in sets of different sizes, but all of one type. Now " broken
music," in my estimation, was music in which instruments of
different kinds were used together—the set was broken.
There is a curious allusion, one of Che earliest I have found,

to flutes as used in plays in the tragedy of " Gordobric,"
Act v., played before Queen Elizabeth in 1564. There
different instruments are employed in the several acts to

represent the different sentiments and subjects in the play.

In the fifth Act it is directed that drums and flutes should be
used. If the flutes were meant to be recorders, and I have
little doubt they were, one wonders how they made them-
selves heard, unlefs there were many bars lace! for the drums
so that the soft flutes had a chance. One wonders at the
correctness of the many allusions to music in Shakespeare.
Of course the same is said of everythmg that Shakespeare
touches, whether medicine, divinity, forestry, statecraft, the
animal world, or anything else. But it must be remembered
that he was well acquainted with many of the persons of the
day who were conversant with these things, and amongst hb
friends were some musicians—we know of one William
Holbome—and from thdr works, and, naturally, also their
conversation, he must have learnt a great deal ; so although
Shakespeare was not a violist or flautist, or a player on tSe
recorder or hautboy—of comse he may have tried them

—

still, from what he heard, he must have learned something
about the instruments, and as has been said to-day, his
allusions are as correct as if they had been written by one
who was himself a player. That William Holbome wrote a
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remarkable work, " Medulla Musicas, or Marrow of Musick
sucked out of the sap of two most famous Musicians, William
Byrd and Alfonso Ferrabosco." Whether there is anything
on the instrument now under discussion in this book 1 cannot
say. From the remarks which Mr. Welch made with regard

to the music of the theatres it seems that even in those early

days they were not inclined to spend much money on the
ait. They were satisfied with a very little, and, if I under-
stand rightly, they sometimes called on the actors to take a
turn at the tnu^c. We have seen in our own days theatres

in which they do not spend much money on their music

—

they manage to get a lot of brass, and so make more
noise than music Amongst the instruments spoken
of by Mr. Welch as belonging to Henry Vlll., I do
not think he mentioned one which is in the Catalogue
of his Will—"one threat Bass Recorder," and with regard
to flutes mentioned by Shakespeare there is one about
which Mr. Welch did not tell us anything—" the wry-necked
flute." Whether it was a bass flute with a crooked mouth-
piece cominir mil of iL. or tiiu: of Ltii- i-aiiier forrcis 01 ilie cor
anglais, I do 1101 iiuow: 1 wuj asK Mr. weccti wtii:iiier Jie can
say anythinir aiioiii ctiis. un ttit; uuestion 01 iiu<:ii. it is

difficult to t been
sung uulesii uu: i<\\i:n ii;is iiiui.ii i:ii;iui!irij. 1 think
Dr. Cummi: s can
say soraethiu!! im iiiis [loini. j\s 10 irii; word v(riiL;iiies," I

do not find it anywhere else. 1 turn to dear old Johnson, the

word is not there. Of course we all know what it means. It

must come from veKlus (wind). Whether Shakespeare thought
fit to use it instead of " vents" for the sake of the metre I

cannot say ; but it is curious, so far as I know, that it is not
found anywhere else. Our lecturer also touched on the
question of " touch " and what it meant in Shakespeare. Of
course the word has been extensively used in music. In
France they call the keys touches. In my young days old

persons still spoke of a person's " touching " the pianoforte

;

the word is quite rightly applied to the stopping oi the vent-

holes of the recorder. I was interested to hear those remarks
of Mr. Welch on the subject of the word ' fret.' I also

thought that Shakespeare in that case was making a pun on
the words " though you can worry me, you cannot fret me
just as you will." We all know that on the old instruments,
viols and lutes, they had firets. We even use the word for

the old clavichords in which two or more notes were obtained
from the same string ; we say it is fretted in some parts,

meaning it is stopped throughout ; the Germans use gebunden.
Mr. Welch spoke of the old flutes being made of reeds. That
is quite true. The old flute is the ealamiu; but I think the

term was very widely used by the ancients ; they not only
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had the word tibia, but calamus as well ; and you know that

like as the reeds of the clarinet, bagpipe, bassoon, &c,, a little

vibrating reed in early times was fastened in a so-called flute,

then merely a pipe open from end to end. Tlie Greeks
certainly had different kindsof flutes— Phrygian, Lydian, and
so on ; but when one sees the term mentioned by these old

wntera, one can never be certain it was not played with a

reed. With regard to the word stop, it is interesting to note

the many uses of the term. In the organ it is the handle or

pull, which practically controls the ventages
;

if the sliders

are open the pipes speak. When you push in the stops the

wind can no longer reach them, though the keys are down.
This is very much what happened in the very old organs in

which the players pulled out the separate sliders for each
note, and then put them in. This is evidently what the
Venerable Bede meant when hedes cribedthe performers as

¥ivermng the alphabet, i.e.. sounding the notes required,

hey could not be played very fast, nor play any chords.

I will now ask some who are present to speak. There are
many here who can tell us something about this interesting

sutnect. Perhaps Dr. Cummings will lirst favour us.

Dr. CuuMiMCS.—^There is only one little point that I have
to add that has not yet been mentioned ; it is with relation to

the sentence " Though you can fret me, you cannot play on
me." As a matter of feet the early viols had no fretting ; and
when people tried to find short ways of learning to play on
them, they used temporarily to make frets with a piece of

string. They were put round the neck of the instrument
and fastened with wax. The idea of fretting suggested
something that can be put on to.day and taken offto-morrow.
The instruments of the guitar kind had regular frets, but the
early viols had no such thing. The learners did just what
they do now. At the shops of dealers in cheap violins you
can buy a piece of paper, which you can paste on the finger-

board, and which shows the points at which the strings should
be stopped to make the notes. But in those days they used the
more primitive device of tying a string round the fingerboard.

I have never tried the ventages myself. But 1 have wondered
whether in those days the unskilful tried to fret even these
instruments by putting on bits of string to guide the fingers.

We know they had sometimes little bits of ivory between the
keys, it would have made the fingering very much easier.

As to pitch, that is a dreadful business
; there were so many

pitches. Recorders were used in churches ; and if they were
played with the organ, as probably the recorders at Chester
were, the pitch would necessarily have been very high. We
know the church pitch was very much higher than the
out»de concert pitch, and the accidental circumstance of find-

ing these recorders up to what we used to call FMlhaimonic
K 3
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pitch does not help us the least bit. Wc might find other
recorders of a low pitch. We must not forget that the
recorder was a sweet-toDed instrument. This one is made
with the six holes and the two thumb-holes, one of which
was stopped with wax at the will of the player. But some
recorders had also a little hole at the back of the instrument,
at the top, which was covered with a little bit of skin to ^ve
it a pectmai tone. There is one ot tnis Kmo, I think, at the
Sottth Kenungton Museum. This, no doubt, altered the tone
considerably, and made it more crying perhaps. Here is a
picture I have brought of a female flute-maker, which shows
all the different kinds of flutes that were made at the time.
They are furnished with their names in French and German.

Mr. F. Cunningham Woods.—What we have heard,
Mr. Chairman, about a recorder being supposed to be a
lawyer by some people, has also come under my notice.

Some few years back Mr. Taphouse, of Oxford, lent me a
recorder, a very handsome ivory one, to exhibit after a
leclure before the British Association. Many eminent men
present expressed great pleasure at being allowed at last to
see an instrument which was hitherto unknown to them.
One must not of course expect too much, even from members
of the British Association. Ignorance is not always confined
to musical matters. That I learnt during the visit of the
British Association to Blenheim Palace, later in the same
week, when a lady asked where it was possible to obtain the
best view of the battlefield of Blenheim from the Palace
wmdows. llie recorder appears to tiave Seen a really

popular instrument in its day. We may judge this to be the
case from the fact that it was often represented in wood
carvings, and that several instruction books—" Tutors " is

the actual title used—are known to exist on the shelves of
public and private collections of mu^al books, A building
in Grove Street, Oxford, exactly opposite to Merton College
Chapel, and almost adjoining the east end of Oriel College
Chapel, was pulled down in 1883, or 1884. The carved
staircase was of great interest to musicians. I^s panels
represented groups of various mu^cal instruments—lutes,

viols, hautboys, flutes, and in one or two cases the " beaked-
flute," or the recorder. These representations were very
faithful in all their details, and the character of the recorder
mouthpiece was most noticeable. As in the case of most, if

not all, instruments there appears to have been a complete
set of recorders. One " Tutor" tor the instrument has an
excellent engraving of four players evidently handling treble,

alto, tenor, and bass instruments of the recorder family.

In the bass instrument, by-the-way, the mouthpiece is so
arranged as to enter the top of the tube, not the side, as the
bassoon of to-day has it. Allusion has been made to the
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calamus, and this opens up a snUect on which I should
much value a little explanation. We are told by Herodotus
(VI. 60) that among the Lacedemonians and the Egyptians
the a£Xqr4Evas a member of a class, and that this flute-plajrer

was in his turn the son of a 9ute-player. The profession
seems then to have been kept to certain ^milies, as we are
told that trades and occupations are among the Hindoos of
to-day. Is Herodotus here speaking of a precursor of the
recorder, or does he mean to convey the idea of the player

handling a reed instrument of the oboe or bassoon type?
Were the aikdt: and the SfuuXoe flutes or oboes ? it would be
of great interest for us to learn from our lecturer what is the

precise difference between the flute and the recorder. Why
did the recorder disappear and the flute remain with us ?

Dr. Maclean,—As to the "Midsummer Night's Dream"
reference, some people may not improbably have fancied

that the recorder there mentioned was a childish instrument.

But of course it is not so. The scene is the " Pyramus and
Thisbe " scene, where some "labourers" of Athens are
introduced to give their rude play before Theseus and
Hippolyta. The speaker of the prologue is some Bieotian,

who, though he has got up the words, makes a hash of
the full-stops. Then Hippolyta says, " He hath played on
his prologue, as a child on the recorder "

;
meaning, not

on a nursery instrument, but on an instrument beyond its

powers.
Mr. Welch.—I will touch in the briefest possible way on

some of the questions asked—to discuss them in detail would
take up more time than the Paper I havejust read. First, a
word on the Coll^ of Flute players, lite guilds or clubs,

called colics, at Rome were corporations which could hold
property, sue, and be sued, l^ey were very numerous.
There were Colleges of Magistrates, of Prsetors, of Augurs, of
Priests ofthe different temples, as well as ofpersons engaged in

varioustrades. Amongst thosewhoplayedon windinstruments
there was a College of Horn blowers {JEneatorum), of Trum-
peters {Liticinum) and Corneters {CornicinuinS ; but far more
important was the College of Flute players (Tibicinum), for

it provided the music for the Temple service. The duties,

or labour, as Ovid calls them, of a Temple Flute player were
much heavier than those of a church organist. At a sacrifice

he was required to play, not only before the sacred rite began,
whilst the hymns were sung, and when the congregation were
leaving the Temple, but at the libations and the consecration
of the victim, and, indeed, at other times during the service,

in order to appease and soothe the deity, so as to induce
him to accept the sacrifice, heat the prayers, and grant the
petitions. In fact, amongst the Greeks, if no sign of divine
bvour was vouchsafed, he was expected to keep on with a
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voluntary until a favourable omen appeared. On account of

the holiness of the office great honours were bestowed on the
players by Nutna Pompiiius, the founder of the College,
Those on duty in the Temple of Jupiter Capitolinus had the
right of taking food Utis vesccndi) in the sacred edifice. An
attempt wasonce made to deprive them of the privilege, where-
upon theCollege left Rome inabodyandretired toTibur.sothat
there was no one left to play at the sacrifices. Fears of an
outburst of divine wrath were aroused, as the priests were
sacrificing without flute*music, and the Senate, in alarm,

sent ambassadors to the Tiburiines, asking them to assist in

restoring the flute players to the Romans. The Tiburtines,

having in vain besought them to returnj are seriously credited
with having had recourse to a ridiculously incredible

stratagem. They are said to have invited them to a banquet,
and, having plied then> with wine tiil they lost their senseS)

to have thrown them into carts, in which they were carried

back to Rome, so that when, at daybreak, they regained
consciouBcess, they found themselves in the Forum, sur-

rounded by a crowd of c'
' ' <

and begging iiu^m to

tissue of h i noc
detain you vnm niv dciiiiusi^ii e\iii:iii;itii>Ti. lot ii vou will

turn to the vojumk; oi our iTOi:ei:U]nL'ii wiiicji contains my
former Pappi on the recorder, vou will tiiid It there.' To
the same Paper I will refer you for a drawing of a
Great Bass recorder, which I have conjectured might have
been given by Henry VIII. to a King of France." It is

of such immense size that the player worked two of the keys
with his feet. I have also reproduced an engraving from
Prsetorius, giving a back and front view of an ordinary great,

or contrabass, recorder' without pedals, and have printed a
complete list of the one hundred and fifty-four flutes which
belonged to Henry VIll.' His Great Bass recorder bad
previously been mentioned by Mr. Wilham Chappell, and in

Grove's l3ictionary, but finding that the inventory had never
been published in its entirety, I had a copy of it taken from
the Harleian Manuscript in the British Museum. On the

question of the sort of flutes played with drums in the dumb
show before the fifth Act of " Gobuduc," I fear that I shall

be obliged to ask our worthy Chairman to allow me to have
my doubts. I always thought that th^ were fifes,—the fife

and drum were very popular in Queen Elizabeth's tim&—an4
that the flutes referred to in connection with the third Act

' PieceedinEBofthe Hu>ic*l AnocUtion, iBg7.gS,p. 199, NoteSg.

• lUd., p. 17G.

' Ibii,, p, 173.

' im., p. 167.
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were recorders. The wry-necked fife I must pass over ; it

requires to be dealt with in a special Paper. I hope at some
future time to bring before you what I have in manuscript on
the subject. SufGce it to say that a point on which critics

differ is whether the fife itself was curved, or whether
Shakespeare intended to allude to the neck of the fifer,

which is held awry when he plays. So convinced was
Carl Engel that the fife was meant, that he exhibited in

a case, at the South Kensington Museum, an instrument

to which a label was attached intimating that it was a
specimen of the wry-necked fife of Shakespeare. It was
a zinken, or cornet, an instrument long extinct, but the bass

of which, the serpent, survived almost down to our time.
What Dr. Cummings has told us about the application of

frets in olden times is very interesting. The circumstance
that instruments were formerly fretted, not by the maker,
Bs is now customary, but by the player himself, adds
point to Hamlet's words " you can fret me." The number
of the holes with which the recorder was pierced was nine,

one of them, a duplicate for Ihe little finger, not the thumb,
being ' closed* with wax. The wax has fallen out of the
instntment just shown you. As for the reputed recorder
in the South Kensington Museum, on examining it I found
that it was made in New Bond Street, not a hundred years
ago, and that the hole covered with membrane could not by
any possibility affect the tone. It seems likely that Carl
Engel was imposed on by some enterprising dealer who
cleverly erased with a hot iron the words " Bond Street," and
so was able to make Engel believe that the instrument was an
old one. There is a drawing and description of it in the Paper
to which I have already referred.' Mr. Cunningham Woods
spoke of a passage in Herodotus. I will mention another
passage relating to the fiute in that author in order to draw
your attention to the views of a musician on a technical

expression it contains. The Lydians, in their military music,

during a campaign against the Milesians, are said by
Herodotus (I. 17) to have made use of the feminine and
masculine flute {aikoS yvfaniiioir rc icni AySprttaa). These
instruments correspondpd to the voices of the two sexes, the
feminine representing the woman's, the masculine the man's
voice. M. Gevaert, in his great work on ancient music,
gives it as his opinion that feminine and masculine flutes

included the whole flute family from the shrillest treble to the
deepest bass flute. He does not, of course, undertake to say
what members of the family the I^ydtans employed.
Mr. Woods asks if the nliUc was, or was not, a reed
instnunent. AfiUc, like oui word *'pipe," was a generic

* Ibid., p, iGa. Itltt., pp. aig to «i.
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name, and included instruments of different kinds,—even
the pipes of tlie syrinx were called afiXnJ. There was no
reed to the ic\ayla\i\ot, or transverse flute,—but the auXoc,

so popular with the Greeks,— the instrument which Minerva
threw away, and the fop Alcibiades refused to learn,

because they thought that it disfigured the bee—as well as

the Siav\os, or double flute, were most certainly played with
a reed. It would not be safe, however, to call thetn either

hautboys, bassoons, or clarionets, because the reed, instead of

resembling that of either of these instruments, might have
been similar to that of the arghool. The reeds used by the

Greeks were, like our own, made of reed,—we know the name
of the lake where the best reeds were said to grow— but the

Egyptians appear to have used straws for the purpose. A
straw has been found in an Egyptian tomb lying near a flute,

seemingly for the use of the deceased, in case he should

desire to make a new reed when playing the flute in the next

world. Mr. Woods wishes to know the difference between a
recorder and a flute. The difference is one of name. The
recorder changed its name to the flute and the common flute.

In time it was forgotten that the flute had ever been called

the recorder, and men began to wonder what sort of instni-

ment a recorder was.' Tlie change is traced and illustrated

in the Paper which I have more than once mentioned.* You
will also find there a reproduction of the engraving referred

to by Mr. Woods, representing four players handling
instruments of the recorder family.*

The Chairman.—Before asking you to pass a vote of
thanks, I must say a word on two remarks which have been
made. Dr. Cummings alluded to the little ivory studs, or
guides, that were placed on the flutes. 1 think they were used
down to a very late date. I have a double-Sute, made by
Bainbridge at the beginning of last century, which has these
guides. As to the nCiXoc, I think in some instances undoubtedly
it had a reed. The two old Egyptian specimens from the
Fayoum, which were brought over here by Flinders Petrie and
shown, were the ilauKot. or double-flute

;
ihey must have been

played with reeds made from split straw, they were too small
to be played in any other way. The recorder is the
descendant of the ancient Hdj' of the Egyptians, still used by
them. This is an absolutely open tube. The player holds it

obliquely, putting it under his lips, closing part of the top of
the tube with his lower lip, and then blowing down it. The
tone is very much like that of the recorder. After a time
the top was stopped entirely, and an arrangement with a thin

wind-channel and edge was inserted, which is practically the
same as we find in the flue organ pipes of the present day

> Jtirf., pp. 143 to 148. * Ibid., p. tgo. * Ibii., p. 189.
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I take it the recorder came from that ; later the lips of the
player were left to do all, as in the flute with a mouth-hole that
we use to-day. Some imagine theJiauto traverse is practically
a new instrument ; but in an old Spanish MS., dating, I

think, about i2jo, there is a man playing on ajlaulo traverse,

I have very little doubt he was blowing through a hole in the
side of the instrument.



Uur 13, tgn>

Mr. a. H. D. PRENDERGAST,

In the Chair.

SIDE-LIGHTS ON TALLIS.

By R. R. Terry.

Synopsis,—Church music in England before the Reforma-

tion.—Changes effected at the Reformation.—Tallis's share

ID music of both periods.—His Masses.—Comparison of his

pubhshed with his unpublished works.—His position among
his contemporaries.

Illustrations. — (1) A "Lamentation" for 5 voices;

(a) " Benedictus " from a 4-part Mass ; (3)
" Agnus Dei

"

from ft Mass "Salve Intemeiata " ; (4) "Gloria I^tri"

from a Motett ; (5) " Alleluia " on a plain chant theme.

The Conndl legiet thatt Vb. Tony having &Ued to supply

them ^th any copy or notes of his address, they are re-

luctantly compiled simply to report that its delivery was

liidlowed a brief discusnon.
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SIR FREDERICK BRIDGE, Vicr-Presidbnx,

Im the CRAIIt;

CORONATION MUSIC.

By J. 5. SHEDLacK, B.A.

The title of my paper refers speually to the Coronation
services ia Westminster Abbey, but a word or tno may be
said about the Coronation pageants connected with the pas-
sa^ of three sover^gns through the City of l.ondon

:

Elizabeth, James I., and Charles II. It was on Saturday,
January 14, 1558, "about two of the clocke at after-

noone, that Good Queen Bess marched from the Tower
to proceed to Westminster. On a scaffold near Fanchurch
Stood a " noyesof instrumenla" ; and at Gracious Slreate (now
Gracechurch Street] we also read of " loude noyses of
musicke." A noise. I may remind you, in those days merely
meant sound or band. Ia Shakespeare's ' King Henry IV."
we read, "bee if thou canst tind out Sneak's noise," his

street-band; and in " Macbeth," when in the Witches' scene,

at the commeocement of Act iV., King Duncan's General
says, " Why sinks that cauldron? and what noise is this ?"

there is the indication "Hautboys." And of this very progress
of Queen Bess we read how, at the porch of St, Peter's, in
Cheapside, or " Cheape " as it wjs called. "The waites of
the Citie gave a pleasant noyse with their instrumentes as the
Queene's Majestie did passe by"; also of a " noyse of singing
children."

King James I. was crowned in July. 1603, but owing to

the plague ' His Majestie's Triumphant Passage through His
HonouTrtblc Citip of J..ondon " was deferred until March ig

of the follov/inu; v(:ar. In the description of it we hear much
more about inuaic. To delight the Queen " with her owne-
country musicke, nine trumpets and a kettle-drum did very
sprightly and actively sound the Danish March," Then at

one point we read, on the Kind's approach, of the ceasing
of " sad and sdemn music having beaten the ayre all the
timeof his absence"; aDdof"aloude and excellent musick
composed of violins." Also of nine boys, who, in that place,
i^resenting the Nine Muses " sang a aittie to their viols and
other instruments"; of a song with chorus; and of an
anthem sung by the St. Paul's choir " to the mumcke of
loud instruments."
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I spoke just now of waits. Let me read you a sfatni

passage concerning them and th^ mnsic from Hawldns's
" History of Music " :

—

"Themusicofth«emen could scarcely be called a coucert,

for this obvious reason, that it had no variety of parts, nor
commixture of different instruments: half-a-dozen of fiddlers

would scrape Sellenger's ' Round,' or ' John, come kiss me,'

or ' Old Simon the King,' with divisions, till themselves and
their audience were tired, after which as many players on the

hautboy would in the most harsh and discordant tones grate
forth ' Green Sleeves,' ' Yeliow Stockings,' ' GiUian of

Croydon," or some such common dance tune, &c. ; and people
thought it fine music."

John Ogilby, in his " Relation of Hia Majestie'9 Enter-
tainment Passing through the City of London to his

Coronation," published in 1661, besides drums beating "a
lofty English March," also "the marches of several

countries" or "turning their March to a Battel," "noise"
of sounding trumpets, wind-musiclt of six, also of twelve
persons, a Band of Wayts, and a Body of Military Musick
consisting of six trumpets and three drums, mentions
various songs, one of which, sung by Concord, Love, and
Truth, would not be inappropriate at the present moment.
It commenced thus :

—

Comes not here the ISing of Peace,
Who, the stars so long foretold,

From all Woes should us release

Converting Iron-times to Gold ?

The names are given of the carpenters, painters, of the

joyner and the carver, who prepared the triumphal arches,

stages, Ac. ; in fact, " the parts," to quote Ogilby,
" of which this entertainment consists, also the architect,

Mr. Peter Mills, Surveyor of the City," and " another
Person, who desires to have his name conceal'd."

And then we read, "The Principal Parts of the Musick,
by His Majestie's servants ; all Composed by Matthew
I^ck Esq

;
Composer in Ordinary to his Majesty."

Some of the instrumental music has been preserved, for

the most part in the handwriting of the composer, in a folio

volume which belonged to Charles II., bearing the royal

DrXiimmingshas part-books, which also belonged to the King,
and which contain some of this music. The two movements
which I am about to play will possibly be heard for the first

time since they were performed in the streets of London two
hundred and forty-one years ago. The first, an " Ayre,'' was
scored for sackbuts and cornets. The cornet—the prede-
cessor of the oboe—was of powerful tone, though we are
told by Mersennus that skilful players could soften and
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modulate them (there were treble, tenor, and bass cornets)

so that " nothing can be more sweet." The sackbut was a
trumpet with a slide like the trombone. These instruments

were also used in churches. " Charles I., when at Oxford, had
service at the Cathedral with organs, sackbuts. recorders,

cornets," &c., wrote Joseph Brookbank, or Brooksbank,
minister and schoolmaster, in his *' The Well-tun'd Organ ;

or an esercitation wherein this question is discuss'd, whether
or no instrumental and organick musick he lawfiil in holy
publick assemblies," published in i66a. ^e wonl " sackbut,"
by-the-way, occurs only once in Shakespeare's plays. In
" Coriolannsi" Act V., Scene 4, where in a pubhc [dace a
messenger comes to annotmce that CorioZaniM and the ladies

are "almoM at point to mitet" the city. "Why, barkyoul"
he Bays :

—

The trumpets, sackbuts, psalteries, and fifes

Tabors and cymbals, and the shouting Romans
Make the sun dance.

The two movements which I am going to play are an " Ayre"
and a " Saraband." The effect of the muac on the ^ano-
forte is of course feeble, but you may like to hear the kind of
music which was performed. To give it as Locke wrote it is

impossible. More than a hundred years ago, Burney, in his

"Account of the musical performances in Westminster
Abbey," in 1784, wrote:

—

" In order to render this band as powerful and complete as

possible it was determined to employ every species of

instrument that was capable of producing grand effects in a

great orchestra and spacious building. Among these the
Sacbut or Double Trumpet was sought ; but so many years

had elapsed since it had been used in this kingdom, that

neither the instrument nor a performer on it could easily be
found. It was, however, discovered that in his Majesty's
private military band there were six musicians who played
the three several species of sacbut—tenor, bass, and double-

In fact, there were two sackbut players with their instru-

ments in the procession at the Coronation of George III.i

only 23 years previously,

[Locke's "Ayrb" and "Sababahd" were then playeq
BY THE Lecturer.]

Bad workmen are said to complain of their tools, hut
whatever the men may be they sometimes have to deal with
unsatisfactory ones. I consider that I am in that position.

Just allow me to show you by one or two illustrations how
difficult it was to get accounts of the music performed at

coronations even so late as the eighteenth century.
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Agnea StricklaDd's " Lives of the Queena of England "

wouTd seem just the kind of book in which to find details

concerning tiie music performed at the Coronation of Queen
Anne. We do read of the choir bursting into the anthem,
" The Queen shall rejoice in thy strength, O Lord," after the
recognition [ and, later on, how the choir " broke into a
short but rejoicing anthem, ' Praise the Lord, 0 Jerusalem';"
but nothing in either instance concerning the respective

composers. Yet we are told exactly how the archbishop and
bishops were occupied " while the [first] anthem was being
sung," and in like manner how " the peers and peeresses put
on their coronets while it [i.e., the second] was being sung."
Again we read in the County yournal, of Saturday,

October 14, 1727, that "the Ceremony of the Coronation
[i.e., of George II.] was performed with the greatest

Grandeur and attended with the moat harmonious Enter-
tainment of vocal and instrumental Musick." That is all.

But there was another paper of the period from which I

thought I might possibly glean some further information
concerning this " harmonious Entertainment." The London
Gazette, of October 10-14, has an account "published b^
Authority." I read therein of the Organ-Blower of the choir
" singing an Anthem as their Majesttes entered the church,"
and of ' the singing of the To Deum." There was no
more about the music.
Of the Anthems sung at the Coronations of Elizabeth and

lames I., I can find no details. " The first Anthems," says
Thomas Tudway in the great Collection which he made for

liord Harley, " date from Elizabeth, for it was she who
appointed the daily service of our Church to be read and sune
in English. Tallis and Byrd were the men who set to work
to provide music, and Mr. Morley, a great Artist in fug^ues.,

canons and such like exercises of figurative music that ever
was." The sentiment of the last sentence is superior to the
language in which it is couched.
The Tomkins family was a remarkable one. Thomas

Tomkins, Precentor of the Choir of Gloucester, had six sons:
Peregrine; Nathaniel ; Nicolas, oneofthegentlemenotlhe privy
chamber to Charles I.; Thomas; John, organist of King's
College, Cambridge, and afterwards of St. Paul's ; and Giles,

household musician to the king, and, according to Anthony
iL Wood, organist of Salisbury Cathedral, Butler, in his
" Principles of Music," published in 1636, calls Thomas and
^dhn aureus par MiiEicnrain. Thomas studied under Byrd. Itis

an ir.lcresliji;: fact that one of his anthems was scored by Blow
and a;jain bv Ptircell ; both manuscripts are in the Fitzwilliam
Museum, Canibridge. Tomkins wrote the anthem " O Lord,
grant the King a long life," for the Coronation of Charles I.

There is no reference to this either in Grove, or Brown and
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Stratton. It was for four voices, "means, first and second,

counter-tenor, base, and organ." It is to be found in " Musica
Deo Sacra ; or, Musick dedicated to the Honour and Service
of God," published in 1664 and again in 1668. Heniy Lawes
wrote " Zadok the Priest " for the Coronation of Charles
but I have found ao trace of it, nor of Henry Cooke's
' Behold, O God," which was written for the same event.

Of Dr. Blow, predecessor and successor of Purceli as organist

of Westminster Abbey, i merely mention that for Jame^ II. 's

Coronation he wrote " God spake sometimes in visions," and
"Behold. O God, our Defender." The latter will now be
sung. It is a full anthem, bul I am venturing to give it with
the few singers you see on the platform, so that you may hear

music of which, so far as I am aware, there is no modern
reprint. 1 may just add that it was for the Coronation
of James II. that Piiri^ell wrote his anthems " I was
glad," and " My heart is intiiting." Jeremiah Clarke, born,

it is supposed, in 1669, studied under Blow at the

Chapel Royal. Dictionaries have much to say about
his suicide—^the cause of it and the exact date on
which it occurred ; yet, curiously, they do not refer to the
statement made by Warren, on the authority of a contem-
porary MS. in the Gresham Library, that Clarke's anthem
" Praise the Lord, O Jerusalem " was written for the
Coronation of Queen Anne. Not only do Burney, Hawkins,
and the Dictionary of Musicians (Grov^ not mention this, but
there is nothing about it even In the Dictionary of National
Biography. Hawkins particularly refers to the anthem as
one of the most celebrated, vriiile Bumey describes it as
"extremely natural and agreeable, and as modern and
gracefiil as the gravity of the choral service will, with
propriety, allow."

William Turner was the son of Charles Turner, cook of

Pembroke College, Oxford. There is practically nothing to

say atK>ut him as a man. He died in his eighty-ninth year,
and left a curious will in which he bequeathed all his

property to his wife, except one shilling to each of his five

children ; the wife, however, to whom he had been married
nearly seventy years, died four days before him. What
became of the property or of four of the children I cannot
say. The daughter, Ann, married John Robinson, assistant

organist to Dr. C
at the Doctor's death ; both are buried in the same grave.

You will now hear Turner's anthem -The Queen shall

rejoice," written for the Coronation of Queen Anne, which
took place on April 23, 1702—the 138th anniversary, by-the-

way, of Shakespeare's birthday.
William Croft, bornm 107701 1070, stuuieaunuer ur. jjiow,

whom, in 17081 he succeeded as organist of Westminster
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Abbey. Some of his biographers state that his death was
due to an illness contracted at the Coronation of George U.,
but, as stated in Grove, Croft died August 14, J727, whereas
the Icing was only crowned on. the 4th of the following

October. Grove, however, sa^s nothing about the anthem
" The Lord is a sun and a shield," which he wrote for the
Coronation of George I.

I am going to play you the opening chorus, which I have
written out for pianoforte. I want just to show you the

solid, Handelian style of the music. The Coronation took
place on October 29, 1714. Handel, it may be noted,

came to England in 1710, and his Utrecht Te Deum had
already been performed at St. Paul's in 1713.

The Bcanty references to coronation music, to which I

referred, are all the more aBtonishing in the case of the

Coronation of George 11., for which Handel wrote his four

great anthems :
" Zadok the Priest," " Let thy hand be

strengthened," The King shall rejoice," and " My heart is

inditing." More detailed notice ivould have been welcome,
seeing that authorities are not quite agreed as to whether
ihe four were actually ^ung. In "The Ceremonial of the
Coronation of his Wont S:i<:rc(i Majesty King George the

Second, and of his Koyal Consort, Queen Caroline,"

published at Dublin in 1727, the first, third and fourth are
mentioned, but not the second, " Let thy hand be
strengthened." Hence Dr. Crotch and Dr. Rimbault, on the
strength of this accoimt, concluded that this second anthem
was lint sung, and stated so in the preface to those coronation
anthems in the Handel Society edition, Dr. Chrysander,
however, found all four mentioned in a detailed account of

the Coronation, published at Hanover in 1728. He is of

opinion that the Dublin account was published before the

Coronation, and merely gave an account of the usual form of

service at English coronations.

Handel's well-known Coronation Anthems need no
descitption. I have, however, just one or two things to say
about them. You will all remember that when Dr. Gibson,
Bishop of London, sent to the composer the texts for tbe
anthems, the latter said, " I have w^ read my Bible, and will

choose for myself." This remark brings to my mind another
composer mentioned by Mattheson, who selected Bible words.
When George, Elector of Hanover, was about to come to

England as king, Farinelli, uncle of the famous singer,

knowing that Handel had deserted the Elector, presented to

the latter a setting of the words " Lord remember me when
thou comest into thy kingdom," thus liinting at the post
he would like to occupy. The Elector, we are told, was
greatly displeased at die—to use a mild word—bad taste

thus shown.
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Of the Handel Anthems I will merely remind you that

the composer made use of portions of them in his oratorios
" Esther," ' Deborah,'' and the ' Occasional Oratorio."

William Boycc was born in 1710, the same year as Arne,and
was placed under Charles King—who, by-the-way, married
Ann, sister of Jeremiah Clarke—and studied afterwards under
Dr. Pepusch. According to the table of contents of Warren's
edition of Boyce's "Cathedral Music," the composer wrote
no fewer than eight anthems for the Coronation of George III.

From the catalogue of Boyce's manuscripts in the Bodleian
Library, drawn up by Mr. T. W. Taphouse, and given in a
long notice of Boyce by Mr. F. G. Edwards [Musieal Times,
July, 1901}, we read that the " table of contents on a few of
the volumes shows that the original music for the service was
cut down to about half the projected length." It is said that
he declined writing inu«c to the words " Zadok the Priest,"

on the ground that it would be presumption in him to

attempt it after Handel."
Thomas Attwood, bom 1763, was the son pf a coal mer-

chant—not the first tinae, t^-the-way< that we read of coals
in connection with music ; just over half-a-centiiry before the
birth of Attwood died the famous Thomas Britton

—

" Doom'd to small-coal, yet to arts ally'd
"

whose concerts in the room over his coal-cellar in Aylesbury
Street, Clerkenwell Green, were so famous. There Handel
would o^n entertain the company by playing the harpsi-

chord. Attwood was the pujul of Uozart, while nearly half-

a-century after the death of that composer he made the
acquaintance of Mendelssohn, who visited him at his house
in Norwood. This is rather a rouadabout way of saying that
he lived to a good age (he died in his 74th yearj, but it helps
one to remember the period at which he flourished and the
strong influence exerted over liim in his early days. The
sheets containing the harmony exercises, with Mozart's cor-
rections and comments, are treasures now in tbe possession
of Sir F. Bridge. Attwood wrote the anthem " I was glad "

for the Coronation of George IV., and '• O Lord, grant the
King a long life," for that of William IV. The full scores of
both were published. In the dedication to the first king

" My pretensions, Sire, are humble, but whatever merit
may be ascribed to this or to any of my compositions is

wholly attributable to the fostering protection and princely
muniticence which Your Majesty condescended to bestow
upon me in my youth, and which alone enabled me to study
the science I profess, under that ' prodigy of genius,' the
imm^tal Mozart."
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George IV,, when Prince of Wales, heard Attwood as a
youth perforin on the harpsichord at Buckingham Palace,
and was so struck by his talent that he assigned a sum of

money from his privy purse to enable the lad to go to Italy

to pursue his studies. Hence the reference to the iiing's

" princely munificence."
And one sentence may be quoted from the later dedica-

tion :—
' But, Sire, flattering to me as is such Gracious Patronage,

I cannot but look forward with still more exulting feelings to

the benefit likely to follow therefrom to the Musical art

generally ; for when it is seen that efforts so humble as mine
are thought worthy of Your Majesty's notice, native talents

far superior to any that I can boast will be stimulated

to exertion, and prove the beneficial effects of Royal
Encouragement.'

'

In "O Lord, grant the King," "Rule, Britannia " is intro-

duced into the opening symphony; while "I was glad"
opens with " God save the King." I had intended speaking
of the various wa;fs in which our National Anthem has been
harmonised by Arne, Attwood, and recently by Professor

Stanford and Dr. Elgar, but I felt that my paper was getting

unduly long. Of Attwood I have only to add that he com-
menced an anthem for the Coronation of Good Queen Victoria,

but passed away before it was completed.
Of the music of the coming Coronation I have but a very

few words to aay by way of conclusion. It has been published,
and it contains a pleasant and appropriate commixture of old

masters, Taliis, Gibbons, and Purcell ; of dead composers of

the nineteenth century, S. S. Wesley, Sullivan, and Stainer;

and representative living composers—Sir Frederick Bridge
(Homage Anthem), Sir Walter Parratt (" Be strong and play
the man"). Sir Hubert Parry (" 1 was glad"), and Professor
Stanford (" Te Deum Laudamus"); while Handel is repre-

sented by his " Zadok the Priest," as imperative at a
Coronation as his " Messiah " at Christmastide.

AYRE.
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Hal - 1« In iah, Hal - Ic - lu • iah,H>l-)e - lu - i)ih, Hal - la -

Hal . le . lu . iah, Hal - le-lii - iah, Hal - le- lu - iah, Hal - la

Ha! - le - lu - iah, Hal - le - lu iah.Hal-le - lu - iah. Ha] - le

- lu - iah.Hal - le - lu - iah, Hal - le - lu - iah.Halle - lu iah.

la - iab,Hal-U-iu - iah.Hal- le lu- iah,Hal-le-lu - iah.

In - iah,H>l • le lu iab.Hal le Ia-i*h, Hal. la 4u - teh.

DISCUSSION.

Thb CHAiRMAN.^Ladies and gentlemen, I am sure nothbg
could be more welcome to all of us at this time, or indeed at

any time, than a paper containing so much original research
and information as that we have jtist heard. Of course we
hav(i most of us heard a good deal with regard to Coronation
music, and it may seem rather absurd for me to take an
afternoon off to come and listen to more about it ; but I must
say I am amply rewarded, I have known many of these

facts for a long time, but several points of the lecture have
been new to me. Of course I should like to say that, with the

greatest desire I had in connection with the onerous task

imposed on me of suggesting what should be done at the

coming Coronation, with the one thought that I should do the
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riglit thing and the thing that should recommend itself to the

judgment of all musicians, I was of course very much bound
by the exigencies of the Service, and by the fact that the
Book of the Service is, as it were, placed in one's hands as a

sort of Hbretto to which one has to select the music. The
words are not to be chosen by the musician, but are entirely

selected by the ecclesiastical authorities. If anything I have
done meets with approbation (and thy few kind words that

Mr. Shedlock has said seem to indicate that it does) I shall

be glad. These old anthems speak to us in old-fashioned

tones, but they are very interesting to hear. I am very sorry

Mr. Shedlock has not been able to unearth the one said to have
been written by Henry Lawes for Charles II. It seems strange

that a man should have lived all through the troubles of Che

Civil War and have lived just long enough to have written

that anthem, remembering haw much he and his brother had
under^ne fot the cause of Charles !• It is probsble he was
then living almost next door to young Heniy Furcell,who was
then four or five years old. I have no doubt whatever that

calling tUtention to the absence of the MS. will, one of these
days, result in its turning up somewhere. With regard tothe
performance of those four anthems of Handel, I cannot speak
of many records to which I have referred ; I do not know
whether they did the three or the four, but I do not think they

would do anything that was not printed in the Official Book

—

precedents are very strong in tliia matter. I should like to

give an explanation with regard to the coming Coronation.

Some of you may have regretted that Attwood's " I was glad"
was not included. I did originally intend to include it, but
one or two reasons weighed with me in omitting it. I should
like to mention this, because I am inclined to think that the
anthem which Sir Hubert Parry has written for this will make
a great effect, and make everyone who knows what music is

think of it as a great, noble, and novel setting of the words.
The King enters during the singing of this anthem. Thereis
no Coronation March at this point. The King enters the

Abbey appropriately to Ihoss woids which h:ivf been sung
at this point as far back as any lecuuk cav. 'le discovered, " I

was glad when they said unto aie." Puiccll £t;t them and
Attwood set them. The Westminster boys, being one of the

oldest public schools in the kingdom, have the constitutional

right to greet the Sovereign when he comes in with a little

Latinphrase. They viiW sny VivalRegiimAlexandra I aadthea,
when the King appears, Vival Rex Bdwardus I vivat I vivat t

vivat ! This they have been ftccustomed to shout indis-

criminately ; and it seemed to me when I was thinking about
this introductory anthem that something oi^ht to be done to

give an appropriate prominence to this, and not to interfere

with the progress of the anthem, because if all these sixty boys
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up in the triforium shouted this Latin phrase in the midst of

the words " Pray for the peace of Jerusalem," the effect

appeared to me almost irreverent. I conceived the idea that

one might make a break in the anthem, because they are not
supposed to say those words till the King enters the choir.

As a matter of fact, I saw from a private record of Sir George
Smart's that the usual order had been departed from at the
last Coronation. He makes a note that, by permission of the
Bishop of London, the anthem " I was glad " did not begin
till the Queen (Victoria) had entered the choir. That was a
departure from the old rule, and it seemed to me an unfor-

tiinaie thing that the anthem should be postponed. So I

siig;gested that such a treatment as 1 have indicated might be
adopted, and that we might make a sort of break in the
anthem, and then, possibly while the organist extemporises,

these Vivats might be shouted. The outcome of that you
wilt see in Sir Hubert Parry's anthem. I can only say that

when I mentioned it to Sir Hubert Parry he astonished me by
saying, "Oh, that has been done before." He told me there
is some record of a- similar thing having been done when the
Elector of Saxony, Friedrich August II.) was crowned King
of Poland. The result is that in theanthem which Sir Hubert
Parry has written there is a break fi^lowed by a tremendous
burst on some trumpets. At this moment there is a little

phrase that has the character of an old tune I used to hear in

Rochester on Hot Cross Bun day ;

—

One a penny Bun, Two a pen - ny Hoi Crou Bun

!

Vi - val Re - gi . na Al - ei - an dta 1

and that is followed by another phrase—

I think he has made an admirable thing of that. I dare say, in

the excitement of the moment, the boys will not lie particular

to a note or two ; I shall not mind what it is so long as it is a
good one. 1 am sorry to have gone into all these particulars,

but 1 only wished to justify my omission of Attwood's
anthem. I yield to none in my esteem of Attwood ; but that

is my real reason. When the King suggested that Sir Hubert
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should do some inu^c for the Service, I suggested tha.t

he should set this anthem, and I think the result is a

fine contribution to Coronation music. I was bound down
by the rule that there was to be no repetition in the Te Deum
or the Credo, and the music wafi to be simple and dignified

;

it was not to prolong the ceremony, and was only to be
performed when something was going on. That is the old

custom of the Coronation ; the King does not come to sit in

his crown and listen to a lot of music, though composers
abroad seem to think that he does. The music is meant to

accompany a great function. It is a great ceremony, and
this is the incidental music to lit it. I have been as terse

as I could in my own work, but taking into consideration

those limits, I trust that you and, I hope, posterity, will now
know something more than they have done before, because
by the enterprise of Messrs. Novelio the whole Book Service

has been published from beginning to end. No such publi-

cation exists for any previous Coronation ; and I trust that

every library in the country will take the trouble to preserve
it ; and then ray good or evil deeds will be kept alive in the
memory of the country.

Dr. CuMMiNGS.— It has been a very inteirestine paper for

all of us, particularly as our friend Mr. Shedlock is one of
those who are careful about facts. That is not alw^s the case,

as you have foimd in his narration. Sometimes history is not
to be relied on. In a current musical paper I find a most
absurd statement chiefly about Coronation music : " For the
Coronation of King James II. Purcell wrote two anthems,
' I was glad and • My heart is inditing.' and also on various
occasions songs of welcome." There is, however, no record
of any interview between the King and the composer Purcell.

Sonatas of three parts were dedicated to James, and the
composer states that " they are the immediate result of your
Majestie's Royall favour and benignity to me, who have made
me what I am." Now as these sonatas were published in

the year 1683, and Charles II. was then the reigning monarch,
it is rather difficult to understand how Purcell should dedi-
cate them to James II, That is the sort of thing we have put
before us as history. This no doubt wilt some day be fished

up and brought before a future Musical Association as
indubitable evidence that Purcell did so-and-so. 1 was
delighted to hear the music of dear old Matthew Locke—

I

feel I owe an apology to the lecturer for not liaving supplied
some of the music. He found the volume in the British

Museum in the handwriting of Matthew Locke. The
curious thin? is that I have all the part-books in the hand-
-writing of Mktthew Locke, with Charles II. 's arms on them,
and my part-books have one movement more than the score.

The account which Sir Frederick Bridge has given of tlie
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music that is to be peiformed in the Abbey at the Coronation
is very interesting. 1 am bound to say tbat I think we shall

have music more sublime and appropriate than has ever
obtained in the Abbey. 1 am not one to lind fault with our
predecessors, but I think you will agree that some of the old

music that we heard was not particularly expressive. Those
little repeats answering one another may be very well as
exercises, but they are not very edifying. 1 possess a copy
of that anthem "Praise the Lord, O Jerusalem," if not in

Cla.rke'5 handwriting, in a contemporary hand, and it is set to

Latin words. I am wondering whether there has ever been
any part of the ceremony performed in Latin. Perhaps that

anthem was used at the Coronation of James II., and sung in

Latin. We know James much preferred services in Latin.

I have been delighted with Mr. Shedlock's lecture, because
it will suggest to me many directions in which to search for

music ; I hope I shall find some.
Mr. SouTHGATS.—I noticed that Mr. Shedlock spoke of

the cornets used in the Services at the time of the Restoration
as a kind of oboes. I do not think that is historically correct

so far as the instrument ia concerned. It was a curved
wooden instrument with a cupped mouthpiece, and not of
the reed type.

Mr. Shedlock.—I took the information from the descrip-

tion Hawkins gives.

Mr. SouTHGATE.—Then I think Hawkins is in error. Our
so-called comet was identical with the German " zinken,"

and, like other instruments of the period, they were made in

sets. The cornets were frequently used to piay the psalm-
tunes in churches.

Dr. CuMMiNGs.— I think Mr. Shedlock's remark requires

more elucidation. I very much doubt if the instrument used
by Matthew Locke was an instrument with a cup. The parts
in thf. Services would be quite impossible on an instrument
with a cup. I do not think it was a reed instrument; I rather

think it was a kind of flageolet. You will find there are

some accounts belonging to Westminster Abbey in which
there are payments for a certain term of years to cornet-

playeis to jjlay the buys' part in Ihc Services.

The Chajkman.—It has always struck me as strange that

those treble parts should be played on the cornets. I have
heard them played at a lecture, and the efiect was hideous.

They played some florid things, but they were awfully
difficult to manipulate. The kind of criticism one sometimes
meets is certainly amusing. I remember being scolded by a
musical critic for the harmonies I had introduced into the
National Anthem. He did not know they were Attwood's
own parts.

A vote of thanks to Mr. Shedlock was passed unaidmously.
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37tb Congress of tha ASgem. Dent. Husik-V«rein (G.
(Hddelberg),

Part ii: Auonsi, igot.

B.)-^. Maclean (London).

Bayiemth Imnesdon
The London Opera S
A Tiavellar's note from

Total—462 pages,"



Pari i. Ociobek, 1901.

.. ti (G.)—L. Schmidt (Dnsdmi).
Wumr's letUr to Stahr (G.)—G. HOoier (BresUa).

Mode In Rome, igoi (G.)— F. Spln> [Romef

.

Hiuic In Stockhcdm, igoi {G.)—A. lindgien {Stodtholm).

Part a. NnvBMBBit, tgoi.

Ft. Chnmncler {G.l-O. FltfMher (Bodlii).
E. *,-,_j>_.t^ • A. Follir-MaitlM _ , ,

William IL {G.j—G. ThDuiel {BeHlo).
nia Lcedf Festival (E).—j. A. Fnller-Maitlaiid pjoodon),

StunltE' Utter to n«dulck-1 — - ~~

Part 3. Decbmbbk, 1901.

Un^ln Gymuudmn School* (G-)—H. Abert(BedIi)).

Weber coneapcadence IG.)—L. Schmidt (Dtesden).

Oicbeatral and Chonl Batance (E.)—J. E. Borland (LoadMi).

in (Uvecpoal).

Berlin Mozatt Satival (G.t—G. Thoutet (Berlin).

Method of Madame Lniae Kranse (G.)—L. Riemani

PaBT 5. FHBRirARV. igoi.

Yorkshire Choral Singing (E,)—H. Thompson (Leeds).

The " Mdater^gec" in Rome (G.)—F. Sraro (Rome).

Pedrairs Loa Pinneos (F.)—F. S. Bravo (Barcelooii).

HaKeoDHozart IE.)—H. Kretisi

Julius H^'s Vocal Method (E.)- F. X. Arei

Tboallly in Piano-Teaching (G.)—Tony Bandmann (Hambms).
Three Forootten Walties by SohuhErt (E.)—W, Barday SqnSe (London).

Jnlina H<^s Vocal Method (E.)-F. X. Arens (New YoA).

FourNew Bach-latten (G.)—F. Schmidt (Sangariiausei^.

Unslc in Parte Danriac (Paris).

The Symphony in Frai

Bonaparle's Music Folicy (G.)—O. Fleischer (Berlin).

Reganling Musical Criticism (E.)—F- Gilbert Webb (London),

A new letter of Berlioz (F.)—J. G. Prodliomme (Paris).
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Part iz. Sbftehheh, 1901.

A Topt^c^dilcal Dletioiiar]' of Mudc Hiitory (F.)— J. G. Prod'-
faomme (Parii).

Baynoth. 19m (G.)—A. Hsyer-KcdDach (Beriin].

The LoodoD Open Season (E.)—W. Bucloy Squire (Londoa).
"IMooeMOsiB" and "DerWald" [E.)-^. Hacleui (Loadon).

Total—giz pages.*

SAMMELBANDE (Quarterly Magazine).

FIRST YEAR.

pARt I. OCXOBBH—DECEUBSn, 1E99.

A chapter on comparadTe miuk-sdence IG.}—O. Fleischer (BerUn).

Annenian Chuicb Mniic (G.)—K. Keworkian (Etschmladiln).

The mode Hitors of Jotaannes de Grocheo {Gj—J- Wolf (Berlin).

On Handet'i clavki^viaks (G.)—M. SdSort (Berlin).

Hndc-guild in Friedland [G.V-M. Seiffert (Berlin).

Dnfiv Mid bll ttnte (G.)—J. Wolf (Berlin).

Part a. Jasuarit—March, 1900.

Swediah musical history, i63o-i730 (G.l—T. Norlind (Lund),
On Schutz (G.)-M. Seiffert (Berlin).

Hamburg Opera Orchestra, 1678—1738 (G.)—W. Kleefeld (Berlin).

W. F. Bach's gummoas lo Darmstadt (G.)--W. Nagel (Darmstadt).
Baetlioven's Hondo in B flat (G.J—E, Mandyczswski (Vienna).
On Pragianime musSo (G.)~R. Hoheoeauer (Frankfim).
An tuilatoini music collectioD (G.)—H. Botstibar (Vienna).

Part 3. April—Juwa, 1900.

The new Arisio-enuB-find at Onyrhynchos (G.)—H. Aberl (Berlin)
Studies on Iceldndic Music (G.]—A, Hammerich (Copenhagen).
Castilian musical follt-loro of the i6ih century (F.)—F. PedreU (Madrid).
Samuel and Gottfried Scbeidl (G.)—A. Werner (Bit terfeld).

Grami at OpersrComposer (G.)—A, Maver-Reiuach (Strasbnis).

J. V. MedePa Stammbuch iG.)-j. Bolte (BerUn).

Part 4. July—Septeubbr, igoo.

History of SolmisalioB (G.)—G. Laooe (Breslau).

Purcell and Nicola Matlcis (E.)—J, Frederick Uridge,
Meitwiribi, tbe troubadour of the Caucasus (G.)—B. Korganow (Tiflis).

Kevival of musical life in Italy (G.)—O. G. Sonneck (Mew Vork).
Badi's Matthew Passion and the Protestant liuth (G.)~F. Bacbmann

ffleriin).

Six "nent Codices (G.J—J. Wolf (Berlin).

Note* on Spootini and Paganini (G.)—L. Ge^er (Berlin),

Total—687 pages.'

f
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second year.

Part i. October—December, 1900.

"O Roia Bdla." (E.)— Cede

orchestra In the iTth I

(Berlin).

M. Weckmann and the Moslcel CoU^ a,t Hemborg (G.}—H. Sdffert
(Berlin).

The old Bohemian Czeisohoisl? School (O.)—O. SchmidtJDiesdeiO.
The Five-four bar in popnlar FuutlBh music (F.)~I< Kroha

(Hel^fDra).
History of Music in Finland (G.)—B. Pndor (BBrlin).

—March, igoi.

» lE.V—Kathleen Schlednger (London}.
jU (Madrid).

Three Clavier-compositions wronglr ucribed to Bach (G.)—B- Bnch-
mayer (Dresden).

Music m RusHa in the fint half of the iglh Ccntnry (G.)—N.
Findeisen (Petersburg).

SeltiDgs of the Slabat Mater (E.)—C. B. Edgar (London).
TtM nen " ChorordnuQa" of R. r. LiUanerou (G.)

—

V. M. ReadtotfT
(Preelz).

Ihe Trent Codices (G.)—G. Adter (Vlemm).

P*M 3, Afwl—JUNB, igoi.

An nnprinted Letter by Psellas (bom loiS) on masiz (G.)—H. Abort
(Berlin).

Notes on an undescribed Collection of English 15th Century Music
(E.) — W. Barclay Squire (London).

J. B. Able: s bio-bibUographleol Sketch (G.)—I. Wolf (Berlin).

Jobann Chrfstian Bacb (G.)—M. Scbwarz (Beriin).

J. P. E. Hartmaim (G.l—A. Hammorich (Copenhagen), Tranilation
Eraro the Danish bjr L. Frelfran von LiUencron.

Soggeatlons towards a Theory of Harmonic Eqnivalents (E.) — W.
H. Hadoff (0^6rd).

Pari 4. Julv-—September. 1901.

On the Chinese Mn^l System (F).~A. Dechevrens (Paris).

Swedish School-songs in the Middle Ages, &c. (G.)—T, Norlind (LundU
Some documents regarding the Music of the Grande &curie da Soi'tF,}

—J. feorcheville (Pari?)
'

A set of Bach's proof-sheela [E )—J, A, Fuller-Maitland (London).
A Bach-Conjacture (G.)—F. Spiro

Total—723 pages.*
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THIRD YEAR.

Put I. OciOBU—Dbcbuber, i;», 1901.

Id (Hsmburgl.
(Bishop Auckland).

P*aT a. J4N0ARV—March, igoa.

Comparative Staiy of the lied (G.)—O. Fleischer (Berllo).

Mnsfc of the Faroea (G.)—HJalnur Thuien (Copenluigea).
HntCenlmy of Qerman Opera (G).-'H. Kielischmu' (Le]pxi^>
Maw Catal«iies in Hndc Hi>t(» (G.)—K. A. GfiUer [ZvbHaa).

Oa ^thelic JndgmeDt (G.>—A. Rdchel |Bero).

Modem Graek Folksongs (G.l—L. Burchaer fMuoich).
VgiiaB Tribe Melodies (G,)—I. Krohn (Helsinfora).

MagDUS Aurelins Cassiodorus (G.)—H. Abert (Berlin).

Warwick Glass Windows (E.l—C. F. Hardy (London).
Willaerfs Pater Noaler (l.j—O. Chilesotli (Bassano).
Kuhnau'a Lifo (G.)—R. Munnich (Berlin).

Sarti in Copenhagen (G.)~C, Thiane (Copenhagen).
Life-work of Arthur Sullivan (E.)—Alexander Mackenzie (LondoD).

Snoeck Insltumenl Colleclion (G.)—O. Fleischer (Berlin),

Aiatnc- Persian and c. scales (I.)—O. ChilesottijBaaaBno).

Florence and 14th cenlnry muMc (G.)—]. Wolf i Berlin).

Luther and tlie Protestant Litnrgy (G.)—J. Wolf (Be^t.
Bach's aon-observance of some fixed rules (E.)—H. W. Mldu
Pierre de JSlyotle (F.)—J- G. Ptod'homme (Paris).

The ChiDmatic Tone-sjBtem (G.t—M. Arcnd (Ldp^).
Ugilan Tribe Melodies, sappl. (G.)—I. Krolm (Hels£^;£DrB>.

. (Loodon).

Part j. April—June, 190Z.

Pari 4, Jdlv—Skptember, 1901.

Totrf-743]

rindend.
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APPENDIX
TO THE INDEX OF PAPERS READ BEFORE THE

MUSICAL ASSOCIATION

COMPRISING THE SESSIONS XXVI. TO XXVm.

I.

—

Subjects.

II.—Writers.



INDEX.

L^SOBJECTS.
SESSION

Accompanimeata in Eagland in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries. Organ.

By W. H. Cdhmings, Mqs, D. Dub.. F.S.A XXVI.

iEathetic treatment of Bach's organ works. The.

By H. HsMHCOTE Statham . . XXVII.

Bach's organ works. The esthetic treatment of.

By H. HIAIBCOIB Statham XXVII.

Balalaika, The.

By Aloekhoh S. Rose .. .. .. .. XXVII

Balance. Orchestral and choral.

By John E. BoRtAND, Mus.B XXVIII.

Beauty of Music. The philosophy of the higher.

(Part II.)

By jDsaPU GODDAKD .. ,, .. .. .. XXVI.

Belgium. Music aud musicians of the Walloon
Provinces of.

ByW.W.CoBsm .. .. .. .. .. XXVII.

Bells and bell tones.

By W. W. Starmer, A.R.A.M XXVIII.

Chester recorders. The.

By JoeEPU C. Bridge, M.A., Mds.D. .. ,. .. XXVII.

Choral balance. Orchestral and.

By JOUN E. BOKLAHD, MQ3.B XXVIII.

Chromaticism in Harmony.
By Herbert Wegterbv, Mus.B XXVII.

Church composers and the Irish cathedrals. Irish.

By John S. Bdhpds XXVI.

Clear coupler for the organ. A.

By John W. Waruan. A.E.CO. XXVI.

Coronation music.

By J. S. Shedlock. B.A XXVIIL
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172 Appendix.

Development of national opera in Rnsaa. The.

By Mrs. Hbkkv Nbwuakch XXVI.

Development of national opera in Russia. The.
(and Papier.)

By Mr>. Henrv Nbwmarch XXVIII.

Ears. Musicians'.

By Miriam Ellis XXVII.

Ear-training. The teachings of harmony asaba^s ofl

By Frank J. Sawveb, Mds.D XXVII.

Education. A seventeen!h-centuiy view of musical.

By Sir FuEiBiicK BuDOB, MmJ). .. .. .. XXVII.

Hamlet and the recorder.

B7C.WiceH,M.A. XXVIII.

Harmony asabaas of ear tiaimng. The teachings of.

ByFuiKj.SAwyBa,Uiti.D. XXVII.

Haiinoi^. Chromatidsm ia<

By Heusm WEtmsi, Hiia.B. XXVII.

Histoiy of mensurable music. Thei

By J. F. R, Statobr, UA., B.C.L. XXVI.

History. The teaching of musical.

By Professor NiECKS ., .. .. .. .. XXVI.

Introductions found in certain metrical psalters. On
the musical.

^ Six Joan SnuHH, UotJ) XXVII,

Irish Cbuich composeiB and the Irish cathedrals.

ByJoBnS. Buknni ,. .. XXVI.

Mensurable music The Mstoiy of.

By J. F. R. SVAIHBB, H.A., B.C.I. .. XXVI.

Musical education. A seventeenth-century view oL

By Sir'FiiiDBRiCKBstDCB,MiuJ>. ., .. XXVn.

Musical introductions found in certain metrical
psalters. On the.

BySir]0I9NSlAINBR,HluJ>. XXVII.

Music ai!id mu^ians tJf the Walloon Provinces of
Belgium.

By W,.W. COBBBTT ,. .. .. XXVII.
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Muudans' ears.

BrHntuiiBLUs ; .. .. XXVU.

NatioDal wera in Rus^a. The development of.

(ist Paper.)

ByMn.NBwiuitoH XXVI.

National opera in Russia. The development of.

(2nd Paper.)

By Mn. Nbwuarch XXVIIL

National style-builder. Sullivan as a.

By Charmm tUmMM. MjL, MnaJ^. XXVIIL

Opera in Russia. The development of national.

Br Hn. HiHitr Nbwmasck .. .. .. XXVI.

Opera in Rus»a. The development of national,

(and Paper.)

By Mn. Hbhrv Nbwvaicb XXVIIL

Orchestral and choral balance.

Bjr joHH E. Boujuni, HuB-B XXVIIL

Organ accompaniments in England in the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries.

By W. K. Cini>nHas,MasJ).Dub., F.S.A. .. .. XXVI.

Organ. A clear coupler for the.

ByJotaW.WAiiK*N.A.R.C,0, .. .. ' .. XXVI.

Organ works. The xsthetic treatment of Bach's.

By H. Hblthcoib Siathui XXVIL

Fhilosoi^y of our tempered system. The
By JOSBTO GODDABO .. .. .. .. .. XXVIU.

Philosophy of the higher beauty of mudc. The.
(Part il.)

By JOBSrU GoDDUtD . . . , . , , . . . XXVI

Psalters. On the musical introductions found in
certain metrical.

By^JoHHST*lKBR,Mlu.D XXVU.

Psychology of sight-singing. The.

Br W. G. UcNAnQui. Uu.D. Cant XXVI.

Recorder. Hamlet and the.

By C. Waunf, H A XXVIU.
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RecordeiB. Tbe CheBtet.

Br Jossra C.Bmm, UJl.. Mna.D XXVII.

Russia. Tbe devel<q>ment of nBtional opera in.

B7 Hi*. Hbhrt Nbwmmch .. XXVI.

Russia. The development of national opera in.

(2nd Paper.)

^ HiB. Hbkrt HKmuRcB .. .. .: XXVni.

Seventeenth-century view of musical education. A.

By Sir Fudeuce Bbiikib, Mqi. D. , . . . XXVII.

Sigfat<^ging. The pBychology of.

By W. G. McNAnSBT, Mns.D. Cant. XKVI.

Sullivan as a national style-builder.

ByCHARLKS Macleas', M.A., Mus.D. ., .. .. XXVIII.

Teachings of hartnony as a basis of ear-training. The.
By Frank J. Sawyer, MUB.D XXVII.

Teaching of musical history. The.

By Professor KlECKs XXVT.

Tempered system. The philosophy of our.

By Joseph GoDDARij .. .. ., .. ,, XXVIII.

Treatment of Bach's organ works. The (esthetic.

fly H. Heatiicoie Statuam XXVII.

Walloon Provinces of Belgium. Music and musicians
of the-

By W, W. COBBETT XXVII.

II.—WRITERS.
SESSION

BoKLAHD, John E., Mus.B.
Oitllu8l[«l Bod cbottl bahmce ., XXVIII.

Bkidgb, Sir FREDBRicKt Mus.D.
AseveDtcealh-cealiiTy vfewofmnalcBlediiCKtlon.. .. XXVII.'

Bridge, Joseph C, M.A., MusJ}.
The Chester lecotden .. .. .. .. .. XXVII.

BuHPUs, John S.

Iriah Cliiuch ampovsa and the liinh c«tliedial> . . .. XXVT.

CODBETT, W. W.
Hq^ and mndcUiii of the WaUoon PiovIimm of Bdglnm XXVII-
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CuHHiNGS, W. H., HUS.D., F.SJL
Organ accompmiiiiieiita in Hnf^aod In tlW shtM&tli KoA

Beventeenth centniiM >• XXVI.

Blub, Miss Miriam.

HnsldaiiB' ears XXVIL

GoDDABD, Joseph.

The philosophy of the liigh beauty of mode Ftttn. XXVI.
The philosophy of our tempered system . . . . . . XXVIII,

Maclean, Charles, M.A., Mus.D.
Sullivan as a national style-bnlldec XXVIII.

KcNaught, W. G., Mus.D.
The pajchology of ilght-sli^Dg , . . . . . . . XXVI.

Nbwuarch, Mrs. Henry.

The developmeot ofnalloiwl opm in RdmU. istpqnr ,. XXVI.

Do. do. do. and piper ..XXVIII.

NiECKB, Prof. F., Mus.D.
The tMcUng of musical hltfor; .. .. XXVI.

Robe, Algbrhon S.

TheGaUlalka XXVII.

Sawybh, Frank J., Mus.D.

The teachings oE harmony as a basis of ear-trainlag . . XXVII.

Shedlock, J. S., B.A.

Coronation m..iic XXVIII.

Stainer, Sit John, M.A., D.C.L., Mus.D.
On the musical Introductions found ia certain metrical

psalletB XXVIi.

Staihbr, J. F. R., M.A., B.CL.
The history of mensurable mndo . . . . . XXVI.

Stabmer, W. W., A.R.A.M.
Bells and bell tones XXVIII.

Statham, H. Heathcote.
The ssthelic treatment of Bach's organ works . . , . XXVII.

Wahman, John W., A.R.C.O.
A clear coupler for the organ . . . . . , , . XXVI.

Welch, C, M.A.

Hamlet and the recorder .. XXVIII.

Westerby, Herbert, Mus.B.

Chroroatidim In Harmony ,, ., XXVn.
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